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ABSTRACT
Social media platforms have offered students—and all of us—more opportunities
for self-sponsored writing. In response to calls from researchers to explore students’
21st-century writing practices and their relevance to college writing instruction, this
dissertation articulated and applied a feminist teacher research methodology and a
mixed-methods research design to explore first-year composition (FYC) students’ selfsponsored writing practices, attitudes, and transfer opportunities on a popular, albeit
under-examined, social media application: Instagram. This study found that students
have developed elaborate, rhetorical, multimodal composing processes that include
planning, drafting, evaluating, selecting, and styling images as well as planning,
drafting/revising, and styling captions. Additionally, though most survey participants said
that audience awareness figured into their composing practices, data from interviews
revealed that students often misunderstood or inaccurately specified their audiences.
Similarly, while all interviewees used a process-based approach to compose their
Instagram posts, significant differences exist regarding students’ levels of awareness
about their composing decisions. Concerning students’ perceptions of transfer
opportunities between Instagram and FYC, this study found that most survey
respondents did not conceptualize their Instagram writing as writing nor did they see
their Instagram writing practices as related to the writing required in FYC. Further,
respondents generally disagreed that opportunities to transfer skills and knowledge
learned from Instagram to FYC exist. However, student interviewees offered evidence
that contradicted survey results. Specifically, all interviewees within the study cited
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connections between their writing practices on Instagram and FYC composing practices
by the end of their interviews. Findings from this study productively extend and nuance
prior research on students’ extracurricular composing practices, offer new findings that
address the lack of empirical data about Instagram and writing process, and have
several implications for FYC pedagogy. Particular curricular suggestions are provided
along with two guiding principles that extend this dissertation’s results.
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CHAPTER ONE: CALLS TO ACTION & CONTEXT
“We have much to learn about students’ current online writing practices,
particularly in the social media spaces in which they write most frequently.”
—Gold et al., 2020
More than ten years ago, Kathleen Blake Yancey (2009) called writing teachers
and researchers to action: “It’s time to support all forms of 21st-century literacies, inside
and outside school” (p. 1). Yancey’s report, titled Writing in the 21st Century, argued for
“developing new models of writing; designing a new curriculum supporting those
models; and creating models for teaching that curriculum” (p. 10). Yancey’s call to
research and re-envision writing theory and pedagogy stems from what Bolter (2001)
characterized as electronic writing in the “late age of print” (p. 3), what Lunsford (2013)
described as “the digital revolution” (para. 10), and what Takayoshi (2018) more
recently reported as “an explosion of digitally mediated writing in daily life” (p. 562).
Indeed, the proliferation and popularity of digital composing technologies have ushered
in new and many opportunities for students to write, opportunities that they have acted
upon with enthusiasm.
College students write more today than ever before (Anson, 2017). They tweet
and text, Snap and Instagram, and make memes and podcasts, often with their mobile
phones and a host of web-based applications. Yancey’s (2009) call demands writing
teachers and scholars pay attention to students’ self-sponsored writing—“writing
students choose to do (and are not required to do)” (Rosinski, 2017, p. 249)—and the
writing practices that develop within new, frequently networked and digital, composing
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technologies. More specifically, Frost (2011) stressed that “social media and students’
fascination with them provide an opportunity for instructors interested in shaping the
coming decade of composition pedagogy” (p. 275), and Shepherd (2018) argued that
“scholars need to take up the cause of exploring how writing is done in specific
multimodal spaces: to explore the literacies of Instagram, Snapchat, Pinterest, Reddit,
and Tinder” (p. 112).
As a result, over the last decade, writing researchers have attended to Yancey’s
(2009) call, among others, by examining intersections among social media, digital
literacies, and writing theory and pedagogy (e.g., Amicucci, 2014; Daer & Potts, 2014;
Frost, 2011; Hentges, 2016; Mina, 2017, 2019; Takayoshi, 2015; Vie, 2008, 2015; Walls
& Vie, 2017). More specifically, writing researchers have studied individual students to
learn about extracurricular digital literacy and identity practices across social networking
platforms (A. Buck, 2012); gathered and analyzed large data sets about students’ use of
composing technologies (Grabill et al., 2010; Moore et al., 2016); investigated specific
social media platforms like Facebook (Shepherd, 2015, 2018), Twitter (Potts, 2013),
Pinterest (DeLuca, 2015), and Instagram (McNely, 2015); and examined how students’
self-sponsored, digitally networked, multimodal writing intersects with the goals of
college composition courses, specifically first-year composition (FYC) (Mina, 2017;
Shepherd, 2018).
In 2017, Stephanie Vie and Douglas Walls edited a collection titled Social Media /
Social Writing: Publics, Presentations, and Pedagogies. This collection was particularly
important for solidifying the value of studying social media in relation to composition
2

theory and pedagogy. In their introduction, Walls and Vie reminded readers that
“popular social media technologies measure their populations in the high millions and
low billions” (p. 3). In fact, according to Pew Research Center’s most recent report
regarding social media use in the United States, 72% of Americans report ever using
social media sites (Auxier & Anderson, 2021). Moreover, Auxier and Anderson’s (2021)
report highlighted, as Pew’s 2018 report did, that Instagram and Snapchat are
especially popular among 18- to 24-year-olds, with 76% and 71% of respondents,
respectively, using these sites. Additionally, 95% of 18- to 24-year-olds use YouTube
and 70% still frequent Facebook. Because of its popularity with college-aged students,
and its near ubiquity in mainstream culture, social media is an important element of
21st-century composing. The sixteen chapters in Wall and Vie’s collection can be seen
as a unified scholarly response to the presence of social media in students’ lives and to
Yancey’s (2009) call to take their digital, networked writing seriously.
Despite burgeoning scholarly conversations in writing-related fields about 21stcentury literacies, writ large, and particularly social media literacies, there is still much
writing researchers and teachers don’t know about writing as it is happening now—
mostly on digital screens in networked, public spaces. Specifically, Takayoshi’s (2018)
article “Writing in Social Worlds: An Argument for Researching Composing Processes”
recommended that writing researchers reclaim writing process as an object of study
given the wealth of digital writing in everyday life. The study of writing process was
largely abandoned in the mid-nineties amid critique from post-process writing scholars
who thought process research sought to develop a singular model of composing and
3

didn’t account for the social aspects of writing (Takayoshi, 2018). Today, networked
digital writing presents new opportunities to discover what writers do when they
compose in applications that are designed to be social. For example, Graham’s (2018)
writer(s)-in-community model specifically accounts for writing “as a social activity
situated within specific communities . . . accomplished by its members” (p. 255), and
Pigg et al. (2014) likewise attended to the social and material influences on writers’
processes.
Still, Takayoshi (2018) concluded her article with an explicit call for more writing
process research: “If teachers of writing are to effectively help writers learn to be
effective and productive in contemporary academic and non-academic contexts, then
we need to know what composing demands writers must negotiate” (p. 573). Other
scholarship makes the case for studying rhetorical decision making and writing
processes, specifically, and in relation to the composition classroom. For instance, just
in the last five years, researchers (Anson, 2017; Shepherd, 2018; and Moore et al.,
2016) have suggested that compositionists need to understand the underlying writing
and decision-making processes fostered by students’ self-sponsored digital writing and
find ways to connect these practices to academic study.
Beyond and within questions about composing processes, questions regarding
transfer—how something learned in one context is used in another—abound in writing
studies (e.g., Reiff & Bawarshi, 2011; Robertson et al., 2012; Rounsaville et al., 2008;
Saidy, 2018). Entire pedagogies aimed at facilitating transfer have been developed and
studied, such as “teaching for transfer” (TFT) approaches and “writing about writing”
4

(WaW) pedagogies pioneered by Yancey et al. (2014) and Downs and Wardle (2007),
respectively. However, researchers are just beginning to explore how social media
writing is connected (and disconnected) to the writing students do or will need to do in
the composition classroom. For example, writing researchers like Amber Buck (2012),
Elisabeth Buck (2015), Mina (2017), Shepherd (2018), and Rosinski (2017) found that
students’ self-sponsored writing is a rich source of rhetorical decision making and
multimodal composing skills that writing instructors might purposefully connect to
composing processes and decision making in academic contexts. However,
researchers also reported that students failed to see their existing digital and multimodal
composing skills as connected to classroom conceptions of writing, even though
researchers often recognized connections during their studies (e.g., Anson, 2017;
Rosinski, 2017; Shepherd, 2018).
Given students’ apparent failure to connect their social media writing to academic
writing contexts on their own, in the limited number of studies that aimed to investigate
transfer-related questions in the context of students’ social media writing practices,
writing-related disciplines, and writing instructors, need more research regarding social
media and transfer, as well as social media writing practices at large. To this point, the
lead article in last year’s College Composition and Communication, “Who’s Afraid of
Facebook? A Survey of Students’ Online Writing Practices,” emphasized that “we have
much to learn about students’ current online writing practices, particularly in the social
media spaces in which they write most frequently” (Gold et al., 2020, p. 24).
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This dissertation, and the research study at its foundation, First-Year
Composition Students’ Self-Sponsored Writing Practices on Instagram, aims not only to
continue the work of researchers responding to Yancey’s (2009) comprehensive call to
“research and articulate new composition” (p. 1), but also to take up more specific
research invitations related to studying writing processes and transfer opportunities
within students’ social media writing practices. Specifically, I focus my research on an
under-examined, multimodal social media application, Instagram.
While Facebook and Twitter are frequently the platforms of choice for writing
researchers (e.g., Amicucci, 2017; Gold et al., 2020; Marwick & boyd, 2011; Mina, 2017;
Shepherd, 2015, 2018), less attention has been paid to Instagram. Instagram is
particularly important for writing researchers and teachers given its popularity among
college-aged students and its focus on multimodal composition (i.e., image plus
caption). And unlike Snapchat, another popular social media application, Instagram
posts are more stable, not ephemeral by design. Consequently, students and
researchers can revisit Instagram posts days, weeks, months, or even years after
posting, thus making non-invasive, post hoc study of students’ self-sponsored
Instagram content and writing processes much more feasible.
As Fishman et al. (2005) remarked, “Composition research is, at its best,
research concerned with writing, writers, and the contexts in which they write” (p. 224).
In writing classrooms, knowledge of 21st-century writing should be connected to
research about writing as it is practiced in diverse spaces, by all sorts of writers. To this
point, Amicucci (2020) recently argued:
6

in order to educate students as writers, we must first understand them as
writers—and to do so, we must keep their networks visible. This is not a simple
missive to remember that our students are active writers on social networks.
Instead, we need to craft a writing education that continually explores the
networks in which students operate as writers—both the networks they opt into
and the academic networks into which we conscript them—and the complications
that students’ networked writing introduces into the educational opportunities we
create. (p. 18)
To Amicucci’s (2020) point, my research study provides data that speaks
productively to previous findings in writing studies, as an interdisciplinary field, and
helps to fill knowledge gaps regarding students’ Instagram writing practices, how
students feel about their FYC and Instagram writing, and the connections students see
(and don’t see) between them. Additionally, after analysis, the data gathered from my
research could have direct implications for contemporary composition theory and the
practice of teaching writing, specifically in FYC but also beyond. Finally, my research
study is significant because of the participant population it engages and for its mixedmethods approach to researching students’ self-sponsored writing processes, as the
research design attends specifically to the ethical and practical challenges of studying
students’ extracurricular composing processes on Instagram.

Research Questions
Within the context of the research space I delineated in the previous section, this
dissertation engages contemporary research calls in order to refine and develop both
writing theory and the practice of teaching writing. My guiding research question is:
What can we learn from FYC students’ writing practices on Instagram?
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The following themed sub questions offer details about how l approached the
guiding research question given my positionality, my academic background, previous
research, and my commitment to a feminist teacher researcher methodology and ethicsfirst methods, described in detail in Chapter 2.
Writing Practice Questions
1.1: How do FYC students compose their Instagram posts? In other words, what
do FYC Instagram users think about and do as they bring their Instagram posts
into being?
1.2: What kinds of rhetorical thinking and multimodal writing practices do FYC
students’ employ when composing Instagram posts?
1.3: Why do FYC students compose on Instagram?
Affective and Transfer-Related Questions
2.1: How do FYC students feel about their Instagram writing practices in relation
to their academic writing practices?
2.2: Do FYC students see connections between their Instagram and FYC writing
practices?
2.3: Do writing practices enacted on Instagram intersect with FYC goals and if
so, how?

In learning about the rhetorical thinking and writing processes at work when
students compose in networked public spaces, like Instagram, I am always thinking
about my work as writing faculty at Daytona State College (DSC), an open-access state
college described more fully in Chapter 2 as the site of my research. Moore et al. (2016)
maintained, “We would be more effective writing teachers if we helped students solve
their real-world personal, professional, and academic writing problems by building on
their existing practices, including their flexible use of composing technologies that
8

permeate their everyday lives” (p. 12). Anson (2017) further suggested that “selfsponsored, digitally mediated literate activities can provide forms of tacit learning—
especially about discourse—that mirror the learning encouraged and expected in
school” (p. 310). And within the context of Yancey’s call to reconsider writing instruction
for the 21st century, Shepherd (2015) insisted:
it is necessary to look more practically and realistically at how SNSs are used by
composition students and how this intersects with the work being done in FYC.
We as composition instructors need to take a hard look at where we are before
we begin to look at where we can go. (p. 86)
The following sections provide essential context for understanding how I moved from
calls to action, to research questions, to my study of FYC students’ writing practices on
Instagram, as well as the theoretical and practical implications of this work.

First-Year Composition
Now a staple of undergraduate general education at colleges and universities,
FYC developed in the late 19th century as a fix for subpar admissions essays at
Harvard. Though early FYC was initially synonymous with writing remediation,
specifically grammar, mechanics, and essay structure, by the late 1940s questions
raised by linguists and FYC teachers about the purpose, aims, and curriculum of writing
instruction began to complicate the task of curative writing instruction (Coxwell-Teague
& Lunsford, 2014; Tinberg, 2015). By the 1950s, the Conference on College
Composition and Communication (CCCC) and its flagship journal College Composition
and Communication (CCC) were born, legitimizing FYC, and its encircling field of writing
studies—a term I will explain in a subsequent section—as a content course, not just
9

required grammar-based lessons to be transferred to writing-deficient students
(Coxwell-Teague & Lunsford, 2014).
Over the years, FYC has continued to evolve as a “subject to be studied, and not
just a set of skills that teachers could transmit to students lacking those skills” (CoxwellTeague & Lunsford, 2014, p. xv). Moreover, as noted by Calhoon-Dillahunt (2018), FYC
became a space “where theory and practice, teaching, and scholarship were directly
and symbiotically connected” (p. 276). Additionally, FYC has “come to provide an
orientation to college, (a kind of ready-made course in the first-year experience of
college)” (Tinberg, 2015, p. 7). Amidst historical and contemporary attempts to
legitimize FYC as a content-laden discipline and site for inquiry, FYC has always been a
de facto introduction to college writing culture: a first point of contact with values, skills,
and attitudes that conflict—to varying degrees—with the communities students inhabit,
or have historically inhabited, outside of FYC, outside of “the academy.” In fact, in her
chair’s address at the 2018 CCCC, Calhoon-Dillahunt (2018) argued:
First-year writing matters because it touches more students than any other
college-level course—whether these students complete college or not. We can
never underestimate the power of the classroom to create changes for students,
the community, and the world. First-year writing is the access point to higher
education—and, as such, is often a transformative and even liberatory space for
students. (p. 290)

The focus on FYC students, their writing, and eventually, FYC applications, in
this dissertation matters not only because, as Calhoon-Dillahunt (2018) and others (e.g.,
Tinberg, 2015; Phillips et al. 2019) have argued, FYC impacts large numbers of college
students each semester, but also because it’s a “uniquely writing-centered course”
10

(Tinberg, 2015, p. 7)—perhaps the only writing-focused class(es) students will
encounter in their general education course work. FYC, then, is a place where the
subject of writing, as well as its practice, can reign queen.
When I began teaching FYC at Daytona State College in 2007, the first words my
next-office colleague Dr. Kenny Walker said to me were, “If you don’t leave every day
feeling like shit, you haven’t done your job.” His sentiment reflects the reality of teaching
FYC. Although an instructor’s aim may at first seem straightforward—teach writing—in
practice, FYC instructors, especially those at open-access or two-year institutions like
mine, daily exist in complicated political systems that press us to make difficult
decisions between false binaries: job training versus academic training; content versus
skills; rigor versus student success. Teaching FYC is tough. So tough, in fact, that
Yancey (2014) titled her chapter in First-Year Composition: From Theory to Practice
“Attempting the Impossible: Designing a First-Year Composition Course.”
As a current FYC instructor with more than 14 years of practice notched into my
curriculum vitae, I deeply understand the complexities of teaching FYC at a particular
institution, within a particular department, to particular students and within jointly
authored disciplinary standards and statements like the Framework for Success in
Postsecondary Writing (Council of Writing Program Administrators [CWPA] et al., 2011),
the WPA Outcomes Statement for First-Year Composition 3.0 (CWPA, 2014), and
Professional Knowledge for the Teaching of Writing (National Council of Teachers of
English [NCTE], 2016). These frameworks aimed to unite FYC programs and
practitioners toward specific goals. For example, all three of these documents stressed
11

the importance of rhetorical knowledge about writing, writing as a process, and the
relationship between critical thinking, reading, and composing. The Framework for
Success in Postsecondary Writing (CWPA, et. al., 2014) also added an emphasis on
cultivating “habits of mind” like flexibility, engagement, and metacognition. And NCTE’s
(2016) Professional Knowledge for the Teaching of Writing specifically emphasized the
importance of multimodal composition and the influence of composing technologies on
writers’ practices. I will take up these last two points (i.e., writing technologies and
multimodality) in subsequent sections of this chapter along with a review of writing
process research, given the particular relevance these topics have to this dissertation.
Yet, beyond these principles, in practice, there exist many and varied
perspectives, contents, and strategies for teaching FYC; many and varied purposes for
doing so; many and varied institutionally-specific outcomes for these courses; and many
and varied contexts in which individual and collective perspectives, purposes,
outcomes, and strategies commingle with students’ needs. At DSC, for example, our
FYC outcomes and course outlines (see Appendix E) were devised from the WPA’s
Outcomes Statement for First-Year Composition 3.0 (CWPA, 2014). However, as one
can imagine, given the previously discussed frameworks and DSC-specific outcomes,
instructors are left with many ways to peel a potato. As such, many potato-related
products might be produced, from loaded skins to silky mash, depending on how one
chooses to approach the FYC spud. Important to note, full-time English faculty, like me,
teaching DSC’s FYC sequence, which includes an Introduction to Composition course
(ENC 1101) and a Writing with Research course (ENC 1102), are given the freedom to
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design and deliver FYC courses as they see fit, as long as the curriculum attends to the
course goals (see, again, Appendix E).
In short, FYC possibilities, even under the auspices of national and local
guidelines, are numerous, hence, the truths in Yancey’s (2014) characterization of
designing FYC as impossible and my colleague’s colorful comment. After many years in
FYC classrooms, however, and despite my hand-over-heart agreement with Yancey’s
(2014) sentiment, I suggest that given social media’s near-ubiquity in 21st-centry life
and Yancey’s (2004) call for writing teacher-scholars to articulate a “new curriculum for
the 21st century” that recognizes students’ self-sponsored writing (p. 308), it is now
essential to get to work re-imagining our composing theories and practices in light of
lessons learned from students’ writing in social media spaces like Instagram.
Beyond the ubiquity of social media that calls writing researchers to study writing
in these spaces, social media is meaningful to college students, as Moore et al. (2016)
found through large-scale survey research with 1,366 students from seven colleges
within the United States. Moreover, Kester and Vie’s (2021) research on social media
use in writing classrooms revealed that students mostly had positive feelings about
social media use in their writing classrooms, citing words and phrases like relatable,
familiar, real world, prevalent in society, and incredibly popular to qualify their
excitement and explain why faculty should consider social media in their curriculum (p.
61).
To fully embrace Yancey’s call to support 21st-century literacies inside the
composition classroom, we must understand more about what is happening when
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writers write in the digital, networked spaces that make up their everyday literature
practices. McKee and DeVoss (2007) likewise argued that “digital technologies and the
people who use those technologies have changed the processes, products, and
contexts for writing and the teaching of writing in dramatic ways” (p. 11). Here,
specifically in relation to open-access college contexts, Fisch (2020) offered this
sentiment:
Writing teachers have long been focused on providing support to students new to
the university. Paradoxically, our classes may represent a "critical site of
vulnerability" (Penrose 457) for first-generation students who experience
dislocation, anxiety, and low confidence (Cox, College; Cox, "It Was") more
acutely in the academic discourse community of composition classes (Childs),
even though performance outcomes indicate that their perceptions about their
literacy deficits are often unwarranted (Penrose). (pp. 239-240)

FYC, specifically at DSC, but also elsewhere, is thus well-positioned to be what
Reiff and Bawarshi (2011) and others (e.g., Rounsaville et al., 2018; Shepherd, 2018)
described as a bridge course where students’ out-of-class writing lives, of which social
media is a large part, are welcomed and purposefully connected to the goals of FYC.
Yancey (2004) made these arguments explicit: "First-year composition is a place to
begin” remaking writing curriculum (p. 315).
In attending to Yancey’s (2004) call to articulate “composition in a new key” (p.
321) and its commitment to both the demands of our digital, networked world and
students’ complicated, accumulated, multimodal, digital literacy practices (Cope &
Kalantzis, 2000; Moore et al., 2016), social media offers many affordances. These
affordances, which writing studies scholars have begun to explore, include opportunities
for facilitating learning transfer (Rosinski, 2017; Shepherd, 2018); teaching multimodal
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composition (Mina, 2017; Shepherd, 2018); engaging public writing and activism
(Dadas, 2017; Vie, 2014); building classroom community (Hentges, 2016); encouraging
rhetorical awareness (Anson, 2017); and developing and/or deepening students critical
digital literacies (Vie, 2008), among many others.
As for this dissertation and its focus on what we can learn from students’
extracurricular writing practices on Instagram, I believe that knowing what’s going on,
specifically what students think about and what they do when they compose on
Instagram, is not only essential for research-driven theories of writing, but also for
practice, especially regarding how we teach writing process and how we might help
students develop an identity as a writer who brings previous writing-related skills and
knowledge to the FYC table. To help make new composition, we must study new
composition. The following sections provide essential context for learning about and
from students’ 21st-century writing practices on Instagram.

Social Media
Many scholars, in diverse fields—from media and cultural studies to political
science, psychology, sociology, and education—study social media from multiple angles
and with myriad purposes. From notions of networked societies (e.g., Castells, 1996) to
participatory cultures (e.g., Jenkins, 2008) to the public space of social media (e.g.,
Tierney, 2013) and attendant issues related to privacy (e.g., Vie, 2014), activism (e.g.,
Dixon, 2014), and exploitive labor (e.g., Fuchs, 2014), social media is a 21st-century
phenomenon that has proven worthy of scholarly attention. Within this dissertation, I
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engage with social media and, specifically, Instagram, as a popular composing space
where students write, read, and connect on the daily. I do so in order to take seriously
the place of social media in students’ lives and their social media-sponsored writing
practices and to investigate possible connections between their extracurricular writing
on Instagram and the goals of FYC. I join other scholars, like those cited in the
introduction to this chapter, working to contradict lingering narratives in higher education
and in popular culture that trivialize or disparage young people’s extracurricular social
media writing (e.g., Bauerlein, 2008). To this point, Shipka (2011) argued that
professors must “make a concerted effort to resist (and/or encourage others to resist)
the tendency to identify as ‘childlike,’ ‘merely creative,’ ‘expressivist,’ ‘artistic,’
‘nonacademic,’ or ‘experimental’” texts that explore meaning beyond academic prose in
alphabetic writing (p. 133).
Given the diversity of approaches, understandings, and applications of social
media, it is essential to be clear about what I mean by social media. In 2008, boyd and
Ellison forwarded a now often-cited definition of social network sites (SNS), which
attends carefully to differences in “emphasis and scope” that they perceived between
the noun “network” and the verb “networking” (p. 211). In choosing the word “network,”
boyd and Ellison emphasized that “participants are not necessarily ‘networking’ or
looking to meet new people; instead, they are primarily communicating with people who
are already a part of their extended social network” (p. 211). Currently, popular culture
and scholarship has moved away from network terminology and toward the phrase
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social media as a way to group and name platforms like Facebook, Twitter, TikTok, and
Instagram, just to name a handful.
In The Culture of Connectivity, Van Dijck (2013) argued that “sharply delineating
various types of social media platforms is impossible,” (p. 4) and so Van Dijck leaned on
Kaplan and Haenlein (2010)’s broad definition for social media: “a group on Internetbased applications that build on the ideological and technical foundations of Web 2.0,
and that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated content” (p. 61). Likewise,
Hurley and Hea (2014) offered a similar definition of social media as “media that exploit
Web 2.0 technologies to allow for more user interaction, especially opportunities for
user-generated content, [and] social interactions” (p. 57). And boyd (2014) suggested
that social media are “the sites and services that emerged during the early 2000s,
including social networking sites, video sharing sites, blogging and microblogging
platforms, and related tools that allow participants to create and share their own
content” (p. 6).
However, what none of these definitions imply is the way words like interaction,
share, and exchange must be understood beyond user-to-user connectivity and utopian
versions of participatory culture. Corporate profits are part of the fabric of social media
ecosystems. Here, Jenkins (2008) remarked that in social media spaces, “not all
participants are created equal,” and Beck (2017) aptly noted that the rhetoric of sharing
and participation creates the impression that social media sites are inherently positive,
when in actuality there are risks and benefits to be balanced (p. 37). As boyd (2014)
insisted, “living in a networked world is complicated” (p. 16) and the persistence,
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visibility, spreadability, and searchability of social media content, as well as forms of
“soft surveillance” (Lyon, 2007) enabled by algorithmic mining and tracking, make the
social media landscape messy, full of opportunities and obstacles.
While it is not the focus of this dissertation to research the potential harms
perpetrated by profit-driven social media platforms like Instagram, I will discuss the
ethical dilemmas inherent in incorporating social media into classroom practice in
Chapter 5. I will also specifically attend to the rhetoric of the Instagram interface in a
subsequent section within this chapter. Here, it is important to note that the premise of
this dissertation is not that social media is inherently good or bad, something to be
equivocally embraced in the classroom or systematically shunned. Instead, I focus on
social media as a space students inhabit, a space where students are writing, so that
we might discover what there is to learn from their practices and how that learning might
impact writing theory and practice and keep writing studies—and those of us teaching
writing—from becoming “anachronistic” (Shipka, 2011; Yancey, 2004).
Moving forward, I embrace the definition of social media offered by boyd (2014),
but also look at a specific instantiation, Instagram, in order to take up calls to investigate
platform-specific writing practices (see, for example, Shepherd, 2018). But first, it is
appropriate to pause to clarify other important terms and phrases I have already used
within this dissertation, specifically writing studies, writing, and multimodality.
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Writing Studies, Writing, and Multimodality
When used within this dissertation, the term writing studies is itself an argument,
a moniker that holds space for an important position that Susan Miller (2002) laid out:
Writing studies gathers many varieties of intellectual work around the discrete
questions about relations between writers and texts that first formed composition
as a field. This rubric implies concern with formations of textuality as a new
center for contemporary rhetoric, writing pedagogy, studies of writing processes,
analysis and history of literature, critical discourse analysis, and other forms of
applied linguistics—all with knowledge of material forces around these projects.
The title names our work as a discrete academic undertaking in which teaching,
specifically teaching composition, is a cultural action that embodies hegemony,
not a demeaned labor around which a field sprang up opportunistically. This
undertaking never address either a process or a product. It is itself an enduring
socialize site where discursive traditions saturate any instance of composing.
(pp. 42- 43)

I quote Miller, at length above, to highlight the richness of the term, how it emphasizes
interdisciplinarity and instruction in ways that mirror my own identity as an
interdisciplinary researcher, writer, and writing teacher. Writing studies is an
intentionally capacious term, but one that also clearly articulates an object of study:
writing. As Hesse and O’Neill (2019) have said, “writing studies claims a big domain”
that transcends more targeted terms like rhetoric and composition and composition
studies (p. 77). Likewise, Plough (2011) and Calhoon-Dillahunt (2018) argued for
understanding writing studies as interdisciplinary, “bigger than rhet/comp” (Pough, 2011,
p. 301), and “enriched by its ever-expanding knowledge base” (Calhoon-Dillahunt,
2018, p. 276)
Additionally, and particularly relevant to the work of this dissertation, is Miller’s
(2002) conception of writing studies as a field that expressly values all kinds of writers
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and their writing instead of only canonized texts, expert authors, and comparisons
between novices and professionals that find the former always deficient. Though Miller
did not explicitly address social media writing, her call to embrace “ordinary” texts and
nonstandard (by Western standards) discourse as writing, and as worthy of study, fits
well with the goals of this dissertation, as well as my feminist teacher researcher
methodology and research study, detailed in Chapter 2.
Beyond Miller (2002), Heilker and Vandenberg (2015) further explored the
affordances of writing studies as a term that can hold interdisciplinarity and a host of
subdisciplines and associations. Heilker and Vandenberg argued that one way to
understand writing studies is as a “extensive and extending field, with composition at its
conceptual center” (p. xiv). No doubt, interdisciplinarity as expressed in writing studies
lives a complicated life as both a way of thinking and doing in academic contexts. To be
interdisciplinary in nature necessarily means extending beyond the stable boundaries of
fixed methods, theories, and practices into the territory of others. In a Venn diagram of
disciplines, the areas within overlapping circles represent interdisciplinarity, a space that
both “informs and is informed by allied disciplines” (Gold & Klein, 2016, p. xii); however,
the visualization of the overlapping circles as bounded space belies other essential
qualities of interdisciplinary studies. More than just reciprocity between established
academic ideologies, interdisciplinarity necessarily transforms and destabilizes (Baily et
al., 2016; Thompson Klein, 2015; Gold & Klein, 2016). Certainly, in regard to writingrelated research that engages digitized and networked writing technologies, researchers
interested in studying writers, writing, and the material and cultural conditions that
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influence them, necessarily draw and build on other fields like new media studies,
literacy studies, and the digital humanities, the latter itself broadly conceived as a big
tent (Gold & Klein, 2016).
Though this dissertation might fit narrowly into a writing studies subfield like
computers and composition that specifically concerns itself with the form, content, and
processes of computer-based writing as it relates to classroom practice, I also argue
that this dissertation belongs to writing studies in all its interdisciplinarity, and to the
University of Central Florida’s interdisciplinary Texts and Technology program. As such,
I draw on a range of scholarly work from a variety of the fields that might be encircled
within, or overlapping with, what I, and others, have characterized as writing studies.
The spaciousness of writing studies also comfortably accommodates my use of
the term writing throughout this dissertation. There is reason to be cautious of
expansive conceptions of writing, as we don’t want capaciousness to devolve into
obscurity. However, when it comes to the language used in introductory writing courses
like FYC, I consider it part of my job to expand students’ concepts of what counts as
writing instead of limit it, especially given that prior research cited within this chapter,
and the original research reported in Chapter 4 of this dissertation, point to reductive
conceptions of writing that limit what counts as real writing for students and practitioners
(e.g., Kester & Vie, 2021; Shepherd, 2015, 2018).
Therefore, I understand writing as Diogenes and Lunsford (2006) and Takayoshi
(2015) do, as a technology through which people engage processes of meaning-making
“drawing from and expanding on existing conventions and genres, utilizing signs and
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symbols, incorporating materials drawn from multiple sources, and taking advantage of
the resources of a full range of media” (as cited in Lunsford, 2006, p. 171). As such,
“writing is always and always will be a material process of making, crafting, composing”
(Takayoshi & Van Ittersum, 2018, p. 84).
While the important definition cited above and the materiality compliment I’ve
included via Takayoshi and Van Ittersum (2018) are essential to understanding how I
conceptualize writing within this dissertation, they do not make plain the reality of
multimodal writing and its relationship to classroom practice and research findings. For
example, numerous scholars have attended to multimodal composition (e.g., Alexander
& Rhodes, 2014; Delagrange, 2011; Dieterle & Vie, 2015; New London Group,1998;
Shipka, 2011; Selfe, 2009; Palmeri, 2012; Shepherd, 2018) and position statements like
Multimodal Literacies (NCTE, 2005) and the previously referenced Professional
Knowledge for the Teaching of Writing (NCTE, 2016), collectively acknowledge
multimodality as an important dimension of 21st-century composing.
Moreover, the New London Group’s (1996) influential theory of multiliteracies
centers on understanding writers as designers who employ multimodal resources to
communicate effectively to their audiences (see also Cope & Kalantzis, 2000), and
Shipka (2011) and Kress (2000) have specifically argued that all writing is multimodal,
and always has been. Even alphabetic writing, interacting with mediums, makes use of
visual design elements through fonts, scripts, white space, etc. Within the framework of
the previously cited scholarship, I use the term multimodality to mean combinations of a
range of resources writers use to bring texts into being—alphabetic, visual, oral, aural—
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deployed in digital and physical spaces, through movement or still silhouettes. Following
Shipka (2011) and Kamberelis and de la Luna (2004), I use the term text within this
dissertation to describe any “coherent constellation of signs that constitute a structure of
meaning for some audience” (as cited in Shipka, 2011, p. 40). Thus, an Instagram post
is a text, and writing is the materially-mediated, socially situated, multimodal rhetorical
practice of bringing that text to its audience(s). Though some scholars would want to
describe Instagram writing differently, perhaps as text-making (Kress & Bezemer,
2009), designing (Banks, 2006), or simply literate practice (Hawisher et al., 2004), I
prefer the term writing, and what I see as its synonym, composing, as a place to start
expanding what counts in writing class and what counts as writing worthy of research.
As Lunsford (2007) rightly emphasized:
Where writing once meant print text—black marks on white paper, left to right
and top to bottom—today ‘writing’ is in full Technicolor; it is nonlinear and alive
with sounds, voices, and images of all kinds. (p. xiii)

Despite acknowledgement from writing scholars, to many students, writing in school is
still only black alphabetic text pressed to white pages. For example, in a study of how
FYC instructors use new media technologies, Mina (2017) found that instructors
continued to privilege and prescribe alphabetic modes of composing even in spaces
that offered multimodal affordances, like Facebook and YouTube, thus driving a wedge
between students’ “everyday practices on social media and their academic practices”
(p. 277). Mina thus cautioned that in emphasizing alphabetic text over multimodality in
social media spaces, instructors miss important opportunities to merge writing practices
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from academic and everyday literacies. Here, Shepherd (2018) reflected on the divide
between the way writing is theorized and the way this theory makes its way to students:
many of our students may struggle with this broader definition of writing. . .
Students must be not only made aware that writing is more than words on paper,
but they also must be convinced that their digital writing experiences have value
and the broader definition of writing that includes these experiences will be useful
to them. (p. 104)

As a corrective to the ways our theories and progressive position statements, perhaps,
do not manifest into curricular practice and students’ understandings of writing, Selfe’s
(2009) sage advice is worth quoting at length:
I do want to argue that teachers of composition need to pay attention to, and
come to value, the multiple ways in which students compose and communicate
meaning, the exciting hybrid, multimodal texts they create—in both nondigital and
digital environments—to meet their own needs in a changing world. We need to
better understand the importance that students attach to composing, exchanging,
and interpreting new and different kinds of texts that help them make sense of
their experiences and lives—songs and lyrics, videos, written essays illustrated
with images, personal Web pages that include sound clips. We need to learn
from their motivated efforts to communicate with each other, for themselves and
for others, often in resistance to the world we have created for them. (p. 642)

This dissertation then, builds on capacious definitions of writing and previous
scholarship on multimodal composing, while attending to an under-researched site of
multimodal composing, Instagram, and calls by Selfe (2009), Shepherd (2018), and
Takayoshi (2018), among others, to specifically investigate how self-sponsored
multimodal writing is accomplished the social media spaces that students frequently
write within.
Beyond multimodality, and as a final qualifier for the term writing that I have
explored in the previous paragraphs, I also understand writing as a socially situated and
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embodied act that is always connected to identity (Adler-Kassner & Wardle, 2015;
Brock, 2020; Marwick & boyd, 2011). Moreover, because writing itself is a technology,
this expansive definition of writing that I, and others, have outlined must also oppose the
logic of “blunt instrumentalism” (Tenen, 2016, p. 83) that positions writing tools—from
pencils to mobile phone applications—as neutral. Instead, writing expansively
conceived can accommodate the complexities of our multimodal practices and products,
including the technologies we use to enact them. Here, Shipka’s (2011) argument for
taking into account writing as “tool-equipped mediation action” highlighted intersections
between writers, their goals, and the tools associated with their production processes
(p. 42). This dissertation, too, examines writing practices as constrained by particular
“mediational means,” the Instagram interface itself.

Instagram and Interface Rhetoric
Instagram is an immensely popular social media application that measures its
users in billions (Constine, 2018). Though Instagram is most commonly described as a
photo-sharing application (Hochman & Manovich, 2013), users are prompted to caption
their visual content. As well, users have the option to post video segments between 3
and 60 seconds long (Instagram Help Center, 2021). Speculating about Instagram’s
popularity amid an already crowded social media landscape, Hochman and Manovich
(2013) posited that while Instagram “did not seem to offer anything genuinely new
compared to existing media sharing services that had similar features,” it’s appearance
on the social media scene as an application in which the “congruent operation of these
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elements within a single mobile application and the presentation — i.e., how the
application allowed users to create, share, and organize information . . . might provide a
plausible explanation for Instagram’s widespread adoption, and how it meshes with
current cultural trends” (“(not) On photography” section). Other scholars attribute
Instagram’s popularity less to its affordances as an application, doubling down on what
Hochman and Manovich (2013) understood as cultural trends, which Hu et al. (2014)
contemporarily described as a movement to share “life moments” through the “key
social currencies” of popular culture: photos and videos (p. 595; see also Rainie et al.,
2012). Instagram’s stardom story, then, is perhaps a case of being in the right place, at
the right time, with the right affordances.
Originally developed in 2010 by computer programmer Kevin Systrom and
software engineer Mike Krieger, Instagram was sold to Facebook in 2012. Instagram is
accessible via a mobile phone app or as a website with limited features. Though
Instagram’s interface frequently changes—for example, a stories feature was added in
2016, which allows users to post up to 15 seconds of video or a still photo to their feed
that will recede from view after 24 hours (Wagner, 2018)—the hallmark of the
application since its inception is the Instagram post. The practices students use to
create Instagram posts are thus the focus of this dissertation.
A post consists of one or more images, or video clips, accompanied by up to 200
characters of captioning; however, when captions exceed 125 characters, followers
must tap “more” to view the rest of a user’s caption. Instagram also limits the number of
hashtags users can include to 30 per post, whether placed in the caption or in the
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comments (Instagram Help Center, 2021). Users’ posts can be shared with the
Instagram community at large, targeted to specific communities through strategic
hashtagging, or limited to approved followers through privacy settings which allow users
to create a “private account.” When users set their account to private, people who are
not approved by the user as followers cannot access that user’s posts. Also, “following”
on Instagram is not reciprocal by default, which means that users don’t necessarily
follow those that follow them (Instagram Help Center, 2021).
To create a post, the Instagram interface prompts users through a series of
composing processes. In the following paragraphs, I use and modify images from my
own Instagram account to illustrate this process. From the home screen within the app,
which presents a “feed” of recent posts from accounts users follow, as well as
algorithmically personalized advertising content, users must click the plus sign to initiate
the posting process (see Figure 1 below).
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Figure 1: Screen capture of the researcher's home screen displaying her Instagram feed with plus sign
button, which initiates the posting process

After clicking the plus sign, users encounter a “New Post” interface (Figure 2 below) that
presents recent photos and videos from the camera application on their mobile phone.
Users then select one or more photos or videos as their visual content before clicking
“Next.”
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Figure 2: Screen capture of the researcher's new post interface where image or video content is selected

The subsequent interface presents users with options to filter images and video
using specific, named visual effects (see Figure 3 below). As noted by Hochman and
Manovich (2013), filters are photomanipulation tools, and by “adding hues, grain,
contrast, etc., each filter evokes a different ‘feel’ changing the message communicated
by an image” (“(not) On photography” section).
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Figure 3: Screen captures of the researcher's filter interface where image and video content can be
manipulated using filter effects

The left image in Figure 3 illustrates how the visual image selected in the previous step
is defaulted to “Normal” or no filter. However, the interface presents 23 thumbnail
images altered by filters like Clarendon, Gingham, Rise, etc. By clicking on a particular
thumbnail, users can preview their image at a larger scale with the selected filter in use,
as illustrated by the right image in Figure 3. Users can also edit still images natively
using angle, brightness, contrast, and structure tools, as well as trim video and select a
cover image from footage during this step. These editing options, however, are not
prompted by the interface directly. Users must navigate to them.
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Once users are satisfied with the visual element of their post, they once again
click “Next,” which brings up the captioning interface that offers a thumbnail of the
previously selected and potentially filtered image and the words “Write a caption. . .”
(see Figure 4 below).

Figure 4: Screen capture of the researcher's captioning and posting interface

At the screen illustrated in Figure 4, users also see the prompts “Tag People” and “Add
Location” beneath the caption box, as well as options to “Add Fundraiser” and three
toggle switches that enable simultaneous posting to Facebook, Twitter, and Tumbler.
There are also advanced settings that allow users to turn off commenting and to brand
content for paid partnerships with labels. Users then click “Share” to make their post
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viewable to their followers. Once a post has been shared, followers can heart,
comment, and share another user’s post through direct messaging to their individual
followers or to their Instagram story.
I take care to detail the Instagram interface because, as I touched on above and
will continue to address in subsequent chapters, it structures users’ writing practices in
important ways. As points of interaction between humans and computers, interfaces are
everywhere in our digital, networked culture. Despite their ubiquity, interfaces are not
incidental. Beyond their everyday, instrumental functions as composing spaces and
portals to information, products, services, and social interaction, interfaces are
themselves the subject of robust theoretical and praxis-orientated discussion in fields
like writing studies, literacy studies, media studies, and usability studies.
Here, as relevant to this dissertation, I specifically focus on the role social media
interfaces play as sites that engender writing practices and, ultimately, literacies (A.
Buck, 2012; Adler-Kassner & Wardle, 2015). Literacy-technology connections have
been taken up by writing studies scholars since the nineties and beyond (e.g., Beck,
2017; Hawisher et al., 2004; Pigg et al. 2014; Selber, 2004; Selfe & Selfe, 1994, Selfe,
1999; Vie, 2008), but because of the proliferation of new social media applications and
the fluctuations in their availability and popularity, writing researchers continue to
advocate for more situated understandings of how writing happens within social media
applications and their interfaces. Scholars like Selfe and Selfe (1994), Hea and Turnley
(2010), Selber (2004), and Bogost (2007) recognize that interface design both enables
and constrains certain kinds of user agency. For example, Tweets can only be 280
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characters, Instagram persuades users to compose multimodally, as detailed in the
previous paragraphs, and YouTube prohibits users from directly embedding web-based
content into video comments. Interfaces are designed; they are composed; and so they
are rhetorical. Interfaces make arguments about how people can and should write.
Given these constraints some scholars have equated the process of composing
on social media to “filling out forms” (A. Buck, 2012, p. 32). However, I agree with
Brandt (2001) and Amber Buck (2012) who suggested that writing always involves
constraints and specific genre conventions that writers must work with and against in
order to accomplish their goals. Drucker (2013), for example, said this about interfaces:
“Interface is a space of affordances and possibilities structured into organization for use
[. . . ] a set of conditions, structured relations, that allow certain behaviors, actions,
readings, events to occur” (par. 31). In this way, interfaces can and do have persuasive
effects on writing practices and identity practices, conceived as complex performances
that flex depending on the specifics of the rhetorical situation (A. Buck, 2012; Williams,
2017).
For now, it is important to acknowledge that the Instagram interface structures
users’ writing by making arguments about relationships between visual and textual
components of an Instagram post, for example. Shipka (2011) might understand the
interface as part of students’ “tool-equipped mediated action” (p. 42). I understand the
interface as part of students’ writing practices. Moreover, specific social media sites,
and their interfaces, also structure social norms (Stanfill, 2015; Tess, 2013). Notably,
Papacharissi (2009) found that Facebook, for instance, has “looser behavioral norms,”
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whereas LinkedIn and ASmallWorld produced “tighter spaces, which were consistent
with the taste ethos of each network and offered less room for spontaneous interaction
and network generation” (p. 199).
As for Instagram, Waterloo et al. (2018) found that Instagram users were less
likely to present negative emotions than users on WhatsApp, Facebook, and Twitter. In
general, however, they noted that more positive emotions were expressed across all
platforms than negative ones. Waterloo et al. further posited that because of the
application’s “focus on visuals and aesthetics . . . the expression of positive emotions
[are] more conventional” (p. 1818). The researchers also suggested that because
Instagram users are more likely to include strangers in their network of followers, users
would be less inclined to express negative emotions given the lack of intimacy shared
among followers (Waterloo et al., 2018, p. 1817). Though social norms are not the focus
of my investigation into students’ writing practices on Instagram, writing always
represents and enacts cultures, identities, feelings, and ideas. This discussion of social
norms, then, is important context for understanding students’ writing on Instagram as a
complex social process, a point I will return to in a subsection of this chapter in relation
to process research. Most relevant to this dissertation, however, is understanding the
role Instagram plays as a literacy sponsor, developing and structuring users’ posts, their
multimodal writing, through interface rhetoric, as well as platform norms.
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Instagram as a Literacy Sponsor
According to Brandt (1998), literacy sponsors “are any agents, local or distant,
concrete or abstract, who enable, support, teach, model, as well as recruit, regulate,
suppress, or withhold literacy—and gain advantage by it in some way” (p. 166). Given
the previous conceptual discussion of the term interface and its effects on users, we can
certainly understand the interface as an “agent” who affects literacy through restricting
and enabling reading, writing, and meaning-making practices in digital spaces. Hea and
Turnley (2010) made the connection between interfaces and writing practices plain
when they argued directly that “literacy is figured through the interface” and that
interfaces should thus be approached “as sites of rhetorical practice” (p. 271). Ridolfo
and DeVoss (2009) likewise stressed that the “interfaces in which and through which
literacy practices are shaped and rhetoric happens” need to be “grapple[d] with” to
understand the “transformations [that] occur in/through/with writing in these spaces”
(“Composing/Teaching the Future” section).
More specifically, Amber Buck (2012) presented an in-depth account of her
subject’s (Ronnie) rich literate activities across social media platforms. Through
interviews, social media artifacts, a time-use diary, and a profile tour, Buck highlighted
the sophisticated rhetorical decision-making Ronnie engaged in as he managed
Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and other social media accounts, specifically in regard to
negotiating and constructing his personal identity for specific audiences. Ronnie also
wrestled with the constraints of platform interfaces, leading Amber Buck (2012) to assert
that “the literate activity that individuals engage in on social network sites is, of course,
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produced under a number of rhetorical, social, and technological constraints” (p 32) and
that “spending time on social network sites means developing digital literacies” (p. 35).
Amber Buck (2012) also cautioned that “seeing social network sites as literacy
sponsors also has implications for writers and their work” (p. 34). Though Brandt (2001)
acknowledged that all literacy sponsors profit from their patronage, Amber Buck (2012)
stressed that “social network site users keep the sites going not through their monetary
subscriptions to these services but through their data, which these sites then monetize
and sell to advertisers” (p. 34). As a result of engagement with social media literacy
sponsors, users develop literacies, including writing practices, but they also become the
products their sponsors sell, a point that I briefly discussed in the previous section in
relation to social media, in general.
As relevant to this dissertation, it is essential to recognize that interfaces act as
digital literacy sponsors, but it is also critical to note that digital literacies are a collection
of socio-cultural reading, composing, and meaning-making activities mediated by digital
technologies that draw on a diverse range of multimodal semiotic resources. There is
not a linear relationship between an interface and a literacy or set of literate practices, a
point I will return to again in a later section of this chapter in relation to materiality and
writing process research. For example, as previously rehearsed, writing is a social and
rhetorical activity that influences and is influenced by a variety of constraints, from
timing to audiences to genres, and beyond (Adler-Kassner & Wardle, 2015; A. Buck,
2012, boyd & Ellison, 2007). Here, Pigg et al. (2014) stressed, “with technologies,
literate contexts, and social practices coevolving, ‘snapshots’ of how writing is
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understood and valued are necessary to assist in the theoretical and practical work of
writing research, pedagogy, and theory (i.e., curriculum design, methodological
innovation)” (p. 93). Thus, the network, or literacy ecology (Barton, 1994; Pigg et al.,
2014), is full of influential actors that are worthy of scholarly investigation.
This dissertation focuses on individual writers’ practices on Instagram, but it also
takes into account the mediating effects of interface rhetoric, when considering writers’
practices. The next section will specifically take up another important area of context
given this dissertation’s focus on what we can learn from students’ extracurricular
writing practices on Instagram.

Writing Process Research
There exists a long history of writing process research that has influenced what
writing teacher-scholars know about writing and how we theorize and teach it. However,
most of it occurred prior to the proliferation of self-sponsored writing in social media
spaces that prompted Yancey’s call to research and re-envision writing theory and
practice anew. Still, it is important to situate this dissertation’s focus on students’ writing
practices within the context of prior process research that has made teaching writing
process one of the “givens” in FYC (Villanueva & Arola, 2011). This section thus offers
an overview of how writing process research has progressed, presents findings from
relevant studies, and defines key process terms used in my research study and
subsequent chapters.
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Janet Emig’s (1971) study of twelfth graders writing processes is often described
as paradigm-shifting publication. Prior to Emig’s work, the prevailing frameworks for
writing process were linear stage models, like Rohman’s (1965) pre-write, write, re-write
schema, that emphasized a one-size-fits-all succession of steps. Emig’s model moved
writing researchers toward a recognition of the contextual and recursive processes
writers engage from inception to publication by showcasing the way twelfth graders
moved back and forth between writing stages. Emig also highlighted differences
between the ways these students composed self-sponsored texts versus schoolsponsored texts. For example, Emig found that students’ in-school writing proceeded
mechanically “from one layer of the self—the ectoderm only, with student involvement in
his own thought and language moving down an unhappy scale from sporadic
engagement to abject diffidence” (p. 46).
Another key study by Linda Flower and John Hayes (1981) is a hallmark of early
cognitive approaches that investigated what goes on in a writer’s mind when they
compose. Flower and Hayes ultimately theorized a cognitive process model for writing,
based on data collected from writers thinking aloud while composing, that they hoped
would ground future process studies. Their model presented writers as conscious,
strategic problem solvers and writing as the interaction of three major elements: the task
environment, the writer's long-term memory, and writing processes:
The task environment includes all of those things outside the writer's skin,
starting with the rhetorical problem or assignment and eventually including the
growing text itself. The second element is the writer's long-term memory in which
the writer has stored knowledge, not only of the topic, but of the audience and of
various writing plans. The third element in our model contains writing processes
themselves, specifically the basic processes of planning, translating, and
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reviewing, which are under the control of a monitor. (Flower & Hayes, 1981, p.
369).

Other early cognitive process researchers investigated specific moments in
composing processes like revision (e.g., Sommers, 1980), writer’s block (e.g., Rose,
1980), and audience and context (e.g., Flynn, 1983). Carol Berkenkotter’s cognitive
process research with Donald Murray (1983) was specifically important because it
moved writing process research out of controlled environments to the natural setting of
Murray’s home working environment, where his processes could unfold more normally
over time. Berkenkotter and Murray’s (1983) work detailed his manuscript writing
process as “an elaborate network of steps” (p. 166) that mediate “layers of concern
through which the writing writer must oscillate at such a high speed that it appears the
concerns are dealt with instantaneously” (p. 172). Murray moved recursively not only
between stages in the writing process (planning, revising, editing, etc.) but also between
dictation, writing in a notebook, and a printed copy of his latest draft. Murray also
attended to audience-centered concerns throughout the stages of his writing, unlike
previous theories which suggested that considering audience was a late-stage mental
activity.
Overall, the impact of foundational cognitive process theories led to better, datadriven insights regarding the recursiveness of composing processes and of writers as
problem-solvers attending to audiences and writing tasks in both predictable and
idiosyncratic ways. Moreover, Yancey (2009) remarked, “these studies and others like
them provided a new curriculum for composing located in new practices: invention,
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drafting, peer review, reflection, revising and re-writing, and publishing” (p. 4). Flower
and Hayes’ cognitive process model, specifically, is also one of the most widely cited
composing process models ever produced, according to Fleckenstein (2012). As such,
it helped to fix “the vocabulary people use in talking about composing process,” and to
sustain and fortify the importance of process-oriented writing pedagogy (Scardamalia &
Bereiter, 1986, p. 781). Both the commitment to and valuing of process-oriented writing
instruction, as well as key terms for describing patterns of practice within an individual’s
writing processes, are part of the foundation this dissertation builds upon.
By 1995, however, cognitive process research with individual writers “had
virtually disappeared from the pages of the field’s flagship journals” (Takayoshi, 2018, p.
551). Instead, “scholars became less interested in what was happening in the heads of
writers and more interested in the social contexts within which they wrote” (Van Ittersum
& Ching, 2014, “Research on Composing” section). This movement away from studying
the cognitive processes of writers is referred to as the social turn and theorized as a
post-process paradigm in writing studies (Kent, 1999; Trimbur, 1994).
Post-process proponents, as noted by Takayoshi (2018), “charged composing
process researchers with attempting to create a universal model of composing that
focused on the individual writer in isolation without adequately accounting for the
influence of social and cultural contexts” (p. 559). Though I agree with Takayoshi’s
(2018) read of early process research as, in fact, accounting for the contextual nature of
writers’ processes (e.g., Flower and Hayes’s “task environment”), post-process critique
moved the contextual, rhetorical nature of writing to the foreground and writing stages
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like planning, drafting, revising, etc. to the background. To this point, Patricia Bizzell’s
(1982/2003) early, influential, and often-reproduced critique of Flower and Hayes’
cognitive process model argued for studying discourse or interpretive communities (i.e.,
groups bound together by shared language, culture, and discursive practices) and their
conventions in situated, non-generalizable terms instead of individual writers’
processes. Bizzell maintained that writing studies “should focus upon practice within
interpretive communities—exactly how conventions work in the world and how they are
transmitted” (p. 409). Overall, the impact of post-process critique was an explicit
recognition of and focus on the contextually-driven sociality of writing.
As far as classroom practice goes, the impact of post-process thinking is less
clear. Fulkerson (2001), for example, argued that post-process writing instructors don’t
actually teach writing because, drawing on Kent’s (1999) insistence that situational
variables make writing processes ungeneralizable, it is impossible to do so in any
meaningful way. Alternatively, Russell (1999) argued, that post-process theory calls
researchers and teachers “to realize that there are many writing processes, study them,
(re)classify them, commodify them, and involve students with (teach) them in a
curriculum” (p. 88). In my classroom and in this dissertation, I side with Russell. Process
talk is not to be avoided simply because it cannot be rotely applied to every student and
every writing situation. Instead, process can and should be studied in specific settings
and discussed both generally and locally with students as they develop what they know
about writing and their practices for producing it.
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Beyond and within process and post-process theory and practice, writing
researchers have also attended to the impact of composing technologies on writers’
processes and literacies. For example, researchers studying the effects of computers
on composing processes found that writers composing with computers tended to
collapse stages (i.e., planning, drafting, revising, editing) and cycle between them more
quickly, attending to local issues over global ones (Haas, 1989, 1996; Murray, 1991;
Goldberg, 2003). In contrast, when composing by hand, writers spent more time on
distinguishable stages. Haas’s (1996) study also revealed that as compared to writers
using pen and paper to plan, computer-assisted writers planned less and engaged in
less “conceptual planning and more sequential planning” (pp. 95-96). Of note is that
these results held whether the research participants were experienced or student
writers. Hass concluded by remarking that “by supporting one kind of physical writing
activity rather than another, technologies can affect writers’ thinking processes in very
real ways” (p. 115). In fact, writing itself is a technology, not natural like speech, and
thus the particular tools writers use to compose are never so natural as to be inert, as is
evidenced by the research cited above.
For example, Bazerman (2016) summarized the effects of networked computers
and mobile technologies on collaboration processes like this: “Electronic tools and
social media have now made possible more complex collaborations (e.g., McCarthy,
Grabill, Hart-Davidson, & McLeod, 2011; Fernheimer, Litterio, & Hendler, 2011) and the
incorporation of visual, sound, and animated elements” (p. 11). Pigg’s (2014) work, too,
highlighted the impact of networked, digital composing technologies by reporting how
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students navigate multiple screens, audiences, and purposes for writing almost
simultaneously during any given composing session at the computer. Reading,
scrolling, and browsing also become part of the writing process in networked writing,
according to Pigg (2014).
Here, Haas’ (1996) concept of materiality as it applies to writing technologies and
their impact on what writers do and think about when they compose, is essential. Haas
defines “material” as “having mass or matter and occupying physical space” (p. 4). Not
only are writing tools, from pens to digital screens, material, Hass contends that “writing
is situated in the material world” (p. 4). Thus, our writing tools, used in context, mediate
composing processes materially in ways that shape literate practice, both bodily and
cognitively.
However, in considering the impacts of shifts in composing tools on writerly
processes, I lean on Bolter’s (2001) argument for the interrelationship between
technology and culture to avoid a technological determinist stance in the way of Ong
(1982/2012). Bolter (2001) contended that technologies “are not separate agents that
act on culture from the outside” (p. 19). In other words, writing tools do not, alone,
determine composing processes. To this point, O’Hara et al. (2002) maintained, “studies
have also shown how people do not easily accept new modes of authoring but rather
that they try to incorporate existing practices within the bounds of new authoring tools”
(p. 272). Still, Selfe’s (1999) now iconic call to broaden our teacherly and researcherly
perspectives to include machines, as well as humans—to “pay attention to technology”
instead of assuming its neutrality (p.415)—is an important moment in the story of
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understanding students’ ever-changing, socially- and materially-mediated composing
practices, as was previously discussed in relation to interface.
Where process research is concerned, and within this dissertation, I do not find
cognitive process theories, post-process paradigms, and tool-based interplay mutually
exclusive or even incompatible. In fact, though Takayoshi (2018) argued that the
perceived incompatibility between cognitive process research and the social turn
accounts for the dearth of process research in the interim between the 1970s and early
80s and today, she later argued that 21st-century writing is “explicitly an interrelationship
between culture and individual cognition” (p. 561). I would add to the interrelationships,
tools, too. However, what is unfortunate is that researchers’ departure from writing
process studies coincided with the proliferation of digitally mediated writing in everyday
life that make the cognitive, sociocultural, and material dimensions of writing explicit and
inseparable when writers are studied using social media applications like Instagram.
Understanding any social media writing practices, and FYC students’ writing
practices on Instagram in particular, requires not only a revival of process and postprocess research, but also an awareness of the scholarship that specifically attends to
the impact of composing technologies on writers. However, what is also clear, in light of
the history of writing process research just overviewed, is that much of the research on
writing process was done before digital composing became commonplace and certainly
before the explosion of self-sponsored writing in social media. Today, as Takayoshi
(2018) contended, “contemporary social networking sites present social constructionists
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and writing researchers with a rich environment for uncovering the deeply intertwined
social processes and composing process of writers” (p. 564).
In fact, Takayoshi takes up her call to reengage writing process research by
studying undergraduates’ Facebook writing practices via 30-minute screencast videos
accompanied by think-aloud narration, as well as retrospective interviews (Takayoshi,
2015, 2018). Taken together, the results from Takayoshi’s 2015 and 2018 studies
revealed that the participants’ processes were truncated and recursive, highly attentive
to multiple audiences, purpose-driven, responsive to on-screen disruptions, like
notifications, and unquestioningly social.
Specifically, Takayoshi’s (2015) results present detailed narratives about Dan’s
and Sherry’s composing practices that highlight recursive, “truncated” writing processes
where drafting, revising, and editing process were joined together recursively; however,
Takayoshi also notes that Dan’s 28-word Facebook status update relied on “composing
processes associated with more elaborated, formal writing from planning to drafting to
revising” (p. 6). In relation to Dan, Takayoshi (2015) also found a significant amount of
self-evaluation and audience evaluation. And despite the fact that Dan mentioned his
status update as something he didn’t give much thought to, Takayoshi (2015) noted that
his “dismissal” was “counteracted by the interest he expressed later . . . regarding who
had commented and what they had said,” as well as “the care in which he composed
the message and the reflective evaluation he underwent” (pp. 10-11). Takayoshi’s
(2018) results, which focused on Lakshmi's composing processes on Facebook,
revealed that Lakshmi’s Facebook writing, like Dan’s and Sherry’s, was “characterized
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by the backward and forward truncation of drafting-revising-editing” (p. 564). Lakshmi’s
processes of writing/rewriting alphabetic text revealed the “intrusion cultural context into
the writing environment and her continual awareness of her audience at the receiving
end of her writing,” according to Takayoshi (2018, p. 565). Beyond Takayoshi’s
(2015/1018) research on students’ Facebook writing, models like Graham’s (2018)
writer(s)-within-community model (WWC) update cognitive process models like Flower
and Hayes’ (1981) with post-process lessons about the sociality of writing and an
awareness of how the tools that mediate composing processes matter. To this point,
Graham (2018) argued that “a model of writing embracing both of these perspectives
[cognitive and sociocultural] is likely to result in a richer and fuller picture understanding
of writing” (p. 255). Important for the work of this dissertation, Graham also emphasized
that “production processes cannot be considered separate from the material
experiences and tools writers use to produce text” (p. 269).
For Graham (2018), “Writing is conceptualized as a social activity situated within
specific communities . . . accomplished by its members” (p. 255). Individual members
within the community use long-term memory resources that hold “knowledge and beliefs
about the value of writing and expectations for success; interest and knowledge about
possible writing topics, [and] identities as writers and views and knowledge about
various writing communities,” among other things (Graham, 2018, p. 265). Individual
members also exercise “control mechanisms” that draw on attention resources, working
memory, and executive functioning skills (Graham, 2018, p. 268). Particularly important
for this dissertation, given the methods used to collect data about FYC students’ writing
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practices on Instagram detailed in Chapter 2, are Graham’s production processes, or
“the mental and physical operations writers apply to produce a text,” which include
conceptualization, ideation, translation, transcription, and reconceptualization (p. 269).
These terms, and other key vocabulary from previous research, will be discussed in
more depth in the following section.
For now, it is important to understand that the WWC model locates individual
acts of writing within communities and within writers and their collaborators, stressing
the importance of “the interaction between the two” (p. 255). Writing communities,
according to Graham (2018), are constituted by members who are “mutually engaged in
using writing to accomplish a desired purpose, which is directed at communicating with
readers . . . even when authors write to themselves or imagined others” (p. 259). Writing
communities, then, could also be understood as discourse communities, as previously
defined in relation to Bizzell (1982/2003). However, scholars like Harris (1989) and Gee
(2005) have pointed to potential complications arising from the word “community” itself
and its tendency to falsely imply, among members, belonging, close personal
relationships, and uniformity in thinking, doing, and valuing combinations, as well as
textual products.
As a consequence, Gee (2017) created and prefers the term “affinity space,”
which he described as an “interest-and-passion driven site devoted to a common set of
endeavors” (p. 27). Affinity spaces make room for “affinity groups,” which Gee (2000)
defined as groups constituted by “allegiance to, access to, and participation in specific
practices that provide each of the group's members the requisite experiences” (p. 105).
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For Gee, the appeal of affinity language over community language is its primary focus
on self-sponsored acts of writing motivated by an interest in, and experience with,
something, such as surfing, not someone(s). However, as Gee (2000) acknowledged,
affinity groups are created and sustained by people whose interests and practices
constitute the group (p. 105). Thus, I do not find the people-centric nature of the word
community problematic, but one that needs to always be specified in relation to its
constituting elements as understood by individual writers. Some communities are
created and sustained by people whose interest- and passion-based affinities bring
them to a specialized space (i.e., Gee’s affinity spaces and groups). Others are
constituted by bonds of friendship, family, or proximity—no affinity necessary. Writers
writing in social worlds are always being constrained by the characteristics of their
writing communities, as Graham’s (2018) WWC model specified; however, it is not only
the community context that shapes written products but also the individual writer, their
goals, tools, cognitive processes, and effort (p. 271). Graham also stressed that while
characteristics of writing communities vary, and that people can belong to multiple
writing communities, shared purposes, tools, written products, and social environments
are often defining features.
Through the lens of Graham’s WWC model, the writing practices enacted by FYC
writers writing on Instagram, the focus of my research study, can be understood to
share and be constrained by specific features of a multimodal writing application and its
constituting culture(s), as well as specified at the level of an individual writer trying to
accomplish a specific goal for a real or imaged audience. Graham’s composing process
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model is visualized using concentric circles and built with the writer and their
collaborators at the center using tools to accomplish goals in relation to audience, or
community-centered values, interests, and identities. This writer-centric model is
particularly relevant to my focus on students and not on specific intra-Instagram
communities or affinity groups.
Though all the writers in my study and discussed in this dissertation are writing
within the larger Instagram community, I did not aim to discover the specifics of a
particular affinity group. Instead, I trace the processes individual writers use to bring
their Instagram posts into being in order to learn more about students’ situated
composing practices. Here, it is important to note that as far as writing communities go,
Instagram and other social media applications are designed to be what boyd and Ellison
(2007) have described as “egocentric,” where “the individual is at the center of their own
community” (p. 2019). Though applications like Instagram, and the specific communities
that exist within them, can be understood at the community level or as Gee (2000) has
argued, at the more micro level of affinity groups, this is not the goal of my dissertation
research.
Graham’s WWC model provides a framework that translates well to the central
research question this dissertation explores: What can we learn from FYC students’
writing practices on Instagram? More specifically, given the transfer questions this
dissertation also explores, Graham (2018) noted, “learning acquired in one writing
community can be useful in other writing communities” (p. 274). But first, we have to
know what that learning looks like and how processes engendered there unfold.
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Key Writing Practices Defined
The terms I use to describe FYC students’ writing processes and rhetorical
thinking in this dissertation come from the history of research into writers’ practices—
what writers think about and what they do when they compose. However, this history,
some of which I reviewed in the previous section, includes multiple and competing
terms, epistemic orientations, models, and applications for field knowledge and
classroom practice. For example, Flower and Hayes (1981) used the term “translating”
to describe the act of putting thoughts into visible text, whereas Graham (2018) used
the term “transcription” and I employ the term “drafting” given Bizzell’s (1982/2003) note
that the words translate and transcribe imply a mechanical orientation.
The terms I apply to particular practices are described below and were
specifically chosen to be useful and readily understandable for the FYC students I have
worked with for the past fifteen years, as well as potentially applicable to FYC students’
Instagram writing. Given that I designed a study whose results might productively inform
the teaching of writing in the 21st-century and opportunities for transfer, it is important to
use language students already understand or might reasonably take up. Moreover, the
key writing practices defined below are intentionally broad given that so little is known
about how FYC students compose on Instagram, generally. However, these terms are
productively specified in relation to students’ Instagram writing practices in Chapters 3
and 4 and discussed in relation to previous scholarship in Chapter 5.
I also argue that many of the terms I describe below are big enough to hold
image and alphabetic writing. As Palmeri (2012) has argued:
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digital technologies increasingly enable students to compose texts that blend
images, sounds, and words . . . it is important that we help students gain a global
understanding of creative processes that is not tied to any specific modality—an
understanding they can use to help guide their composing with diverse
alphabetic, audio, and visual materials. (p. 28)
Edwards-Groves (2011) also contended that “multimodality does not replace important
foundational writing skills but that the elements of the writing process are extended to
account for the shift in textual practices that technology demands” (p. 62). I am
therefore hopeful that the practices discussed and defined below might ring true as
names for students’ explicit and tacit decision making and doing, allowing them to
investigate, name, and claim their individualized writing skills and knowledge.
Planning: Flower and Hayes (1981) understood planning as building “internal
representations of the knowledge that will be used in writing” (p. 372). Graham (2018)
used the word “conceptualization” to describe processes of forming mental
representations. In this dissertation, I use the term planning to describe “mentally
composing and/or imagining visual images” as Bruce (2009) did; however, I extend
planning to encompass pre-production activities that involve embodied action
associated with image planning.
Drafting: Within this dissertation, drafting is the process of generating externally
visible images and text. Flower and Hayes (1981) called this process “translating” (p.
373) whereas Graham (2018) named it “transcription” (p. 269); however, both Flower
and Hayes and Graham understand this process as one in which writers move from
thinking about or preparing, to producing text and creating it outside the mind.
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Revising: Most writing process researchers and teachers, including and after
Flower and Hayes (1981), recognize that revision can occur at any and multiple points
in a writer’s production practices (e.g., Faigley & Witte, 1981; Graham, 2018; Myhill &
Jones, 2007; Wardle and Downs, 2020). Revision is often understood as
reconceptualization, or re-seeing, and revision practices are therefore theorized to be
concerned with global textual issues rather than local ones. These practices may
include, but are not limited to, “adding, rearranging, or taking away from a text produced
so far but also can involve transformation, as when writers reformulate their intentions”
(Graham, 2018, p. 269) or “shifting the order” of parts. Within this dissertation, revision
is understood as a practice with many subprocesses aimed at rethinking products-inprocess, plans, and goals with an eye toward making changes.
Evaluating and selecting: Drawing on Bruce’s (2009) description of video
composing processes, evaluating involves reviewing draft images with an eye toward
“the project vision” or “guiding thesis” (p. 439) before selecting the most suitable image
out of many drafts.
Styling: In digital practice, style, according to Eyman (2015), equates to
“understanding elements of design (color, motion, interactivity, font choice, appropriate
use of multimedia)” (p. 65). Going back to Aristotle, style is “ornamentation and form”
(as cited in Eyman, 2015, p. 65). Pulling from both understandings of style, I extend
style into action. Styling, as it is used in this dissertation in relation to students’ writing
practices on Instagram, describes acts of word and image customization that go beyond
ornamentation to substance, uniting design and content in ways that are rhetorically
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preferable within the context of a particular post, its audiences, and context. Styling may
be synonymous with certain kinds of image manipulation, word play, and certainly
needs specification in the context of particular writers and texts. However, as a practice,
styling gives name to the post-draft production practices of adjusting images and words
to achieve substantive, rhetorical design that “construct[s] a particular version of reality”
(Palmeri, 2012, p. 140).
Editing: In alphabetic writing, editing is usually conceived as a process of
sentence-level error detection and correction that attends to surface features of
language (Perl, 1979; Takayoshi, 2015; Wardle and Downs, 2020). With visual texts,
editing is often described as touching up the details of a photo, for example, through
flipping, rotating, resizing, cropping, or other artistic manipulations (Morey, 2014, p.
345). Editing is usually understood as a sentence-level or micro writing practice distinct
from revision, which focuses more on large-scale changes, as described above.
Collaborating: Graham (2018) defined collaborators as “those who assist them
[writers] in some way” (p. 264). In this dissertation, collaborating, as a writing practice
involves peer review practices in which students share Instagram posts in-progress with
friends or family members for feedback that they can use to revise or edit Instagram
posts, as well as interface collaborations in which Instagram offers suggestions to
writers during the process of textual production, or drafting.
Connecting: Within the context of this dissertation, I define connecting practices
as a collection of writing strategies for hailing a particular affinity or community group or
individual, as well as intertextual connections like citing sources. Connecting is
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frequently accomplished on Instagram through hashtagging and @-mentioning
practices within the caption of an Instagram post or within a comment to an Instagram
post. Connecting processes make plain the circulatory, social, and intertextual nature of
a post.
Considering Purpose: Most writing scholars and teachers agree that “purpose
matters a lot” (McMillian, 2019, p. 45) because, as an element of rhetorical thinking,
purpose influences how a text gets written. Graham (2018) defined purpose as “the
goals writing is intended to achieve” (p. 26). In this dissertation, I take a writer-centric
view of the term, using it to describe thinking about the intentions or aims of a particular
Instagram post as a whole or in part. Like McMillian (2019), I also understand and
account for the ways purpose and audience interact in students’ composing practices in
ways that are analytically distinguishable to a researcher but, perhaps, not always
discernable to a writer in the moment of composition.
Considering Audience: Wardle and Downs (2020) define audience as “anyone
who hears or reads a text—but it is also anyone a writer imagines encountering his or
her text” (p. 670). Both Ede and Lunsford (1984) and Marwick and boyd (2011), among
others, discuss the complexities of writer-audience relationships and the central role the
writer’s conceptions of audience play in composing processes. Marwick and boyd
(2011) specifically point out how “networked audiences” in social media spaces are both
“unidentified” and constituted by “familiar faces” (p. 16). In this dissertation, I focus on
understanding how considering audience works in the process of Instagram writing;
thus, considering audience, as a practice, involves writers taking into account the real or
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imagined networked people or community as the intended recipients of an Instagram
post.
Considering Context: As a theoretical construct, context is tricky because the
term has been used to describe cognitive processes that account for the larger world
surrounding and influencing textual production, as well as the context for use of the
textual product (Chin, 1994). In this dissertation, I use the word context as both Witte
(1992) and Wardle and Downs (2020) do, to account for writing practices (and textual
products) that engage circumstances and settings that exist beyond a particular post, in
society, but that surround writing and influence its production.
The writing practices I discussed and defined above can be understood broadly
as “the mental and physical operations writers apply to produce a text” (Graham, 2018,
p. 269). I use the phrase writing practices instead of writing processes within this
dissertation in order to foreground that students’ writing practices on Instagram involve
a number of processes utilized similarly, differently, and not at all by individual students
in specific writing situations. Though I find that students’ writing practices on Instagram
are generalizable at a scale that might be helpful for pedagogical purposes, it is
important to reinforce that there has not, and never will be, one model of writing that
provides a lock-step progression towards a predictable result on Instagram or
elsewhere. To this point Shipka (2011) has stressed that the goal of research on
process has never been “the discovery of the whole truth about the composing process
or even about a single, isolated instance of composing” (p. 38). Instead, she argued:
the point is to make the complex and highly distributed processes involved with
the production, reception, circulation, and valuation of text more visible. . . it is
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about devising ways to tell new stories about old pictures, to add still other
images to the mix—images that highlight some of the ways twenty-first century
composers work, play, and go about the business of making and negotiating
meaning in their lives. (Shipka, 2011, p. 38)

This dissertation aims to make FYC students complex, community situated, interfacemediated production processes more visible. In doing so, I hope to contribute to the
ongoing story of how writing gets done in the 21st century and how, equipped with this
knowledge, writing instructors might make new pedagogies, curricula, and opportunities
for transfer. The next section will specifically provide context for the transfer-related
research questions within my study, as applicable to potential social media and FYC
connections.

Transfer Research
The previous review of writing process research told a story of productive
scholarship that aimed to understand what writers think about and do when they
compose. This dissertation also takes up questions related to transfer because knowing
more about how writing gets done in 21st-century writing spaces has implications for the
classroom, specifically related to transfer opportunities. As Anson (2017) stressed:
In light of the considerable overlap we can discern between the discourse of selfsponsored digital interaction and the demands of academic writing tasks, more
intentional bridging of the two promises to strengthen students’ knowledge about
writing in addition to their meta-awareness of various rhetorical, stylistic, and
genre-based strategies. (p. 325).
For many writing scholars, Anson among them, students’ extracurricular writing on
social media is a source of writing knowledge that should be productively called upon,
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and transferred to, academic writing situations (e.g., Amicucci, 2014; Shepherd, 2018;
Rosinski, 2014). As Rounsaville et al. (2008) put it, the incomes students gain through
their self-sponsored writing can and do connect to FYC outcomes.
For example, after surveying 474 FYC students about their social media writing
practices on Facebook, Shepherd (2015) reported that students “are enacting several
skills commonly associated with composition classes in their Facebook use, such as
audience awareness, awareness of the rhetorical situation, invention, and process
writing” (p. 87). Specifically, many students engaged in drafting practices on Facebook,
and nearly two-thirds of them said that they planned Facebook posts in their heads
before posting at least sometimes, and 21.9% of students actually wrote Facebook
posts down in a place other than Facebook (p. 92). Many students were also aware of
the rhetorical situation in Facebook posts, and a total of 55.7% of students at least
somewhat agreed that they “intentionally craft a certain image” of themselves in their
profiles, with 64% of students reporting they intentionally crafted an image with the
visuals they choose and 60.3% saying that they did so in “written activity” on Facebook
(p. 92).
Despite Shepherd’s recognition of connections between students’ Facebook
composing practices and FYC content, students often failed to see the connection. For
example, Shepherd (2018) found that of the 132 participants he surveyed about
Facebook and writing “only five mentioned anything digital” when asked to define writing
(p. 106). Rosinski’s (2017) and Anson’s (2017) work, too, suggests that students fail to
see their existing digital and multimodal composing skills as connected to classroom
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conceptions of writing, despite the fact that researchers often recognize connections
during the course of their research (i.e., Shepherd, 2015).
Here, the rich literature on transfer can help (e.g., Elon Statement on Writing
Transfer, 2015; Perkins & Salomon, 1988; Rieff & Bawarishi, 2011; Robertson et al.,
2012; Rosinski, 2017; Rounsaville et al., 2008; Saidy, 2018; Shepherd, 2018; Wardle &
Downs, 2013). This literature collectively stressed that “we can't assume knowledge and
skills transfer on their own” (Perkins & Salomon, 1988, p. 23). Whether FYC is a course
that bridges writing contexts from high school to college or that fosters ways of thinking
that allow students to connect the work of FYC to other academic, personal, and
professional contexts, and vice versa, the question of transfer is essential to FYC
research and teaching but also one that needs unpacking.
Definitions of transfer abound in writing studies. The often-cited work of Perkins
and Salomon (1988) defined transfer broadly as when "something learned in one
context has helped in another” (p. 22), whereas the Elon Statement on Writing Transfer
(2015) defined transfer as “how previous learning influences current and future learning,
and how past or current learning is applied or adapted to similar or novel situations” (p.
2). In an effort to make the definition of transfer more explicitly student-centered,
Yancey et al. (2014) discussed the question of transfer in writing studies as an
investigation and a concerted effort to help students “develop writing knowledge and
practices they can draw upon, use, and repurpose for new writing tasks in new settings”
(p. 2).
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Tangled within all these definitions is the notion that there is no writing in general
(i.e., writing is always situated) and so what Perkins and Salomon (1988) term “highroad transfer” is often considered ideal when we speculate about how students might
draw on prior learning in future contexts. According to Perkins and Salomon (1988) and
the other scholars that take up his theory (e.g., Rosinski, 2017; Shepherd, 2018), highroad transfer involves the abstracting of principles learned in one situation in order to
apply them to another, potentially transforming prior learning in the process. High-road
transfer is in contrast to low-road transfer, which is "the automatic triggering of wellpracticed routines in circumstances where there is considerable perceptual similarity to
the original learning context" (p. 25).
Shepherd (2018) and other scholars note that “high-road transfer is difficult—if
not impossible—if learners do not perceive learning contexts as being connected” (p.
110), which may explain why Rounsaville et al. (2008) found that students “did not draw
on their full range of discursive resources when confronted with a new writing task” (p.
105). Perkins and Salomon (1988) specifically noted this kind of transfer as “backward
reaching high-road transfer,” where the writer "abstracts key characteristics from the
[current] situation, and reaches backward into one's experience for matches" (p. 26).
For transfer to occur, between social media contexts and FYC, “what is important . . . is
that the person must be able to recognize the similarity in situations, or the affordances
available, so that she or he may facilitate the transfer” (Rosinski, 2017, p. 252). And as
Shepherd (2018) noted:
students may not perceive connections between writing they do in digital spaces
and writing they do in the classroom. In fact, digital and multimodal writing might
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not be perceived as valuable or might not be perceived as writing at all. If
students do not perceive a connection between in-school and out-of-school
writing, it will make learning transfer between these contexts difficult. (p. 112)

Likewise, according to Perkins and Salomon (1988), most domain knowledge is
"inert" or "passive knowledge" that is only activated in a class-based or testing situation
that directly calls upon the stored "passive knowledge" (p. 23). However, as Perkins and
Salomon (1988) also stressed, through reflection, learners can "see through superficial
differences to deeper analogies" instead of relying on "stimulus similarities" to trigger
transfer (p. 27). As a case in point, in Shepherd’s (2018) research, when students were
presented with a specific question that asked them to “think of social media use, digital
writing, and multimodal writing as writing,” participants began to see connections that
were previously hidden (p. 107). Moreover, during the interview phase of Shepherd’s
(2018) study, nine of the ten interviewees said that they believed digital writing and
university writing were related by the end of the interview (p. 107), a reversal of their
prior survey responses that indicated otherwise. Shepherd’s (2018) findings are
particularly relevant to this dissertation and as they reveal opportunities for instructors to
engender connections between seemingly disparate writing contexts.
Given Shepherd’s (2018) findings in particular, the future of social media as a
site of transfer is ripe for teacherly attention and intervention. Rounsaville et al. (2008)
specifically note that “students can develop the meta-cognitive processes that enable
them more effectively to transition from context to context by accessing and building on
their antecedent knowledge” (p. 99). Thus, Rosinski (2017) specifically suggests
creating reflective writing opportunities that encourage students to “see that they are
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already writers through their digital self-sponsored writing, and that they have a
storehouse of knowledge . . . that they can draw upon in academic writing contexts” (p.
266). Additionally, the Elon Statement on Writing Transfer (2015) suggests that “the
transfer of rhetorical knowledge and strategies between self-sponsored and academic
writing can be encouraged by designing academic writing opportunities with authentic
audiences and purposes and by asking students to engage in metacognition” (p. 6).
However, as Shepherd (2015) recognized, “Instructors must understand how students
are using Facebook if they hope to encourage their students to see a connection
between writing practices on Facebook and writing practices within other contexts” (p.
91).
In keeping with this line of thinking, this dissertation aimed to find out more about
how students write on another popular social media platform, Instagram, in order to
discover what there is to learn, what connections students are already making (or not),
and how the former and latter might productively help inform the practice of teaching
writing.

Dissertation Overview
Chapter 1 contextualizes my dissertation, reviewing pertinent, interdisciplinary
research and laying out definitions of key terms. Chapter 2 establishes the
methodological foundation, feminist teacher research, that guided my study design,
interactions with research participants, data reporting, and use of results. Chapter 2 also
specifically details the phases and attendant protocols of my mixed-methods study and
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offers important information about the research site and participants. Chapter 3 reports
results about FYC students' writing practices on Instagram and Chapter 4 presents
findings about FYC students' emotional associations and transfer opportunities between
FYC and Instagram. Chapter 5 discusses the implications of these findings and what
this means for teaching, and Chapter 6, the final chapter, summarizes my findings and
implications, discusses limitations of my research, and makes suggestions for future
research.
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY & METHODS
Teacher research challenges the conventional belief in the separation between
researchers (those who make knowledge) and teachers (those who consume and
disseminate it).
—Ruth Ray, 1992

Following Kirsch and Sullivan (1992), I understand methods and methodology as
separate, though intertwined, components of research. My data gathering and analysis
methods, described in a subsequent section of this chapter, concern the practical
matters of data-driven research—the tools and techniques. My methodology, though, is
the theoretical base from which my methods proceed, the philosophy that guides my
decision making and actions. Methodologically, I am a feminist teacher researcher.
In “Revisiting Teacher Research,” Lee Nickoson (2012) wrote of the “powerful
symbiotic relationship between teaching and researching identities” (p. 101). Likewise,
Fishman and McCarthy (2004) maintained, “The greatest power teacher research has
given me is the ability to unify my life” (p. 274). As a writing teacher-scholar, I connect
deeply with Nickoson (2012) and Fishman and McCarthy’s (2004) sentiment. Each time
I prepare course materials or design a research study, each time I work with student
writers in a classroom, interview or conference with them via Zoom, or dig into survey
data, I am me—a combination of my “teacherly and researcherly selves,” as Nickoson
put it (p. 105). I am consistently and reflexively moving between teacherly practices,
research questions, and disciplinary knowledge with students who are both co-creators
and recipients of my knowledge and practices. Ergo, who I am provides a foundation for
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what I do, and the ethical implications therein, as I approach inquiry from a teacher
research framework.

Teacher Research Methodology and Feminist Practice
Writing and literacy scholars often disagree about what it means to research from
the teacher researcher perspective (e.g., Lankshear & Knobel, 2004; Nickoson, 2012;
Ray, 1992, 1993; Stenhouse, 1985). The term, teacher research, itself has near fifteen
synonyms, as inventoried by Susan Lytle (1997), including practitioner research,
teacher inquiry, and critical action research. However, Ruth Ray’s (1993) foundational
definition is often invoked by compositionists because it clarifies underlying epistemic
and philosophical orientations beyond those related to a researcher’s identity. Ray
posited:
What distinguishes teacher research from other composition research is its
collaborative spirit, its emphasis on the interrelationships between theory and
practice, and its interest in bringing about change—in the teacher, the student,
the school system, the teaching profession, the field of study, and the practice of
research—from within the classroom. (p. 183, original emphasis)
Other scholars challenged Ray’s (1993) definition, but her insistence that “one of the
major strengths of teacher research is that it challenges the division between theory and
practice, a bifurcation that seriously weakens education and English studies in general
and composition students in particular” remains fundamental (p. 60). Ray’s arguments
for a practice-based theory and theory-based practice in Writing Studies has shaped my
research questions, as well my methods. Likewise, her emphasis on collaboration goes
beyond simply including one’s own students in the research process. Students should
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benefit from research in perceivable ways as “research should be conducted primarily to
inform and improve practice as well as to advance theory” (Ray, 1992, p. 175).
In addition to an emphasis on theory/practice reflexivity and collaboration, Ray’s
conception of teacher research binds methodology to methods and locations,
specifically ethnography and case studies conducted within classroom settings. I,
however, stand with the scholars who challenge Ray’s assumptions about where and
with what methods teacher researchers ought to approach inquiry. Lankshear and
Knobel (2004) and Nickoson (2012), for example, have called for teacher researchers to
embrace multiple research methods, which I do, and to broaden the sites of teacher
research beyond the classroom, which my research study did. Specifically, my research
examined composing practices that occurred outside of college writing classrooms, on
Instagram, through both quantitative and qualitative methods to both contribute
knowledge to my field and to improve the practice of teaching FYC.
Ultimately, in their Handbook for Teacher Research, Lankshear and Knobel
(2004) defined teacher researchers as “classroom practitioners at any level, from
preschool to tertiary, who are involved individually or collaboratively in self-motivated
and self-generated systematic and informed inquiry undertaken with a view to
enhancing their vocation as professional educators” (p. 9). And there is, they argued, “a
viable place” within the teacher research paradigm for “well-conceived and wellexecuted quantitative research that does not overplay its hand so far as ‘proof’ and
‘truth’ are concerned, and does not forget that the social world cannot be reduced to
numerical abstractions” (p. 7).
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Moving forward, Nickoson (2012) described the teacher research paradigm in
ways that embrace Ray’s (1992, 1993) theory-practice emphasis and Lankshear and
Knobel’s (2004) argument concerning the need to consider multiple research methods.
Nickoson (2012) also commented specifically on the ethical implications of the teacher
research methodology by reminding researchers that students are not just research
subjects but partners, a thread that reaffirms Ray’s focus on teacher research as a
collaborative endeavor. Nickoson further stressed that in addition to expanding and
nuancing our “disciplinary knowledge, teacher research can aid us in simultaneously
developing a deeper understanding of our students as writers, building our abilities to
reach them and make a positive difference in their literate lives” (p. 111).
The through line for teacher research, from Ray (1992) to Nickoson (2012) and
beyond is an approach to inquiry that emphasizes productive interrelation as a
grounding principle. That interrelation exists between teacher and researcher identities,
between theory and practice, between researchers and student participants, and, even,
between research methods. For teacher researchers, relationships matter. From my
research questions, to my mixed methods design, and to my plans for data analysis, my
research study aimed to maximize benefits to students and to the field, while minimizing
harms to participants. At every stage, I kept in mind that “all research, especially all
community-based research, is a function of good relationships with the individuals and
groups who facilitate and participate in a project” (Grabill, 2012, p. 214). The focus on
good relationships inherent in my teacher research orientation is thus a “plumb line” that
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runs “through the mess of research itself, providing guidance for decision making”
(Grabill, 2012, p. 215).
As a teacher researcher, I thus continue a feminist research agenda through a
focus on relationships, on interrelation, certainly, but also through feminist foundations
like voice (Gilligan, 1982/1993) and a commitment to shifting status paradigms
regarding which rhetorical subjects are “worthy of scholarly attention” (Royster & Kirsch,
2012, p. 50). Regarding voice, Gillian (1982/1993) offered this insight: “speaking
depends on listening and being heard; it is an intensely relational act” (p. xvi). And in
relation to authority, Sullivan (1992) wrote of the fight “for scholarship in literacy against
the narrowly defined field of literacy studies and a clear space for student writing in a
house that was built for canonized authors” (p. 38). Likewise, Royster and Kirsch (2012)
discussed “eliteness” (p. 51) as a quality of university research and research subjects
that must be dismantled by feminist researchers. To this point, Shepherd (2018) noted,
as a limitation of his survey and interview research on FYC students’ Facebook
literacies, that all but one of his student participants were from universities, specifically
doctoral-granting institutions.
Therefore, the site of my study, DSC, and my research participants, FYC
students, make feminist arguments about what and who counts in the study, theory, and
practice of teaching writing. DSC is one of 28 state colleges in the Florida public
system, offering an adult education program, certificates, A.S. degrees, A.A. degrees,
and some baccalaureate degrees in specialized areas with job demand in the region,
such as nursing, education, applied business and engineering technology. Though
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DSC’s baccalaureate programs employ a selective admission process, the
overwhelming majority of programs at Daytona State, including A.A. and A.S. programs
that require all or part of the FYC sequence, are open enrollment. In practice, openenrollment institutions accept all students into college-credit courses who have a high
school degree or its equivalent and do not reject students based on any other admission
criteria (Hassell & Giordano, 2013). Like other open-enrollment institutions (i.e.,
community colleges) DSC provides an affordable “point of access to higher education”
for all Florida residents, including “‘historically underserved students,’ and other at-risk
populations such as low-income students” (Kester et al., 2016, p. 2).
In research contexts, specifically, DSC students “[take] us beyond elite
populations” and my study of their writing practices on Instagram furthers an
understanding of “literacy as a common practice, rather than an elite one” (Royster &
Kirsch, 2012, p. 62). Students like those my English department colleagues and I work
with every semester, and their writing practices on Instagram, are not frequently studied
or privileged in academic circles. Nevertheless, these students’ experiences, told in their
own voices, should be no less important to studying writing process in the digital,
networked spaces of the 21st century. Both the site of my research and the students I’ve
chosen to study, who are described more fully in forthcoming sections within this
chapter, are intentionally and productively intermingled with my methodological
orientation as a feminist teacher researcher.
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Research Design and Methods
When we’re dealing with writing, it is essential to remember that we are always
dealing with identity and emotion, with people and the ways they move and make
meaning in social worlds. In designing my study, I carefully considered how different
data collection methods and types of data corresponded to both my research questions
and the ethical foundation of my feminist teacher research methodology. Additionally, I
reviewed the methodological literature concerning the study of writing as a mediated
practice. However, as Gesa Kirsch and Patricia Sullivan (1992) put it in the introduction
to their edited collection Methods and Methodology in Composition Research, “while we
might wish to characterize ourselves as a disciplinary community that is uniformly
concerned with the study and teaching of writing, we must acknowledge that our various
research practices. . .call this sense of community into question” (p. 1).
The “methodological pluralism” (Kirsch & Sullivan, 1992, p. 2) in writing studies is
clearly visible in just a sampling of approaches used to study writing process, in
particular: think aloud protocols (Perl, 1980; Takayoshi 2016, 2018); interviews
(Kaufmann, 2018; Takayoshi, 2018), observations (Berkenkotter & Murray, 1983); timeuse diaries (A. Buck, 2012; Hart-Davidson, 2007); screencasts (Takayoshi 2016, 2018),
and what Takayoshi (2016) labels “multi-draft comparisons of texts” (Flynn, 1983;
Sommers, 1980). Recently, however, Takayoshi (2016, 2018) has championed using
screen casting software to gather data from writers composing in situ as the preferred
method for researchers specifically interested in writing processes enacted in social
media spaces. Specifically, Takayoshi (2016) argued:
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Research located closer to the act of composing, [and] research that combines
methods (for example, screen capture or eye tracking with think-aloud or
retrospective verbal protocols) can move toward a fuller (yet always impartial)
understanding of what writers are doing and their decision making processes. (p.
6)
Takayoshi (2016) further stressed that “particularity with multimodal, digital literacy
composing, a writer’s descriptions of her writing process may serve as necessary but
not sufficient data” (p. 7).
Although Takayoshi (2016) made persuasive points about the empirical validity of
using screen casting, keystroke, or eye-tracking software to surveil students while they
compose in social media spaces, there are variety of ethical implications to consider,
some of which Takayoshi acknowledged in her article and some that she did not. While
I value Takayoshi’s arguments and the findings from her research, my methodological
orientation as a feminist teacher researcher (see previous section), calls me to question
the ethics of such protocols, specifically in relation to unexpected participants,
extraneous data, and privacy—issues Takayoshi (2016) herself wrestled with, as have
other digital writing researchers (e.g., McKee & DeVoss, 2007).
My research methods thus attempted to elicit valid, vital information about FYC
students’ writing practices on Instagram while mitigating harms to participants, their
communities, and participant-researcher relationships. I acknowledge that in gathering
data after the moment of composition, as all the techniques described in the next
section did, I relied on participants’ perceptions about how they composed their
Instagram posts, which may be different from what they actually did. However, what I
gave up in relation to writing processes practiced in real time, I made up for by reducing
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harm. In practice, I created a mixed methods study design to achieve an ethics-first
approach that squares with my feminist teacher research methodology.

Mixed Methods Data Collection: Surveys, Interviews, Process Journals
According to Creswell and Creswell (2018), the fundamental argument mixed
methods research makes is that “integration of qualitative and quantitative data yields
additional insight beyond the information provided by either the quantitative or
qualitative data alone” (p. 4). Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004) further specified the
kinds of insights and affordances made possible by mixed methods research designs:
triangulation, complementarity, initiation, development, and expansion (p. 22). My study
specifically made use of both explanatory and convergent mixed methods designs
(Creswell & Creswell, 2018) through three phases of data collection, as depicted in
Figure 5 below. The result is what writing researchers call “homegrown” mixed methods
(Haas et al., 2012; Nickoson & Sheridan, 2012), or what Royster and Kirsch (2012)
might understand as researching from one’s “critical imagination,” a term for an
embodied scholarly perspective that “justifies going beyond anointed research methods,
sources, and published scholarship but actually mandates that research engage their
topics [and participants] in multiple ways” (p. 79).
Figure 5 offers an overview of my mixed-methods study.
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Figure 5: Overview of study design

As illustrated in Figure 5, my study combined not only qualitative and quantitative
methods in the survey phase (Phase 1) but also multiple qualitative methods in
subsequent phases (Phase 2a: Interviews; Phase 2b: Process Journals). As a
consequence, I collected data that allowed me to explore trends about writing practices
and transfer opportunities within a large number of FYC Instagram users (Phase 1:
Survey, N ≈ 124); data that allowed me to move beyond general What? and How many?
questions toward Why? questions and more nuanced answers to What? and How?
regarding students’ writing practices on Instagram (Phase 2a: Interviews, N = 7); and
more naturalistic data that allowed me to study students’ writing practices on Instagram
closer to the moment of composition and in view of the multimodal posts that are
ultimately shared on Instagram (Phase 2b: Process Journals; N = 12).
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Phase I: Surveys
Composition researchers have used surveys to collect data since 1963, and the
publication of North’s The Making of Knowledge in Composition (1987) is often credited
with increasing that number in subsequent years (Anderson et al., 2006). Citing Lauer
and Asher (1988), Anderson et al. (2006) specifically suggested that “surveys provide a
means for teachers to learn what others are doing, thinking, or feeling about a particular
subject” (p. 60).
The purpose of my survey is to better understand FYC students’ perceptions of
the writing practices they engage when composing on Instagram, as well as these
students’ perceptions of the possible connections between their Instagram and
academic writing. Because few studies have examined FYC students’ writing practices
on Instagram, my survey offers a bird’s-eye view to help teacher-scholars get a lay of
the land. Though essential, this aerial view is inevitably incomplete, and topography will
need to be explored from the ground, as well, which are the goals of my interview and
writing process journal methods detailed in subsequent sections.
In composing survey questions, I looked to previous research in computers and
composition, specifically Shepherd’s (2015) article “FB in FYC: Facebook Use Among
First-Year Composition Students.” However, because there exists, to my knowledge,
little to no survey-based research on students’ writing practices on Instagram, I
necessarily modified questions for Instagram use and narrowed in on particular writing
processes and possible connections between Instagram and academic writing,
specifically. I also drew from my experience working as a research assistant to Dr.
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Stephanie Vie. While working with Dr. Vie, I analyzed data from a national survey on
students’ perceptions of social media in writing courses. Together, my research, work
with Dr. Vie, and academic experience using surveys to assess the WAC/WID program
that I directed from 2013-2019 at DSC (see Kester et al., 2016) allowed me to refine
and develop valid survey questions. Additionally, in the fall of 2019, I field tested a
shorter version of what would become my final survey with third-semester students in
DSC’s Quanta-Honors College who are themselves conducting original research about
social media. The results, while preliminary, helped me to improve survey questions,
recognize trends in respondents’ answers, and ensure that I could gather a large
sample of Instagram users from DSC students.
Designed in Qualtrics, my 37-question survey (see Appendix A) gathered mostly
quantitative data from FYC students about their writing processes and rhetorical
decision making on Instagram via Likert scale questions that measure their level of
agreement/disagreement with statements about particular writing practices and
composing attitudes. However, I included some open-ended questions to both verify the
scope and content of my closed questions and to “elicit information that the researcher
may not anticipate” (MacNealy, 1999, p. 153). Moreover, open-ended, qualitative
questions both enrich the quantitative data and offer opportunities for student
participants to express themselves in their own words. The survey culminated by asking
students if they would be willing to participate in a follow-up semi-structured interview
(Collins, 2019; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
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Phase 2a: Interviews
In Phase 2a, I conducted seven interviews by way of the video conferencing
software Zoom or via phone with self-selecting survey participants to build on, explain,
contextualize, and/or complicate survey data. 24 out of 111 students responded that
they were interested in taking part in an interview about their writing practices on
Instagram and provided usable email addresses for follow-up; seven ultimately attended
a scheduled interview. Interviews ranged in length from nine and a half minutes to fiftysix minutes.
Though I scripted eight preliminary interview questions (see Appendix B), new
questions emerged from trends I saw in the survey data at large, as well as participants’
specific responses to survey questions. Additionally, my second interview question
adapted a memory stimulus method (photo elicitation) from Paulo Freire and Augusto
Boal’s work, as presented in the context of Gubrium and Harper’s (2013) discussion of
participatory visual and digital research methods (pp. 32-33). Specifically, I asked
interviewees to call up a recent Instagram post in order to consider what they were
thinking about and what they did—their composing practices—while creating a
particular Instagram post. Anthropologist John Collier found that “photos improved
participants’ recall, generated longer statements, and prompted richer and more
emotionally involved storytelling” and argued that photo elicitation methods generate
“better empirical data than interviews alone” (as cited in Gubrium & Harper, 2013, p.
70). To be clear, the memory stimulus activity embedded in the interview protocol still
relied on self-reported data about a previously composed Instagram post; however, by
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anchoring a student’s recall to a particular post, I aimed to add both validity and
specificity to students’ generalized reflections about writing process on Instagram
gathered from the survey and interview questions.
Following the protocol in my IRB application, I recorded only audio data using
Zoom’s built-in recording features or my iPhone’s voice memo application. I also took
notes during the interviews to record details about the embodied presence of the
research participants.

Phase 2b: Writing Process Journals
In Phase 2b, I requested permission from my FYC students to use their
responses to an extra credit assignment titled “Writing Process Journal” (See Appendix
C). This extra credit assignment, part of my ENC 1101 and ENC 1102 courses, invited
students to submit screen shots of Instagram posts along with a writing process journal,
a variation of the time-use diary method (Buck, 2012; Hart-Davidson, 2007). For the
writing process journal assignment, students recorded their composing processes for
between one and ten Instagram posts, over the course of a week, as close to the
moment of composing/posting as possible. Students then submitted a screenshot of
each of their Instagram posts accompanied by the corresponding writing process
reflection.
After obtaining IRB approval in February 2020, I taught seven sections of FYC
each with an average of 22 students. Of those students, 27 submitted the extra credit
assignment; however, because the extra credit assignment accommodated both
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students who did not use Instagram and duel-enrolled students, per IRB guidelines, my
sample of eligible participants—those whose process journals focused on Instagram
and were over 18—was 12 students. Fortunately, all 12 students agreed to allow me to
use their writing process journals in my research. A brief description of these 12
students is offered in the next section.
Within the sample, the number of Instagram posts each student included ranged
from one to seven. The students’ process reflections also varied in length, focus, and
detail since the instructions did not specify a word count or mandate that students
consider specific writing practices. For example, one participant submitted a writing
process journal with six Instagram posts and approximately 500 words of reflection. In
contrast, another participant submitted only one post accompanied by 77 words of
reflection. Still, among the 12 participants, I collected 38 individual Instagram artifacts,
each with accompanying process reflections.

Research Participants
Student Survey Participants
As English faculty at DSC, I was fortunate to have access to FYC students
through a voluntary sampling procedure (Lankshear & Knobel, 2004) facilitated by their
instructors. Through email, approximately two weeks before the end of each academic
term, beginning after I received approval from both DSC’s and UCF’s Institutional
Review Boards (IRB) in February of 2020 (see Appendix D), I asked my colleagues to
post my survey link in their online course sites within the DSC’s learning management
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system (LMS), Falcon Online. Data collection began in the Spring of 2020 and
culminated in the Fall of 2020.
142 FYC students, who were at least 18 years old, began my survey and
answered four demographic questions. Of those, 87% (N = 124) were Instagram users
and thus proceeded to questions related to their Instagram writing. My final sample
reflects national statistics about the popularity of Instagram in society and specifically
among college-aged students (see, for example, Perrin & Anderson, 2019, “Instagram
and Snapchat” figure). Additionally, my final sample reflects Daytona State College
demographics, as a whole, and DSC’s FYC population, in particular. For example, the
average age of student survey respondents (x̄ = 20.5) mirrored the average age of
DSC’s FYC population (x̄ = 21.5), according to DSC institutional research. Likewise,
gender distributions and ethnicity markers are similar between the sample and DSC’s
FYC population.
Even so, the aim of Phase 1 was to take a snapshot of FYC students’ writing
practices on Instagram within a specific context, namely a mid-sized open-enrollment
state college in the Southeast. As such, my sample cannot be said to represent FYC
students generally or all DSC first-year writers, specifically. My final sample size
fluctuates from 124 participants to 112 because students were not required to answer
every survey question. The sociodemographic information presented in Table 1
provides an overview of my sample.
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Table 1: Sociodemographic characteristics of student survey participants

Variable

n

%

78
40
3
1
1

63.4
32.5
2.4
.81
.81

12
3
12
2
0
81
1
13

9.7
2.4
9.7
1.6
0
65.3
.81
10.5

108
15

87.8
12.2

83
38

68.5
31.4

Gender
Female
Male
Nonbinary
Prefer not to identify
Prefer to self-describe
Ethnicity
African American or Black
Asian American or Asian
Hispanic/Latinx
Native American/American Indian
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
White/Caucasian
Prefer not to identify
Prefer to self-describe
Student Status
By Age
Traditional (18–24)
Non-Traditional (25+)
By Parental Education
First-Generation
Non First-Generation

Note. N = 123–124 for each variable category, except for student status by parental education where
data from 2 students who selected “I don’t know” regarding their parents’ educational were not
displayed.

Regarding sociodemographic categories, I used the National Center for
Education Statistics’ (NCES, n.d.) definition of traditional college-aged students (i.e.,
18–24 years of age) as the basis for the age-related classes presented in Table 1.
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Within the survey, student participants were able to specify their age instead of opting
into researcher-established categories.
Similarly, students provided information about the highest degree or level of
schooling their parent(s) or guardians completed, which I later used to classify them as
“first-generation” or “non-first generation” using the federal definition of first-generation
students employed to determine students’ eligibility for TRiO programs. That definition
specifies that a student’s parents or parent, in the case of single-parent homes, did not
complete a baccalaureate degree.

Student Interviewees
The student participants in Phase 2a (N = 7) volunteered their contact
information for a follow-up interview about their writing practices on Instagram at the
end of the survey (Phase 1) and subsequently agreed via email to a date and time for a
Zoom or phone interview with me, the researcher. Beyond our email correspondence,
all student interviewees were given another opportunity to consent after I read my
explanation of research statement and before their semi-structured interviews began.
After ensuring their consent, each student was given the opportunity to choose a
pseudonym, though many students asked that I refer to them by some version of their
first name. Thus, in what follows, all names are student-selected.
Of the 7 students I interviewed, only Ashleigh had me as an FYC instructor,
though not at the time of the interview. Two other students, Yafeng and Jessica, had
some familiarity with me because of my role within the Quanta-Honors College in which
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they were both enrolled as FYC students at the time of our interviews. Specifically, their
familiarity with me stemmed from the digital course modules on team writing that I
created and that their FYC instructors embedded within Quanta’s FYC course work as
preparation for my future work with third-semester Quanta students.
Since each student interviewee also completed the survey phase (Phase 1) of
my study, I can offer self-disclosed sociodemographic information and baseline
descriptions of their Instagram use. Additionally, because of my focus on their
Instagram writing practices, which is always an embodied identity performance (AdlerKassner & Wardle, 2015; Brock, 2020; Marwick & boyd, 2011), the semi-structured
nature of the interviewees themselves, and my focus on relationships and mutual
benefits, I also frequently learned about these students in ways that went beyond my
central research questions but served to enrich them. In the descriptions below, I hope
to offer brief, personal, though incomplete, characterizations that respect and reflect the
diversity of the interviewees within this sample. As Gilligan (1982/1993) advised, I have
tried to add warm blood to skeletal accounts. Below, I have arranged interviewee
descriptions by date, from my first interview conversation on May 5, 2020, to my last on
January 6, 2021.
Yafeng, a thirty-eight-year-old Asian female was enrolled in ENC 1102 in the
spring of 2020. Our fifteen-minute interview conversation occurred on May 5, 2020.
Yafeng is native speaker of Mandarin Chinese, who moved to the United States in
2013. She is a mother, wife, first-generation student in DSC’s Quanta-Honors College,
and, pre-pandemic, a part-time waitress at a local Asian restaurant. Yanfeng reported
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using Instagram less than 30 minutes a day, on average, mostly to share her pictures of
“natural things,” her children, and her poetry. Interestingly, a DSC counselor suggested
she write poetry as a way to manage the stress of her honors coursework and the
pandemic.
Michael, a twenty-five-year-old white male, stepped away from his work running
a COVID test site in Miami to speak with me via Zoom on May 5, 2020, for about ten
minutes. He was enrolled in an ENC 1102 during the spring 2020 term. Michael, who
was dressed in military fatigues during our interview, is a surfer and a first-generation
college student. He reported using Instagram less than 30 minutes a day, on average,
mostly to view and share surfing videos.
Ashleigh, an eighteen-year-old white female, was enrolled in ENC 1101 in the
spring of 2020. Ashleigh talked with me via Zoom on May 7, 2020, for about twenty
minutes. Ashleigh had recently moved from her childhood home in South Africa to
Florida a few months prior to our interview. She is a first-generation college student who
was accepted to DSC’s Quanta-Honors College in the fall of 2020, and, until very
recently, the primary caretaker for her high school-aged sister. Ashleigh reported using
Instagram 30 to 60 minutes a day, on average. Ashleigh also reported using two
Instagram accounts: a public account viewable by anyone and a private account where
only close friends have access to her content.
Peggy, a fifty-one-year-old white female, was enrolled in ENC 1102 in the spring
of 2020. We spoke via Zoom on May 7, 2020, for about twenty minutes. Peggy is a first-
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generation college student, a mother, and an animal lover who reported using
Instagram less than 30 minutes a day to post pictures of her dogs and to update family.
Brandon, a twenty-something Native American male, was enrolled in ENC 1102
in the summer of 2020. Our interview conversation on June 23 occurred via phone and
lasted almost an hour. Unfortunately, due to researcher error, only the last twenty
minutes of our conversation was recorded, of which only about five minutes pertained
directly to study-related research questions. Brandon is a first-generation college
student who reported using Instagram 30 to 60 minutes a day, on average, to connect
with friends and to keep up with the news. Interestingly, Brandon and I had an extended
conversation about fake news and the role of social media in policing misinformation on
their platforms after he asked the following question, post pre-scripted questions: “Do
you think that the way Instagram, and I'm not just asking about Instagram—Facebook,
Twitter—do you think they really restrain . . . freedom of speech or the character people
try to portray to a certain point where [the CEO] is becoming more of a dictatorship over
these websites?”
Vanesah, a twenty-five-year-old white female, was enrolled in ENC 1101 in the
fall of 2020. Our interview conversation on December 7 occurred via Zoom and lasted
about twenty minutes. Vanesah is a first-generation college student, a wife, and a
mother who reported using Instagram less than 30 minutes a day to stay connected with
friends, to follow influencers, and to post pictures of her family.
Jessica, a twenty-year-old Jewish female, was enrolled in ENC 1101 in the fall of
2020. Jessica and I had two interview conversations: the first on December 8, 2020,
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and the second on January 6, 2021. The second interview was scheduled as a result of
researcher error and lasted just over an hour. Jessica is a native speaker of Hebrew
who lived in Israel until two years ago. Jessica reported using her primary Instagram
account less than 30 minutes a day to maintain relationships with friends, but she also
described a business Instagram account where she hopes to monetize her posts about
dogs and dog products.

Students Sharing Writing Process Journals
The student participants in Phase 2b (N = 12) were all Instagram users, 18 years
of age or older, and enrolled in my Introduction to Composition Course (ENC 1101) or
Writing with Research Course (ENC 1102) in the spring of 2020 or the fall of 2021. Each
student voluntarily completed an extra credit writing process journal assignment and
later provided their consent to participate in my research study via email (See the
description of Phase 2b in the “Data Collection” section within this chapter and
Appendix C for more details).
During our email exchanges, students had the opportunity choose a pseudonym;
however, many students asked me to refer to them by preferred first name. Student
participants did not, and were not asked to disclose sociodemographic information
during email exchanges or with their writing process journals. Therefore, I have not
assigned students to sociodemographic categories even when it was possible to make
inferences about gender or ethnic identity due to the student-instructor relationships I
developed with them throughout their term of study and given the visual content of the
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Instagram artifacts within their writing process journals. The latter, visual
representations of students’ identity performances on Instagram, is a point I will take up
more fully in the upcoming section “A Word on Images.” Table 2 presents an overview
of the students in this sample.
Table 2: Overview of student participants, Phase 2b

Name

FYC Status

Term

Entries in Process Journal

Ayana

ENC 1101

Spring 2020

2

Jesse

ENC 1101

Spring 2020

3

Kayla

ENC 1101

Spring 2020

4

Grace

ENC 1101

Spring 2020

4

Ashley

ENC 1101

Spring 2020

3

Lara

ENC 1101

Spring 2020

2

Tyler

ENC 1101

Spring 2020

2

Christina

ENC 1101

Spring 2020

6

Talita

ENC 1102

Spring 2020

5

Kylie

ENC 1101

Fall 2020

2

Heather

ENC 1101

Fall 2020

1

Persephone

ENC 1101

Fall 2020

2

Note. N = 12

The student descriptions I provide in this phrase are indicative of my commitment to
relationships and responsibilities. Though I could provide more information about each
student, that information was not disclosed to me as a researcher, but to me, their
instructor. Here, Takayoshi’s (2016) advice to “see research ethics not as something
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static addressed at the beginning of the research process” and McKee and DeVoss’s
(2007) conceptualization of research ethics as170 “a continuous process of inquiry,
interaction, and critique throughout an entire research study” that requires consistent
and regular self-reflection in light of one’s methodology and research goals is
particularly salient (p. 274).

Data Preparation: Interviews and Writing Process Journals
As Takayoshi (2016) noted, preparing data is a research process that is part
pragmatic and part interpretative. Regarding the former, Takayoshi suggested that “the
goal for creating a coherent data set is making the raw data manageable and
analyzable—that is, getting the raw data into a form that allows for analysis of it” (p. 9).
In the process of doing so, however, the influence of the researcher is not merely
mechanical. In the sections below I detail my data preparation processes and my
intentions in relation to my methodological position as a feminist teacher researcher.

Preparing and Attuning to Interview Transcripts
By enabling audio transcription within Zoom, interview transcripts were
automatically generated within Zoom’s web portal as VTT files. Each VTT file contained
timestamps and dialogue tags for participants. After downloading, I saved each VTT file
and opened it using a plain text editor before copying individual transcripts into Word
documents labeled with each student interviewee’s chosen name. After all interview
transcripts were saved as Word documents, I began the process of editing each
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transcript to more accurately capture the verbal exchanges. To do so, I played back the
audio recording (.mp4) of each interview while editing within the corresponding Word
document. Interestingly, Zoom’s speech recognition software consistently
mistranscribed phrases like ENC 1101 and ENC 1102, whereas other transcription
errors occurred indiscriminately, though more frequently when the student interviewee
spoke English with an accent. During this process, I took care to preserve my students’
idiolects, their “multilingual abilities,” and their vocal inflections as much as possible
(Selfe & Hawisher, 2012, p. 36), while adding helpful capitalization and punctuation and
reducing the number of incidental feedback statements (e.g., oh yeah, uh-huh). I also
frequently removed automatically generated line breaks and timestamps that arbitrarily
divided the natural flow of a student’s response to my questions. My goal in formatting
each transcript was to faithfully represent the “shape” or “interactional pattern” of the
interview conversation (Lankshear & Knobel, 2004, p. 267) by creating unit divisions
based on topic shifts and conversational turns. The result is a dialogic structure that
contains stanzas or units (Saldaña, 2016, p. 19) amenable to efficient and productive
qualitative coding and analysis.
Beyond ensuring accuracy and an effective textual organization, the process of
listening to audio recordings of interviews while reviewing transcripts afforded me an
opportunity to (re)familiarize myself with the student interviewee and the content of our
conversation. As a result, I engaged in some pre-coding (Saldaña, 2016), or
rudimentary analysis. For example, I highlighted interesting text or noted an insight in
the margins of the document using Word’s commenting features.
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Preparing and Attuning to Students’ Writing Process Journals
After extra credit points had been awarded and final grades posted to Falcon
Online course sites, I sent emails to all eligible students (e.g., 18 years of age and older
and Instagram users) asking for permission to use their process journals in my
research. Once I received permission via email along with students’ preferred name, I
retrieved students’ process journals from the extra credit assignment folders within
Falcon Online, combining individual student submissions into one file if a student
uploaded multiple files. I labeled each file with the students’ preferred name but made
no other alterations to students’ submissions before coding. To increase my familiarity
with these student texts, I re-read them as I was checking them again for suitability
(e.g., contained screenshots of Instagram posts and process reflection), again making
notes in the margin or highlighting text if a “codable moment” struck (Boyatzis, 1998, as
cited in Saldaña, 2016, p. 20), as I did during interview transcript editing and
preparation.

Data Analysis: Statistics & Qualitative Coding
Results from closed-ended survey questions were tabulated using Qualtrics’
built-in statistical analysis tools. Following Vie (2015) and other empirical researchers
(e.g., Anderson et al., 2006; Maxwell, 2007), I understand that my survey results need
not claim statistical significance. Accordingly, I will rely on descriptive statistics “to
describe the characteristics of a sample at one point in time” (Lankshear & Knobel,
2004, p. 164) and to present trends in students’ writing practices and attitudes that can
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then be complicated, confirmed, and nuanced through data from open-ended survey
questions, interviews, and process journals. However, at times, I present additional
inferential statistics (e.g., chi-squared tests to determine the strength of relationships
among variables) derived using Qualtrics built-in statistical software Stats iQ.

Coding Students’ Textual Responses
To facilitate learning and discovery related to my research questions, as outlined
in Chapter 1, open-ended survey questions (i.e., questions 22, 23, 28, 31, 32, and 35),
interview transcripts, and students’ process journals were coded both by hand (first
cycle coding) and with qualitative data analysis software (second cycle coding).
Additionally, the open-source data-mining software Orange and the find command in
Word were used to illuminate and explore patterns and to generate word frequencies
within open-ended survey questions.
Regarding qualitative coding, Vogt et al. (2014) remarked that “a code is a
researcher-generated construct that symbolizes or ‘translates’ data and thus attributes
interpreted meaning to each individual datum for later purposes of pattern detection,
categorization, assertion or proposition development, theory building, and other analytic
processes” (as cited in Saldaña, 2016, p. 4). Though coding is certainly not the only way
to make meaning from my qualitative data, given the extent of my qualitative data set
and my goals to triangulate data between and within quantitative and qualitative
methods, I found coding a pragmatic and meaningful way to address my research
questions.
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My approach to coding text-based student data recognized, as Sipe and Ghiso
(2004) and Saldaña (2016) did, that “all coding is a judgment call” and that we bring “our
subjectivities, our personalities, our predispositions, [and] our quirks” to our coding
processes (as cited in Saldaña, 2016, p. 8). My methodological and interpersonal
identity as a feminist teacher researcher certainly colored my analytical lenses and
oriented my coding angle. I am always thinking like a writing instructor who has fieldbased knowledge and extensive classroom practice, an embodied position that I find
offers a particularly relevant orientation to bring to students’ textual responses given the
nature of my research questions.
Nevertheless, because my goal was to code inductively, I purposefully used In
Vivo coding processes for first cycle coding to “attune [my]self to participant
perspectives and actions” (Saldana, 2016, p. 73) and to provide a ballast to my
disciplinary gaze that brings prior knowledge of my own survey questions, along with
writing theory, in general, to my coding. Along with a commitment to In Vivo coding, I
also simultaneously held in mind a set of provisional coding during my first cycle, which,
as Saldaña (2016) noted, are “appropriate for qualitative studies that build on or
corroborate previous research and investigations” (p. 168). My provisional codes were:
planning, drafting, revising, editing, collaborating, taking a break, considering audience
considering genre, considering context, considering style, considering purpose, and
considering identity presentation.
The provisional codes listed above make transparent what I thought I might find
within the qualitative data, specifically within students’ textual responses to the memory
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stimulus protocol with Phase 2a and the Process Journal Assignment (Phase 2b). They
were also purposefully presented in the gerund form given that my research questions
deal with actions—what writers are thinking about and doing while composing on
Instagram. However, because I also actively held an open stance (Lawrence, 2020), not
all of the codes I anticipated were used and new codes developed as I engaged the
data set to observe writing processes, rhetorical decision making, and transfer
opportunities, and to understand students’ literate practices on Instagram beyond an
impressionistic way. Ultimately, my first cycle coding was what Saldaña (2016)
characterized as “first impression eclectic coding,” as I simultaneously employed In Vivo
coding, content coding, and process-based codes (p. 45).
Because first cycle coding was a generative process, I purposefully paused
between first and second cycle coding for reflection, which I accomplished through
analytic memo writing (Saldaña, 2016). The process included cycling back through my
first cycle codes, writing about emergent patterns and categories, operationally defining
my list of approximately 30 first cycle codes, and checking them for relevance to my
units of analysis: students’ writing practices and transfer opportunities. The goal was to
strategically prepare myself for more focused second, and subsequent, passes through
the data.
And lest my coding procedures seem too neat, too clean, I feel compelled to say
that my research process—one of discovery, authentication, and making-meaning—was
necessarily and productively messy. Further, my goal was not to deduce the way
students compose on Instagram, as a metatheory, but to provide a necessarily
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imperfect glimpse at what is going on, given the field’s lack of research data about
students’ writing practices on Instagram, an immensely popular composing platform.
My coding process was an intimate “interpretive enterprise” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 39) and
thus I did not find it necessary to establish intercoder agreement or interpretive
convergence; however, I did often discuss my coding with my dissertation advisors
during the process. Ultimately, by describing my processes and intentions during the
coding process, I hope to have heeded Takayoshi’s (2016) call for more narrative from
researchers in the process of making methodological decisions in ways that are
productive for future researchers, especially those whose encircling methodology is or is
closely aligned with my orientation as a feminist teacher researcher.

Ethics in Practice: A Word on Instagram Images
In addition to students’ textual descriptions of their Instagram writing processes,
Phase 2b of my study yields Instagram artifacts: the image plus caption that students
posted to Instagram. To be clear, process journals thus included both independently
produced writing (Instagram artifacts), as well as written reflection produced as a result
of an extra credit assignment designed me, their teacher. Though my object of study is
the composing processes and rhetorical decision making involved in Instagram writing,
the resulting Instagram post provided a necessary anchor for students’ process
reflections. Specifically, Phase 2b was designed to gather more detailed, context
specific, closer-to-the-moment-of-composition information about writers’ processes as a
complement to the more global information gathered from the survey (Phase 1) and
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interview protocols (Phase 2a). Additionally, given that Instagram posts are often
viewed by academics as “trivial texts,” (Takayoshi, 2015), it is necessary for researchers
to be able to speak to the relationship between writerly doing and decision making and
the multimodal products that are produced as a result.
Still, it is important to note that the Instagram screenshots my students included
in their process journals are embodied performances of complicated identities within
particular Instagram communities (Adler-Kassner & Wardle, 2015; Brock, 2020; Marwick
& boyd, 2011). Frequently, a user’s identity is literally presented as a selfie or a portrait,
and since race is often figured visually, selfies and portraits explicitly write race into the
multimodal text that is read by a user’s Instagram followers and, in this case, by me, the
teacher researcher. Therefore, while race is sometimes visible, depending on the
content of my students’ Instagram posts, the visible is not an "epistemological
guarantee," as Robinson (1994) notes of “racial passing in the African American
community” (as cited in Arola, 2017, p. 213). An Instagram image is not a proxy for the
entirety of someone's racial or gender identity. In assuming so, we perpetuate the
harmful misconception that readers and/or researchers can assign and interpret
Blackness, Asianness, or whiteness, for example, or even maleness or femaleness, by
looking only at visual cues.
Race matters, and as Banks (2005) and Nakamura (2008) have long noted,
cyberspace is not a raceless space. What certainly deserves further attention, but is
beyond the scope of my research study, are the ways that “possibilities for selfhood”
(Roozen, 2016, p. 51) are prescribed and limited based on race, gender, and culture
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within Instagram communities and beyond. My students may very well be conforming to
and perpetuating harmful norms, but they may also be writing against the grain of racial
and gender stereotypes within and beyond their communities of practice, intentionally or
unintentionally. For me, these kinds of critical orientations are an outcome of a critical
pedagogy, of critical digital literacies, that certainly have a place in FYC, though they
are not the starting point for my research, which examines the processes by which
writers create Instagram posts and how these processes connect to FYC.
Given the scope of my study, I held embodied identity as a sensitizing concept
during my research, but I refrained from systematically coding the bodies of my students
who chose to share their writing process journals with me. I also refrained from
reproducing any of my students’ Instagram posts in this dissertation. I do so not to make
race invisible, but to yield to my students’ own reflections about what is going on in a
given post. If, in their process journals, student writers discussed their own bodies as
potentially or intentionally racialized objects, I remained ready to present emergent race
or gender-based themes as part of an embodied writing process. When they did not, I
did not attempt to judge or critique students’ identity performances or the rhetorical
effectiveness of their Instagram posts from an etic perspective. This work is best
considered from the emic, which leaves any judgements about rhetorical effectiveness
of these snapshots to the writers themselves and their attendant communities.
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Chapter Summary
White et al. (1994) stressed that “participation as an ethic regards dialog as
“reciprocal, horizontal rather than vertical in nature, and encourages self-reliance and
self-confidence of interlocutors” (as cited in Gubrium & Harper, 2013, p. 45). Through
my mixed methods approaches to studying writing post hoc, influenced by my feminist
teacher researcher methodology, I believe that I have created reciprocal research
benefits where students profit from the connections we make during interviews and the
opportunities to reflect on their writing practices. In fact, sections of my Results and
Discussion chapters are dedicated to illuminating how my teacherly disposition during
interviews elicited connections that could benefit students’ abilities to transfer writing
knowledge. Additionally, by quoting students’ words directly in this dissertation and in
any subsequent publications, I hope to give them a voice in the scholarly conversation. I
also intend to respond, specifically, to a legacy of extractive research where
researchers come in (virtually or physically), collect data, publish, and disappear
(Gubrium & Harper, 2013). I am here to stay, as a member of the DSC community, in
general, and as a DSC FYC instructor, in particular.
My identity as a feminist teacher researcher begins from a strong commitment to
caring for my students and from a recognition that my role as a researcher studying
students’ self-sponsored writing could have direct impacts not only field-based
knowledge about social media writing practices and their potential for connection to
academic writing but also on my teacherly practice. Like Ray (1993) suggested almost
thirty years ago, “theory comes from many places, including the classroom, and that
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theory is generated by many people, including teachers in collaboration with students”
(p. xi). In presenting my methodology and methods for studying students’ writing
practices on Instagram, I hoped to showcase how my research not only holds
opportunities for knowledge making and filling important gaps in scholarly conversations
but also a research ethic grounded in interrelational care—for students, their writing,
and the communities they engage on Instagram and beyond.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESULTS: FYC STUDENTS’ WRITING PRACTICES
ON INSTAGRAM
Nowadays writing seldom starts from a blank screen.
— Mariëlle Leijten and Luuk Van Waes, 2013

In exploring what we can learn from FYC students’ writing practices on
Instagram, my guiding research question, this chapter presents results related to the
writing practice sub questions outlined in Chapter 1:
1.1: How do FYC students compose their Instagram posts? In other words,
what do FYC Instagram users think about and do as they bring their
Instagram posts into being?
1.2: What kinds of rhetorical thinking and multimodal writing practices do FYC
students’ employ when composing Instagram posts?
1.3: Why do FYC students compose on Instagram?
To investigate my overarching research question and the subquestions listed above, I
looked to survey questions 8 – 24, specifically, as well as data from interviews and
process journals. Chapter 2 discusses these methods in detail. Given that the broad
goal of mixed methods research is to gain insight from mixing quantitative and
qualitative data, as well as different kinds of qualitative data (Creswell & Creswell, 2018;
Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004), I have organized the findings in this chapter by theme.
In doing so, I bring the available and pertinent data gathered across methods—surveys
(Phase 1), interviews (Phase 2a), and process journals (Phase 2b)—together in relation
to a particular research subquestion, process, or concept. As a result, I hope to offer a
richer picture of students’ composing practices on Instagram.
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Not all methods provided data that speak to each theme; however, many do, by
design. For clarity and readability, I am explicit about the data sources within each
themed subsection in this chapter. Moreover, when narrative descriptions are inefficient
or potentially confusing, I include the following abbreviations to distinguish between
student survey respondents (i.e., respondent(s)), student interviewees (i.e.,
interviewee(s)), and students who submitted process journals (i.e., process
journaler(s)). Full lists of interview and process journal participants are available in
Chapter 2, and survey questions, interview questions, and instructions for process
journals can be found in appendices A, B, and C, respectively. Finally, all percentages
have been rounded to the nearest whole number.

Baseline Information about Students’ Instagram Activity
Figure 6 presents baseline information about the kinds of content FYC survey
respondents reported posting to Instagram. Students could select all that applied (see
item 11, Appendix A).
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Kinds of Content Posted
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Figure 6: Kinds of content survey respondents post to Instagram
Note: N = 124 for each variable

Figure 6 illustrates that the most common content respondents reported posting to
Instagram is photos they took themselves (86%), followed by photos taken by others
(49%). Notably, while only 33 survey respondents (27%) reported posting captions, all
the students who participated in interviews (N = 7) and the process journal protocol (N =
12) reported writing captions to accompany the image-based content they posted to
Instagram. The lack of respondents selecting the captions opinion within the survey
could be because the word caption did not reflect these students’ understanding of the
alphabetic writing component of their Instagram posts or because they did not check all
that applied. Also of note are the 12 respondents who selected “other.” These students
most commonly specified that they didn’t post to Instagram at all (e.g., “don’t post,” and
“nothing), which I understand to mean that they consume content created by others on
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Instagram not that they don’t use the application since all of the respondents answering
this question self-identified as Instagram users.
Regarding the subject matter featured in students’ Instagram posts, as expected,
interviews, process journals, and information from open-ended survey questions
showcased a variety of topics, themes, and communities. For example, Kayla’s process
journal included 4 Instagram posts, each featuring specific, artistic makeup applications
to her own face. Michael, an interviewee and avid surfer, described posting only surfing
footage on his Instagram feed. Likewise, in an open-ended survey question, one
respondent said, “My Instagram is a collection of photos of myself with animals, or
animals, in general. My tags or information along with the photos usually include a fun
fact about the animals I posted.”
However, among process journalers and interviewees, students most commonly
choose to write about their everyday lived experiences without a focused theme.
Specifically, 10 of the 12 students who submitted process journals shared Instagram
posts in which they composed pictures and captions related to their work, their families,
special events like birthdays and vacations, their environments, and their embodied
emotional states. Not surprisingly, given the time period in which this research was
conducted—spring 2020 through fall 2020—seven students referenced the COVID-19
pandemic in their narrative reflections and/or in the posts they shared within their
process journals. In fact, two of Talita’s five journal entries, included posts in which the
pandemic was a central exigency. In one instance, Talita wrote, “To create this post, my
thoughts during the process were: what effect shows my anguish the most when looking
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at my bank account during quarantine?” Likewise, Ayana, a healthcare worker who
shared three posts related to COVID-19 wrote, “The post was meant for everyone to
see how this pandemic is something important and how the healthcare is dealing with
it.” Ayana and her co-workers are pictured in this particular post, along with the caption,
“We do it cause we care! In return CARE for us. #stayhome #be safe.” And, finally,
Kylie, also a process journaler, wrote: “The picture is of me with a mask on, you know
since the pandemic it is the ‘norm’ to wear a mask in public.”
Again, not surprisingly, given the nature of these students’ posts, 10 of the 12
students who shared process journals included posts in which all or some of their
bodies were featured prominently. Of the two students whose process journals did not
contain their images, Jesse’s posts featured her children and Heather’s only what she
referred to as “positive affirmation quotes,” which are often re-posts of other user’s
stylized textual content.
Additionally, Talita’s and Lara’s process journals contained Instagram posts
whose captions were written entirely in Portuguese and Spanish, respectively.
Interestingly, both of these students translated the Instagram captions in their process
journals into English and wrote the accompanying process-centered reflections entirely
in English. All other process journalers wrote both their Instagram captions and
process-related reflections in English only.
Regarding textual features, only 28% of survey respondents reported using
hashtags in their Instagram posts, a surprising finding, but one that is supported by
results from students’ process journals. Specifically, only four students out of the 12
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(33%) who participated in the process journal phase used hashtags in one or more of
the Instagram posts they shared, and only two interviewees, Michael and Jessica,
described hashtagging as part of their composing processes.
Among those using hashtags, only Kayla (process journaler) and Jessica
(interviewee) described using and researching hashtags to make their posts more
discoverable through Instagram’s search features. For most students, their hashtags
served as semantic content. For example, the posts Jesse featured in her process
journal were full of hashtags. In one accompanying process description, she said, “I just
added hashtags based on what I thought the picture meant.” Finally, of the 12 process
journalers, only two students @-mentioned others. Kayla did so extensively,
intentionally tagging makeup brands and other makeup artists because “[she] realized
that tagging the brands . . . gets you noticed by the brand and by the people who follow
them.”
Beyond hashtagging and @-mentioning, students commonly used emoji in their
Instagram captions. For example, of the 36 individual Instagram posts submitted among
process journalers, 19 (53%) contained emoji. In fact, only two process journalers,
Heather and Kylie, who only shared 3 posts total, did not include emoji in any of the
posts they included in their process journals.
Moving beyond content and textual features, 67% of survey respondents
reported having only one Instagram account whereas 33% reported having more than
one. Within that 33%, students often explained differences between accounts in relation
to their desires to maintain different levels of contextual privacy, to distinguish between
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personal accounts and business or hobby-related accounts, and to separate main
accounts that present curated self-presentations from what students often called “spam”
accounts where they more freely and frequently post. The following descriptions from
three survey respondents exemplify how students characterized the differences
between main accounts and spam accounts:
I have a main which is used for family and people I don’t know personally and
outside persona. I also have a spam where I post and say whatever I want and is
personal.
One is main where I post ‘normal’ things and then my private account where I
post more things about my life and talk about personal [things] rather than my
main account where it’s basically a fantasy world I’ve created to appease the
people around me.
One is my public, main account where I don't mind who follows, one is an older
business account for my cosmetology portfolio, and one is my private spam
where I post a lot of random stuff and vent about my emotions.
Additionally, two of the seven (29%) FYC Instagram users I interviewed described
having more than one Instagram account. Ashleigh characterized her private account,
which she said is only accessible to close friends, like this: “It's me acting silly.”
Moreover, interviewee Jessica distinguished between her main account and what she
calls her “business account for dogs” where she shares dog photos, writes about dogrelated products, including her own dog seatbelt, and hopes someday to monetize her
posts, which explains why she also researches trending hashtags and includes them
with her captions, as mentioned previously.
In addition to information about the number and nature of Instagram accounts
FYC Instagram users maintain, survey data also revealed that most respondents (n =
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79, 64%) reported using Instagram less than 30 minutes a day or between 30 minutes
and an hour per day, as illustrated in Figure 7 (see item 9, Appendix A).
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Figure 7: Self-reported time survey respondents spend per day on Instagram
Note: N = 124

Self-assessments of the time users spend on Instagram are difficult given the ways
different applications converge within mobile devices and users’ tendencies to switch
between applications frequently (Deng et al., 2019). For example, in this study, 63% of
survey respondents reported engaging in other mobile phone related activities while
composing on Instagram. Still, the data presented in Figure 7 remains a useful starting
point for glimpsing students’ perceptions of time spent on Instagram. These trends can
be usefully nuanced, complimented, or contradicted at the individual level through userspecific time data gathered by the Instagram application itself, which are available in the
“Your Activity” section of a user’s profile menu.
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Why Students Use Instagram
Only student interviewees (N = 7) were asked why they used Instagram (question
1, Appendix B). On the whole, interviewees reported that they used Instagram to post
pictures for reasons related to maintaining social connections:

Vanesah: I mainly just use it like I post a couple of pictures here and there also to
kind of like keep in touch with friends that are further away than where I am.
Peggy: I use it to post pictures, update family. You can go and see, if you see a
feed, and see pictures and have all the connectivity you want.
Jessica: I like to see what my friends are up to, like not crazy, but like once a
day, twice a week, on my private Instagram account and see what my friends are
up to.
A couple interviewees, whose overall remarks complimented those listed above, also
expressed additional, writer-centered reasons for using Instagram:
Ashleigh: I found that Instagram is a way to voice your opinions in a subtle way,
but it reaches such a broad platform . . . you do reach people who you . . . were
intending to reach, but not directly. So you make a space.
Yafeng: I use it because I like to write something . . . short poems. You can just
show everybody, so I just sometimes I put it down on Instagram.
Also of note was one interviewee, Michael, who, at the start of our interview
conversation, described his reason for using Instagram as purely consumption based.
He said he used Instagram “just to watch through [surfing] videos. That’s it.” However,
when I asked a follow-up question intended to verify if watching others’ surfing videos
was the only reason he used Instagram, Michael mentioned that he also posts his own
surfing videos when “it was a good ride, like something impressive, that’s about it.”
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Throughout the course of our interview, Michael revealed that he, too, used
Instagram to maintain social relationships with, and mark his membership within, a
community of surfers. However, he continued to diminish his role as a writer, or content
producer, frequently using the phrase “that’s about it,” to describe his composing
activities, even when his composing decisions revealed rhetorical savvy and audience
awareness. This trivialization of Instagram composing is a theme that will surface again
in Chapter 4, in relation to students’ feelings about their Instagram composing practices,
and will also be discussed in Chapter 5.

How Students Compose Instagram Posts
Results presented in this section focus on what students reported doing and what
they described thinking about during the process of composing Instagram posts. These
results speak specifically to writing practice research subquestions 1.1 and 1.2 listed at
the beginning of this chapter and in Chapter 1. Because so little data is available about
FYC students’ Instagram composing, specifically, these student-reported results are the
first of their kind, to my knowledge, and thus help sketch the landscape of FYC
students’ self-sponsored writing practices. Survey data are important for illustrating
trends among the larger FYC sample (N = 124), whereas data from interviews (N = 7)
and process journals (N = 12) offer more granular accounts that confirm, contradict, or
complicate findings from survey questions visualized with figures and word clouds, as
well as the trends within responses to open-ended survey questions. All graphs in this
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section use number of students (N) on the vertical axis and Likert scale values on the
horizonal axis.
Before proceeding, it is also essential to note that while I understand students’
writing processes as a collection of individual, recursive, socially-situated activities that
students adjust to fit the needs of a particular writing situation, I have focused in on
particular steps in order to effectively illustrate the parts of students’ writing practices
before presenting results regarding the whole in the chapter summary. Of course, the
whole is more than the sum of the parts I present, especially when the whole is a
person’s writing practices. However, only through learning about the parts of practice,
as they occur among individuals, might we discover patterns of practice that could
usefully serve writing theories, classroom practice, and students.
The goal of the upcoming sections is not to represent the way FYC students
compose on Instagram, but to better understand students’ thinking and doing beyond
our individual and collective assumptions. By looking for commonalities, as well as
moments of individual and context-specific divergence, we can begin to develop, revise,
and/or confirm theories of writing processes, as well as look for opportunities to transfer
knowledge and skills between writing situations.

Composing Multimodally
Interviews and process journals revealed, almost without exception, that FYC
students engaged in visual composing work prior to alphabetic writing. For example, in
his process journal Tyler wrote, “Before anything, I decided on this picture of my
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daughter because I thought it was a good representation of our relationship.” Likewise,
Peggy, an interviewee, remarked, “[on Instagram] the picture helps me get started . . .
you have a picture and you're usually just describing the picture or saying something
about the picture. On Facebook, you might just be saying words.” Similarly, Talita wrote,
“I wanted to write something short but that represented the photo” in her process
journal. However, Yafeng, an interviewee who posts images of her poetry to Instagram,
necessarily engages alphabetic composing processes first.
Given the image-centric nature of Instagram posts and the constraints of the
Instagram interface itself, as discussed in Chapter 1, it is not surprising that most
students move through image-focused composing processes prior to alphabetic ones.
However, this finding provides a general arch for understanding the sequence of
specific processes students engage when they compose Instagram posts, which are
presented in upcoming sections. Namely, the Instagram image serves as the anchor for
students’ composing on Instagram. It is composed and styled first, though not always
natively within the Instagram application. Once the image is fixed, students re-engage a
composing process aimed at captioning that image. Additionally, the fact that many
students described Instagram captions as “describing” or “represent[ing]” the image has
implications for classroom practice and transfer, which will be addressed in later
chapters.
Before moving on to the details of FYC writers’ composing practices on
Instagram, data from an open-ended survey question (item 24, Appendix A) that asked
students to consider what part of their Instagram composing process takes the most
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time, visualized in Figure 8 below, offer important context regarding the role of images
and captions in students’ Instagram composing practices.

Figure 8: Word cloud: Elements of their Instagram posts that respondents say take the most time
Note. N = 100. Only on-topic response, as opposed to “N/A” or a specific amount of time (e.g., 5 minutes,
30 minutes), are represented in the word cloud.

Again, given the visual nature of Instagram posts, it is expected that words like photo
and picture come up frequently among survey participants, as depicted in Figure 8.
However, it is potentially surprising that the word caption is almost as frequently
mentioned as the most time consuming component of Instagram composing given that,
proportionally, the Instagram image is more prominent that its accompanying text, as
well as the short-form nature of typical Instagram captions and popular conceptions of
social media texts as hastily written. Here, four student responses—two survey
respondents, one process journaler, and one interviewee—provide additional
information about why captioning might take the most time:
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Respondent: The caption, a good caption can make the picture.
Respondent: I would say writing/choosing the perfect caption for my post takes
the most time . . . I don’t like portraying something I am not, but I also make sure
that my caption is relatable.
Ashely (interviewee): It’s so difficult to choose what to make your Instagram
caption. There’s so many different things you can do. And you need to be so
careful because of the different people that read it and interact with the image.
Kayla (process journaler): It’s always difficult for me to find captions for my
Instagram because, just like the photo, the caption must be perfect as well.
Beyond these individual accounts, approximately one third of survey respondents
said that they spend the most time on caption-related composing (n = 30). Another third
reported that they spend the most time on image-related composing (n = 33), and 17
said that image and caption composing took equal amounts of time. The other 20
respondents who answered the “What takes the most time?” survey question offered a
variety of responses that didn’t privilege image or caption work outright. Some of these
students responded with versions of “I don’t post. I only partake,” while others
minimized their processes by offering statements like, “Clicking the picture n just posting
it. I don’t really do anything,” “I just post it and its done,” and “I also don’t think of
captions, I just say what is.”
What Figure 8 above and the quantitative and qualitative data concerning the
number of students who prioritize image or caption composing, both, or neither,
reported in the previous paragraph, do not illustrate, however, is what students are
doing when they report spending time composing photos or captions. The following
sections in this chapter will report findings regarding how students compose their
images and captions. The results presented in this section regarding general
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sequencing (i.e., images first) and students’ composing priorities are meant to offer
context for writing practices students engage as they create their multimodal text: their
Instagram post.

Considering Audience, Purpose, and Self-Presentation
Figure 9 offers data regarding survey respondents’ level of
agreement/disagreement with the statement, “I consider how people reading my IG will
interpret or react to my IG posts” (item 17, Appendix A).
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Figure 9: Agreement/disagreement: "I consider how people reading my IG will interpret or react"
Note: N = 122

Figure 9 illustrates that most survey respondents reported considering their audience
when composing Instagram posts. Specifically, 63 (52%) students agreed or strongly
agreed that they engaged in audience-centered ideation. However, given the
importance of audience awareness in FYC frameworks, in general, and within DSC’s
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FYC outcomes, in particular, it is particularly striking that more than a quarter (n = 25,
27%) of these FYC students expressed disagreement about the influence of audience in
their Instagram composing practices. Moreover, 20% (n = 24) expressed uncertainty or
neutrality, as indicated by the middle value in the Likert scale in Figure 9.
Data from process journalers adds texture to these findings. In the absence of an
explicit prompt to discuss audience, 4 students (34%) made direct references to specific
audiences:
Talita: This post I also made only for my best friends.
Persephone: I’m posting this photo for myself. My entire Instagram is for myself.
Kayla: When it comes to makeup posts, I always like to add what makeup I am
using just so that if people are wondering . . . they can check the description.
Tyler: I made sure to tag my wife in the post, too, so she would immediately be
notified that I wrote a nice post about her.

Additionally, three process journalers (25%) expressed their audience awareness
directly but more generally using words like “everyone” and “someone”:
Ayana: The post was meant for everyone to see how this pandemic is something
important and how the healthcare is dealing with it.
Ashley: I chose ‘low quality picture, high quality man’ [for my caption] because I
wanted everybody to know that I knew that the quality [of the photo] was bad, but
still loved the picture anyway.
Heather: This is one that hits home and I’m sure it could help someone else
today.

Finally, five process journalers (42%) made no reference to audience, though I could
certainly perceive audience awareness within textual features of their posts. For
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example, Grace shared Instagram posts written in the second person (i.e., “you”) and
Christina used rap lyrics as her captions without attribution, indicating that her audience
would be familiar with these artists or her predilection to use rap lyrics, generally.
Overall, while most process journalers (n = 7, 58%) independently included some
audience-centered reflection with the Instagram posts they shared, their levels of
specificity, accuracy, and consciousness varied. Notably, for example, Persephone later
contradicted her own assessment of her audience. Though she explicitly mentioned
only writing Instagram posts for herself, she subsequently mentioned that “The people
who comment are always close friends and I always appreciate their positive and
uplifting comments,” which indicates her awareness of an audience greater than one.
Likewise, given the social nature of the Instagram application, in particular, and social
media, in general, the absence of explicit audience-centered reflection among the other
process journalers (n = 5, 42%) is an interesting and significant finding whose
implications will be discussed in Chapter 5.
Interview data further extends and specifies audience-related findings. For
example, when I asked interviewees about their audiences, specifically whether they felt
like they knew them well or not, outside of Instagram, they generally expressed having
personal knowledge of what they perceived as known, in-real-life audiences:
Vanesah (interviewee): I think a lot of the people that I follow or follow me, I know
who they are firsthand, so they know who I am and they know, like, what I'm
posting.
Jessica (interviewee): Yes, [I post] for people I know . . . I might have a few
people that I don’t really know, but I don’t really interact with them.
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Peggy (interviewee): I could go through the majority of them and say, ‘Oh, so I
know who you are. I know who you are. Or those that have added me.’
Ashleigh’s interview response complements those listed above but reveals more
subtlety in the ways Instagram audiences are constructed and the effect of that
audience on users. Ashleigh remarked:
It’d say it’s 50/50. Some of them are [friends] but some of them aren’t, and
knowing that I don’t know them personally, I don’t know their personality and their
reaction and how they believe . . . that is an important factor and that does make
it harder.
Additionally, both Yafeng and Michael, also interviewees, struggled to accurately
describe their audiences at first. For example, Michael responded to the question about
whether or not he knew his audience like this: “Nah, because I have random people like
follow me and I'll follow random people.” Similarly, Yafeng and my interview
conversation began like this:
Researcher: So you write poetry for Instagram?
Yafeng: Just for myself.
Researcher: Just yourself?
Yafeng: Yeah.
However, later in the interview, Yafeng described writing for an eclectic, small, audience
of customers from work at a local restaurant, DSC classmates, and acquaintances.
Likewise, when I asked Michael a follow-up question about whether his surfing videos
were really for everyone—for “random” people, as his previous response indicated—he
replied that his posts were for “other surfers, because they’ll understand it more, [like]
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what they’re looking at.” The following excerpt from our conversation picks up after
Michael expressed writing to a community of surfers on Instagram:
Researcher: Would you say that you feel like you know like that community of
surfers. Like, do you know what your audience would consider a good ride or a
good wave or a good day at the beach?
Michael: Yeah.
Researcher: Okay, awesome. Would you say that that kind of thinking about
other surfers . . . influences the way that you write on Instagram. Does your
audience influence what you're writing?
Researcher: Uh-hum. Vocabulary wise, using certain words . . . like a different
dialect. You know, like, we kind of have our own language, compared to
someone else.
Though Michael did not express understanding his audience as individuals, he did
express understanding his audience as a community that he was a part of and
understood, down to specific choices in language. For example, he might caption a
video with a description of “waves being ‘squash’” (i.e., super small) or leave a comment
like “That was a nice left!”, which is a reference to the way a wave is breaking.
On the whole, interviewees expressed writing to audiences that they felt like they
belonged to, either because they had extra-Instagram relationships with the individuals
that comprised them, or in Michael’s case, because he saw himself as an engaged
member of his surfing community who had first-hand knowledge of community
expectations. Thinking back to the way process journalers described their audiences,
Kayla, like Michael, demonstrates her awareness and membership in a community by
adding specific information that she believed her audience would find helpful (i.e., the
makeup she used to achieve a specific look) and that would make her posts valuable to
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the makeup communities she engages. And notably, Yafeng, an interviewee whose
primary Instagram account is private, meaning she has to approve potential followers
individual, noted “private is better because there’s less people to worry about.”
Figure 10 offers data regarding students’ level of agreement/disagreement with
the statement, “I have specific ideas about how I want my IG posts to affect the people
who view them” (item 19, Appendix A).
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Figure 10: Agreement/disagreement: "I have specific ideas about how I want my IG posts to affect the
people who view them.”
Note: N = 120

Figure 10 offers somewhat mixed findings regarding students’ thinking about their
intentions in relation to their audiences. While the agree value on the Likert scale
pictured above was chosen most often by students, the total number of students who
agreed to the statement about purpose-driven composing practices (n = 53, 44%) was
less than the total of students who expressed disagreement and neutrality/uncertainty (n
= 67, 56%). Said differently, while a significant number of students acknowledged
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creating purpose-driven posts for their Instagram audience, more students disagreed or
were unsure if thinking about purpose figured into their composing processes.
Findings from process journals offer similarly mixed results. For example, while
all process journalers were composing purpose-driven Instagram posts, in that their
posts had obvious-to-me rhetorical aims, most process journalers expressed purposes
related to self-expression without indicating how that self-expression would be
perceived by their audiences. For example:
Laura: I wanted to describe how I was feeling at that moment. I was feeling very
happy and grateful to be with the people I love and doing what I love to do that is
being in nature.
Talita: My intention with this post was to show that I was discouraged, bored, and
upset after more than a month locked up at home.
Of note were two process journalers who expressed clearer ideas about how
they wanted their posts to affect their audiences:
Tyler: I just wanted . . . [to let] the world know how grateful I am for my wife and
daughter. I made sure to tag my wife in the post, too, so she would immediately
be notified that I wrote a nice post about her (Haha!).
Heather: I just Instagram for the positive affirmation quotes I receive and will
share . . . if they hit home and I feel someone might need to hear this.
Figure 11 offers data regarding students’ level of agreement/disagreement with
the statement, “I intentionally craft a certain image of myself with my IG posts” (item 18,
Appendix A).
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Figure 11: Agreement/disagreement: "I intentionally craft a certain image of myself with my IG posts.”
Note: N = 121

Figure 11, like Figure 10, illustrates mixed results, this time regarding respondents’
differing perceptions about intentional self-presentation. While 50 respondents (41%)
disagreed with the survey statement about intentional identity presentation, 38 (31%)
expressed agreement, and another 33 students (27%) neither agreed nor disagreed.
The spread of student responses depicted in Figure 11 has many implications, which
will be discussed in Chapter 5. Here, however, it is important to note that students may
have read the words “intentionally” and “craft” with a negative connotation, especially if
they understand their Instagram posts as a representation of a fixed, authentic identity.
To this point, my interview with Jessica, as well as Ashley’s process journal
provide insight. Jessica specifically mentioned wanting to remain authentic on her
personal, private Instagram page. During our discussion of selfies, she remarked, “I
don’t like filters because it kind of blocks who you really are.” To the contrary, in one of
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Ashley’s process journals, in which she is pictured via selfie, she wrote specifically
about styling a photo with filters because she “wanted a more grungy look.” These two
students’ remarks perhaps illustrate the poles of identity presentation: Jessica aims to
present an entirely authentic, filter-less persona whereas Ashley is highly aware of the
ways in which her identity is constructed in relation to a particular, intentional style.

Planning
Figure 12 illustrates students’ level of agreement/disagreement with the
statement, “I spend time planning my IG posts before sharing them on IG” (item 12,
Appendix A).
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Figure 12: Agreement/disagreement: “I spend time planning my Instagram posts”
Note: N = 122

Figure 12 illustrates that most respondents reported planning their Instagram posts.
Specifically, 65 respondents (53%) answered the planning statement in the affirmative,
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whereas only 34 (28%) responded negatively, indicating that they did not spend time
planning Instagram posts before sharing.
Figure 12 and the survey question that elicited these results did not distinguish
between image planning processes and caption-planning processes. Data from
interviews and process journals, however, offer more nuanced information regarding if
and how students planned images and text. In all cases, image planning proceeded
caption planning.
Image planning involved mental ideation and embodied activity. For example, the
following two responses from Persephone’s process journal are indicative of planning
that involved ideation and embodied action:
So I put that outfit on and we all traveled to the beach for photos and then lunch.
I went and got dressed and put makeup on, and took my phone out to the
backyard and put in on the fence on a timer and took some self shots to feel
better about what I couldn’t control.
Likewise, Kayla’s process journal included 4 selfies in which she displays specific looks
that she achieved through makeup application, an embodied action that stemmed from
her ideation and expressed goal: “I had watched the movie Birds of Prey and got
inspired to do my own version of the makeup looks they had in the movie.” Unlike
Persephone, though, Kayla did not describe the process of applying her makeup as part
of her composing process despite self-describing as someone who does “makeup
posts” and who takes steps to make sure her work is discoverable by others in makeup
communities on Instagram, as described previously in relation to her use of hashtags
and @-mentions. Similarly, Brandon, an interviewee, described making faces in the
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mirror as part of his planning for a post in which he aimed to poke fun at the duck-lipped
selfies he said he often sees on Instagram. Moreover, Jessica, another interviewee,
described arranging her freshly baked cookies in an appealing way before snapping
shots. It is important to note that all the activities described above were image-centered
and occurred before any pictures were taken, as part of students’ conceptualization, or
planning processes for image composition.
Regarding planning activities for captions, students described their planning in
the following ways that emphasized mental ideation:
Jesse (process journaler): [I] thought a bit about making a funny ‘apocalypse’
post, but instead, I went with a more empowering, sentimental caption.
Ayana (process journaler): The caption, I thought, should be funny but also
serious. I thought it would be saying ‘Corona we got this!’ but then [I went with]
the caption ‘OMG Corona please leave.’
Tyler (process journaler): It took me a couple of days to come up with the right
caption for this picture. At first, I wanted the caption to be something loving and
sappy to convey the bond and love I share with my daughter. But after thinking
about it over the course of a couple of days, I decided to go in a different
direction. The more I thought about it, I decided that the nature of my relationship
with my daughter is goofy and we share a lot of our moments laughing and
playing, so a serious, sappy post wouldn’t be the right fit. I think the caption I
came up with was the perfect balance between being loving and showing the
goofy side of our relationship.

Interestingly, Kayla and Ashely, both process journalers described searching for
captions as part of their planning activities:
Ashley: and the search for a caption began!
Kayla: I also went on Pinterest and searched funny makeup quotes and that’s
where I found this quote.
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Finally, Vanesah, another interviewee, who did not get specific about her planning
processes, did say this: “For my Instagram post like I do think about what I want to do
and then plan it out to get to that, like, what's gonna help me post it like that.”
However, not all students described planning processes and those that did might
not plan for every post. For example, during the memory stimulus portion of Peggy’s
interview, she described a post that she composed when she discovered “10 little green
frogs” on her porch. In this case, Peggy had no time to plan. Instead, she immediately
began drafting, a process that I will detail in the next section. Likewise, Ashleigh, an
interviewee who often plans Instagram posts, mentioned that she didn’t actively plan
when “it’s more of a natural picture and, you know, you’re not really posing . . . it’s more
taken naturally in the act.”

Drafting
Interviews revealed that all students created multiple drafts of their still images if they
were the ones taking the photo. Students created these images not within the Instagram
application itself but using the camera on their mobile phones. Other than Michael, who
only posts surfing videos, and Yafeng, who posts poetry to Instagram, the 6 other
interviewees described drafting processes in which they took multiple pictures in order
to set themselves up for subsequent processes: evaluation, selecting, and styling. For
example:
Jessica (interviewee): So, I like to, like, you know, going all kind of angles, find
like the perfect angle with the light, you know. Would I do like crazy, hundreds? I
dunno. But I like to do like 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 sometimes. It's really like, I don't know,
really hard to take a picture, I might take 10.
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Peggy (interviewee): So my first thought was I had to take, you know, 10 pictures
just to get one that looks good.
Likewise, process journalers like Jesse and Christina frequently mentioned that they
“snapped a bunch of shots” or “took multiple pictures,” respectively. And Ashley,
another process journaler, noted, “It took me about 15 pictures being taken before I
decided to give up.”
Regarding captions, the recursiveness of students’ alphabetic composing
processes made distinguishing between drafting and revising processes more
challenging. For example, Peggy and Jessica, both interviewees, say this about their
captioning process:
Peggy: I have said stuff and erased it. And said stuff and erased it. And said stuff
and erased it. Multiple times.
Jessica: I like tried to type one sentence for like 5 to 10 minutes.

Additionally, this excerpt from my interview with Ashleigh offers evidence about how
drafting and revising are compressed within the Instagram interface:
Researcher: When you were trying to think of the perfect thing to say, did you do
that in your head or were you typing in the app and like typing, backspacing and
re-typing?
Ashleigh: Typing and back spacing. It's a whole bunch of things and you also
[ask your] friend, ‘does this sound fine?’ To, to get a second opinion and then,
you know, okay, I can post it.

Similarly, Vanesah, also an interviewee, and I had a conversation about her caption
drafting process in which she described drafting and revising as a process of discovery
that involves forward and backward movement, typing and deleting, until she figured out
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what to say. Other than Yafeng, all 7 interviewees described writing captions directly
into the Instagram application and in ways that did not allow me to distinguish between
drafting and revising processes. Yafeng’s process, as the exception to this trend, is
worth detailing, as she was the only student, among all the process journalers and
interviewees, who used what might be considered FYC language to describe her
drafting and revising process:
Yafeng: When I first had a thought I just type it in my phone the notes. I think it's
the notes, right?
Researcher: Notes. Yes.
Yafeng: Then later, I kind of updated a little bit. I think it’s kinda better than the
first draft, so I posted here.
Researcher: So you wrote it first in notes and then you kind of revised it before
you posted it?
Yafeng: Uh-huh. I have a pen and paper I would write down on paper first, or I
just put it on the phone. I would not put as a first draft to [Instagram]. I draft the
first one, maybe a couple days later, I thought it was good. I have more
confidence in posting.
Before moving on from students’ drafting activities, it is important to mention that
there are no survey results about the role drafting plays in FYC students’ Instagram
composing practices. I did not think to ask a drafting question separate from the
planning question until I began interviewing students and collecting process journals in
Phase 2 of this study. For students, planning and drafting are closely related activities.
In fact, given that so many students reported planning their Instagram posts (see Figure
8 in the previous section), it is possible that students themselves see drafting as part of
their planning processes.
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Likewise, there no survey results regarding students’ perceptions of their revising
activities. Here, I purposefully omitted revision-centered questions because I assumed
that interviews and process journals would provide better data on this activity given that
previous research suggested that students collapsed drafting, revising, and editing
stages in short-form, social media writing (e.g., Takayoshi, 2015).

Evaluating and Selecting
So far, I have reported results regarding FYC students’ Instagram image
planning and drafting, as well as their caption planning and drafting-revising processes.
I noted at the beginning of this chapter, as well as within previous sections, that
students complete image composing processes first before turning to their captioning
processes. That is, after FYC Instagram users planned their images (or not) and drafted
multiple images, data from interviewees and process journalers suggests that these
writers proceed linearly to image-based evaluating and selecting processes.
During this stage, students reviewed image drafts to resolve disconnects
between their plans and intentions and the actual images they, or someone else,
captured. Once that dissonance was resolved, students selected the image or images
that would be the anchor text for their Instagram post. For example, interviewee Peggy,
referring to a post she made about frogs she found on her porch, mentioned that after
taking multiple pictures of the frogs, “I had to pick the right one out of those ten. That
takes forever.” Similarly, interviewees Vanesah, Jessica, and Ashleigh all described
processes similar to Peggy’s noting that they had to choose the “right” or “best” photo
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out of many drafts. In fact, this excerpt from my interview with Jessica illustrates how
the evaluation and selection process is often tied to the writer’s developed or developing
representational and rhetorical goals:
Jessica (interviewee): I mean sometimes, you know, I just want a specific kind of
look to it. Like I want it to be bright enough or dark. I want it to be from this
angle, or that angle.
Researcher: So, you might have an idea, kind of like what you want to convey in
the picture?
Jessica (interviewee): Yes.
Researcher: Then you'll pick the photo that best conveys that thing that you were
trying to accomplish?
Jessica (interviewee): Yes. It can be either these or just [the one that] looks the
best.

Additionally, four survey respondents who answered the open-ended question (item 24,
Appendix A) regarding what Instagram composing process takes them the most time to
complete (see Figure 8 in the “Baseline Information” section within this chapter),
remarked that they spent the most time in the evaluation and selection stage:
Choosing the picture I want to post [takes the most time]. I usually have a few
photos to select from so picking the best one takes the time.
I spend most of my time picking out the perfect picture and mak[ing] sure it looks
good.
Aligning pictures appropriately and deciding which pictures to post.
Finding the right photo to post because I don’t want to post one that I look good
[in] but my friends don’t or post something not modest.
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The words “perfect,” “best,” “right,” and other synonyms come up frequently in students’
descriptions of the evaluation and selection process in all three phases of my study:
surveys, interviews, and process journals. Again, students seemed to understand this
term as one that indicated alignment between their intentions and plans and the visual
product they attempted to compose. In addition, audience awareness is often evident in
students’ conception of what is “right” or “best.” For example, the respondent listed last
in the above quotations mentioned making sure the post was “modest” and that her
friends looked “good” in the photo. Moreover, when I asked Michael, an interviewee,
how he knew which surfing footage was good enough to post he mentioned that his
video needed to be “somewhat unique and no else has the same sort of video,”
indicating an implicit awareness that his post would enter an on-going conversation.
Interestingly, no student interviewees or process journalers ever described reengaging planning or drafting activities regarding images after looking through their
camera roll during the evaluating and selecting stages of their writing process.
Regarding captions, no students indicated that they drafted separate, stand-alone
captions that they later evaluated and select.

Styling
Figure 13 offers data comparing students’ level of agreement/disagreement with
two survey statements: (1.) “I play with the wording of my IG captions before I post. (For
example, writing, deleting, rewriting, re-reading, tweaking, considering emojis, etc.)” and
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(2.) “I adjust images using filters, cropping, etc. before sharing them on IG” (items 13
and 14, Appendix A).
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Figure 13: Comparative agreement/disagreement: “I play with the wording of my Instagram posts” and “I
adjust images using filters, cropping, etc. before sharing them on Instagram”
Note: N = 122

Figure 13 illustrates that most respondents reported engaging in word and image
styling during their Instagram composing processes. For example, 80 respondents
(66%) and 67 respondents (55%) agreed that they played with words and adjusted
images, respectively.
Interview data offers a more detailed account of these processes, illuminating
why students adjust images and play with words (their intentions) as well as how they
go about the image and word play (their behaviors).
Regarding image styling, Ashley, a process journaler, said this:
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I had stared at this specific picture for a good 3 hours, trying all different kinds of
filters. Black and white, chrome, a pretty bright blue background . . . I wanted it to
be quite perfect. After deciding on black and white, I did a little more editing and
added some grain because I wanted more of a grungy look for this . . . I was very
proud of this picture when I posted it.

Moreover, process journalers described their image styling processes and goals like so:
Talita: I chose this effect because it was delicate . . . I wanted to make it look
delicate.
Tyler: I decided not to put a filter from Instagram on these pictures because when
I tried to put a filter on them, I still didn’t like it as much as I liked the original. I did
adjust the “brightness” to about +10 as the lighting was a bit too dark.
Grace: I tried going through the filters on Instagram to find a good one, but with
no luck. I left it in its original state.
Jesse: I used the Hudson filter because it made the picture stand out a lot better.
Christina: This picture has some adjustment filters and a white background from
the app I use, “Instasize.” I used [it for] sharpness for clearness and saturation for
color.

As indicated by the excerpts listed above, process journalers most often used filters
both within the Instagram application and beyond it as part of a post-draft production
process aimed at achieving rhetorical goals. Interestingly, the process of image styling
did not always mean that final images were altered. As Grace noted, in the third quote
listed above, sometimes the process of styling ended with a discovery that the original
image was preferable.
Despite wide-spread discussion of image styling in students’ process journals, in
particular, more survey respondents (n = 13, 11%) affirmed the word play statement
than the image editing statement (see Figure 13 above). Additionally, more students
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expressed some level of disagreement (n = 6, 6%) regarding visual styling than did with
word styling. Given that the Instagram interface offers users filters natively with the app,
as part of the posting process, this finding is interesting.
Information from Jessica’s interview regarding her desire to present an authentic
version of herself, discussed previously in the self-presentation section within this
chapter, might offer a rationale for why many students expressed disagreement
regarding their use of photo manipulation. In short, students who strive to maintain an
“authentic” self-presentation might be more likely to report less filter usage.
Furthermore, a chi-squared test for independence revealed that there is statistically
significant evidence, X2 (16, N = 121) = 43.2, p = 0.000263, for a dependent relationship
between students’ agreement/disagreement to the survey statement “I intentionally craft
a certain image of myself with my IG posts” (item 18, Appendix A) and their
agreement/disagreement to the survey statement “I adjust images using filters,
cropping, etc. before sharing them on IG” (item 13, Appendix A). For example, of the
respondents who disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement about intentionally
crafting an image of themselves, 53% also strongly disagreed with the photo
manipulation statement. Additionally, of the respondents who strongly agreed to imagecrafting statement, 65% also agreed or strongly agreed that they adjusted images using
filters, cropping, etc. Thus, a respondent’s answer to one question likely influenced their
response to the other. This finding lends support to the qualitative data that suggests
that students who report wanting to maintain an “authentic” self-presentation might be
more likely to report less filter usage and vice versa.
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Moving beyond image styling, which always occurred prior to word play, survey
results indicated that most respondents (n = 80, 66%) reported playing with words
during their caption writing process in order to achieve a particular effect. Interview and
process journal data highlight how this process works in rhetorically similar ways as
students’ image-styling processes but with, of course, different tools and behaviors. As
discussed previously, in this section, students did not describe their captioning process
as extemporaneous. In fact, previous data with this chapter suggests that students plan,
draft, and revise their captions in order to discover and firm up what they want to say
and how they want to say it. However, unlike students’ caption drafting and revising
processes, styling processes were analytically distinguishable. However, it is likely that
in practice, caption planning, drafting, revising, and styling blend together and
proceeded recursively. The following examples from interviewees and process
journalers highlight some of the ways students described styling at the word level to
achieve a particular effect:
Jessica (interviewee): It happens sometimes . . . I look for a specific word. And
I'm like, No, I know it's something like this, but it's not this specific one. So I go
there [to Grammarly]. I look for synonyms. Or if it’s just like one single word, I just
like Google it.
Yafeng (interviewee): I want to have the words right and I wanted to make it fit
the content [of the poem] and try best try my best and just make it a fit to the
content. So if there’s a sad tone, you want put some sad tones in there.
Ayana (process journaler): The caption was ‘Spiritual Vibez by Cora.’ I spelled
Vibez for the young generation with the famous hashtags.
Kayla: (process journaler): [I] added an emoji just to add a little bang to the
caption.
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Talita (process journaler): The exclamation point in my text is to represent my
enthusiasm and happiness for finally having found the cushions that I wanted.

Additionally, many of the survey respondents who described spending the most
or equal time on caption composing described working at the word level to make sure a
post was “funny,” “witty,” “catchy,” “goofy,” “light.” Similarly, one survey respondent
remarked that she spends most of her composing time for a given post, “checking the
tone of what I am writing so it comes across the way I want it to.”
As a process of thinking about word choice, punctuation, and emoji, students’
attention to getting the words right during their caption composing processes is
frequently cited among most interviewees and process journalers. Here, an excerpt
from my interview conversation with Ashleigh helps to contextualize the importance of
styling short-form prose:
Ashleigh: When you look at a picture, a picture has 1000 words in it, like it captures a
moment that you try to describe to people and it's so difficult to try and capture that
moment and tell people how you were feeling in that moment and try and bring out all
those different factors and portray it, in a sense.
Researcher: A little bit of writing, right? So that little bit of writing takes a long time, even
though you might only be posting like a sentence or two?
Ashleigh: Yes, that's the worst though—little writing! Because you have a little amount
of space to make a statement. Whereas when you have a lot of writing, you have a lot
of different elements that you can incorporate in your writing.
Other than “considering audience,” the code “styling” was the second most
frequently applied code across interview transcripts and process journals at 31
individual occurrences. And though image and word play proceed differently, styling
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processes, acts of rhetorical adjustment that align form and content, highlight similarities
between the ways students think about styling images and words.

Collaborating and Citing Sources
Figure 14 shows students’ level of agreement/disagreement with the statement,
“I share drafts of IG Images and/or captions with friends before I posting them on IG”
(item 15, Appendix A).
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Figure 14: Agreement/disagreement: "I share drafts on my Instagram images or captions with friends
before posting”
Note: N = 121

Figure 14 illustrates that respondents generally did not report sharing drafts of
their Instagram posts as part of their Instagram writing processes. Specifically, 70
respondents (58%) disagreed with the statement regarding draft sharing, while 38
(31%) responded affirmatively.
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However, data from interviews and process journals add gradation to these
findings. Specifically, four of seven interviewees discussed engaging in peer review
during their Instagram composing processes even though I did not script an interview
question specifically related to students’ collaborative processes. This excerpt from my
conversation with Peggy illustrates how the peer review process worked:
Peggy: If I have somebody at home with me, I might get their opinion before I
post it.
Researcher: Who often is that? Is that your spouse? Is that your daughter?
Peggy: My daughter. It’s my daughter.
Researcher: What if she's like, ‘No, mom, don't post that!’? Does she ever give
you negative feedback?
Peggy: Yes. She's like, ‘I wouldn't word it that way, or I wouldn't say that.’ Or
maybe you should change this word. Yeah, she'll give me some feedback on it.
Researcher: And will you adjust [your writing] based on her feedback?
Peggy: Mhmm. She's 30 and I'm fifty one, so she's kind of more ‘with it’ on
Instagram and she does Snapchat and all that stuff. So, you know, she knows
what will fly and what won't in that world.
Beyond Peggy’s peer review process, Jessica, another interviewee, said this:
So I love to always like, show him [my fiancé] at first, [see] what he thinks about
it; if I need to change anything. What kind of questions people like to comment
on, and does it make sense grammatically. . . Once I got the flow with kind of
[Instagram], carried on.
In both Jessica and Peggy’s remarks, peer review processes were aimed at increasing
their confidence about a soon-to-be published post. Likewise, Vanesah and Ashleigh,
also interviewees, both described showing their partner and friend, respectively, their
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drafts before publishing. Moreover, two process journalers, Tyler and Grace, also
described engaging in peer review. Tyler wrote, “I let my wife see and read it before
posting, and when I got a positive reaction and a smile from her, I went ahead and
posted it.” And Grace, who is describing posting an image of a skull drawing she
recently created, indicated that before posting she, “sent screenshots to my friend to get
her approval before posting.”
Interesting, beyond peer review, one student interviewee, Vanesah, also
described a process of collaboration with the Instagram interface itself. Specifically,
when Vanesah completed her caption for a photo that depicted her and her spouse at a
University of Georgia football game with the hashtag #Godogs, the Instagram interface
offered a paw print emoji as a suggestion. Vanesah said:
I did a #Godawgs and then it has a little emoji that comes after you do that
hashtag. Little paw prints . . . When that popped up with the with the little paw
print. I was like, I'm going to use this.
Here, Instagram offered Vanesah three different versions of the hashtag she originally
typed into the interface, each adorned separately with a football, paw prints, or a puppy
face emoji. She chose from the options that Instagram suggested, the paw prints,
though she had not originally intended to use an emoji in her caption.
Beyond data displayed in Figure 14 above regarding collaboration and qualitative
data from interviews and process journals about peer review, data from a subsequent
survey statement shed light on a more specific collaborative practice: permission.
Figure 15 illustrates students’ responses to the survey statement, “When my IG posts
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contain images of others, I get their permission before posting them on IG” (item 16,
Appendix A).
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Figure 15: Agreement/disagreement: “When my IG posts contain images of others, I get their permission
before posting”
Note: N = 122

Figure 15 illustrates that 58 respondents (47%) affirmed the permission statement,
whereas 40 (33%) expressed disagreement and 24 (20%) neither agreed nor
disagreed. Interestingly, one respondent’s answer to the open-ended survey question
about what takes FYC students the most time during their composing process (item 24,
Appendix A) offers information that speaks to the data in Figure 15 regarding the
process of obtaining permission: “Before I start, I share my photos out with my friends
who are featured in my post for approval.” However, this survey respondent’s focused
attention on obtaining permission from those pictured in Instagram photos is not the
norm. In fact, of the five students who submitted process journals in which other people
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were pictured, none of them described obtaining permission before posting. Similarly,
no interviewees described actively seeking consent from others, though in Ashleigh’s
interview she did mention collaborating with her cousin about the caption for a picture in
which they were both visible. It may be that this collaboration process also provided her
cousin with an opportunity to express approval for the visual element of the post.
Overall, the results in this section point to significant differences among users
regarding collaboration and permission-seeking activities. However, before moving on, I
want to present a few interesting results regarding what I see as an issue related to
permission seeking, one that has implications for FYC practice. Specifically, four
students—three process journalers and one interviewee—described using others’
content, words and images, in their posts. When the content was words, like quotes
obtained from Pinterest, as Kayla’s process journal indicates, or song lyrics, like
Christina’s process journal chronicles, neither student described using any form of
attribution that would indicate that the words included with their posts were not selfauthored. This is especially interesting in Kayla’s case because, as discussed in a
previous section, she does @-mention makeup brands that she used to create the looks
featured in her Instagram posts.
When borrowed content is images, as my interview with Jessica revealed, she
remarked that she did credit her source:
Jessica: So I just went on Instagram as I told you before, and I looked for a really
cute photo of baby and I capture who I got it from, like what account.
Researcher: So that's how you got the image? And then did you like tag the
original author or credit the original photo?
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Jessica: I credit it at the bottom. lt’s like, ‘credit goes to this.’
While this writing practice—of citing sources—was not frequently discussed in
interviews or described in process journals, a few students also mentioned searching for
captions in open-ended survey questions. The Instagram culture surrounding source
attribution is certainly an aspect of students’ writing practices on Instagram that
deserves more attention and future research.

Concluding Perspectives from Students
Before the Instagram and writing practices section of the survey concluded,
respondents were asked if there were any other steps or considerations that impacted
their writing on Instagram that were not covered in the previous survey questions (item
23, Appendix A). Of the 119 respondents, 105 (88%) selected no, indicating that the
practices I outlined in the previous questions were sufficient. Of the 14 students who
indicated that their writing on Instagram included steps and considerations not
addressed in previous survey questions, half described purpose and audience-centered
concerns that previous survey questions attempted to cover more generally. For
example, one student remarked “I think about what I can post to motivate people,” and
another said, “drawing in crowds that are interested in my business.” I see both of these
responses and the others like them as cognitive processes that relate to audience
awareness, which were discussed in previous sections of this chapter.
Notably, however, five students produced novel responses regarding an
awareness of their feed’s theme or style as a mediating process. One student pointed
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out that she maintains “an ‘edgy’ look and my post content usually mimics that,” while
two students said directly, “I consider how the post looks together with other posts on
my feed” and I “Mak[e] sure the photo(s) fit my page’s theme.” Finally, one student
mentioned that kairos, or “timing when to post,” was a concern while another mentioned
a step that subsequent interview and process journal data also revealed: research. The
latter student commented, “I like to find a suiting quote for my posts.”

Chapter Summary
The Instagram writing practices that students described, and that I have reported
in this chapter, are recursive social processes that students adapt to fit context.
However, by delineating what students are doing, and when possible and helpful, how
and why they are doing so, we glimpse trends and outliers among students’ multimodal
composing practices. Knowing this, we may be better able to understand our students’
extracurricular writing on this immensely popular platform, help them reflect on and
name their own processes, and aid students in the transfer of their knowledge and skills
to FYC curriculum and beyond. We can also better understand the shape of Instagram
composing, beyond our impressions as non-users or our individual experiences as a
user within a particular community, in ways that impact our multimodal assignments and
their scaffolding. Figure 16 offers a visual illustration of the practices discussed in this
chapter.
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Figure 16: Summative model of students’ writing practices on Instagram

Taken together, the data presented in this chapter, and illustrated in Figure 16 above,
suggest that FYC students have developed elaborate, rhetorical, multimodal composing
processes that include planning, drafting, evaluating, selecting, and styling images as
well as planning, drafting/revising, and styling their captions. Image composing
processes often proceeded linearly, whereas captioning processes are much more
recursive. So recursive, in fact, that it was impossible, given my methods of data
collection, to distinguish between students’ caption drafting and revising stages.
Additionally, many FYC Instagram users indicated that collaborative writing
practices were part of their process, including peer review. Though the image element
of their Instagram posts served as the anchor text, providing the source material that
their captions often represented or described, the captioning process was often cited as
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more or equally time-consuming. Moreover, most FYC Instagram users said that
audience awareness figured into their composing practices. Interviews and data from
process journals also revealed that most students are writing to audiences comprised of
known individuals or to communities to which they belong and have insider knowledge
about. However, not all interviewees understood or specified those audiences
accurately, a finding that was uncovered when students in interviews contradicted or
reversed themselves during the course of interview conversations.
Finally, though I saw no evidence that students’ extracurricular writing on
Instagram was extemporaneous or impulsive, significant differences exist regarding
students’ levels of awareness about their composing decisions. That is, though I, a
trained researcher and long-time FYC instructor, could distinguish and name writing
practices sketched in process journals or described during interviews, only one student,
Yanfeng, used what might be considered FYC language to describe parts of her
composing processes. This finding is especially interesting given that all the students in
this sample were enrolled in an FYC course at the time of their interview.
What is absolutely apparent from these participants is that the practices they
engaged while composing Instagram posts mirrored or complimented thinking and
doing strategies frequently taught or desired in FYC. The next chapter will take up the
question of connections between FYC and Instagram, specifically, offering data
concerning whether FYC students perceive connections and see opportunities to
transfer writing skills and knowledge from Instagram to FYC. Chapter 4 will also offer
data regarding students’ affective orientations to FYC writing and Instagram writing.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS: EMOTIONAL ASSOCIATIONS AND
QUESTIONS ABOUT TRANSFER BETWEEN INSTAGRAM AND FYC
This is in that, and that is in this.
—Thich Nhat Hanh, 2011

This chapter presents results about students’ perceptions and attitudes about
FYC and Instagram writing, as well as the connections students see, and don’t see,
between them. These results speak to my guiding research question, What we can
learn from FYC students’ writing practices on Instagram?, as well as to the affective and
transfer-related research subquestions outlined in Chapter 1:
2.1: How do FYC students feel about their Instagram writing practices in
relation to their academic writing practices?
2.2: Do FYC students see connections between their Instagram and FYC
writing practices?
2.3: Do writing practices enacted on Instagram intersect with FYC goals and if
so, how?
To address my overarching research question and the subquestions listed above, I
looked to survey questions 25 – 36, specifically, as well as data from interviews and
process journals. Chapter 2 discusses these methods in detail. As I did in Chapter 3, I
have organized findings in this chapter by theme, bringing together applicable data
gathered across methods—surveys (Phase 1), interviews (Phase 2a), and process
journals (Phase 2b). Accordingly, I hope to offer a fuller picture of students’ perceptions,
attitudes, and connections as they relate to their Instagram and FYC writing.
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Not all methods provided data that speak to each theme, however. For example,
only survey and interview questions asked students to explicitly consider whether or not
they perceived any connections between their Instagram writing and FYC writing
(subquestion 2.2) and only survey questions directly asked students about their feelings
regarding Instagram and FYC writing (subquestion 2.1). For clarity and readability, I
explicitly name the data sources within each themed subsection in this chapter, as I did
in Chapter 3. Likewise, when narrative descriptions are inefficient or potentially
confusing, I use the abbreviations presented in Chapter 3 to distinguish between
student survey respondents (i.e., respondent(s)), student interviewees (i.e.,
interviewee(s)), and students who submitted process journals (i.e., process
journaler(s)). Full lists of interview and process journal participants are available in
Chapter 2, and survey questions, interview questions, and instructions for process
journals can be found in appendices A, B, and C, respectively. Finally, all percentages
have been rounded to the nearest whole number.

Meaningfulness, Importance, and Emotional Associations
Figure 17 offers data comparing respondents’ answers to two multi-select
questions about the personal meaningfulness and/or academic importance of their
Instagram and FYC writing (items 30 and 31, Appendix A). Students could check all that
applied.
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Figure 17: Comparative responses about the personal meaningfulness and/or academic importance of
Instagram Writing and FYC writing
Note: N = 113 for Instagram writing question (blue) and N = 114 for FYC writing question (gray)

Figure 17 illustrates that survey respondents found their Instagram writing more
personally meaningful than their FYC writing but found their FYC writing more
academically important than their Instagram writing. For example, while 61 respondents
(54%) cited their Instagram writing as personally meaningful, only 8 (7%) reported it as
academically important. The opposite is true for FYC writing where 71 respondents
(62%) reported it as academically important and only 25 (22%) reported FYC writing as
personally meaningful. Additionally, only 8 (7%) respondents reported their Instagram
writing as both personally meaningful and academically important, and only 11 (10%)
reported their FYC writing as both academically important and personally meaningful.
Given that respondents could select all that applied, it is particularly striking that
so few students perceived their FYC writing as personally meaningful. This data
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suggests a divide between in-school and out-of-school writing. However, it is important
to note that most students did not select more than one option. For example, the choice
count for the Instagram question was only 123 for a sample size of 113 and the choice
count for the FYC question was 125 for a sample size of 114. Here, survey fatigue
might be the culprit, as these questions were numbers 30 and 31 out of 37.
Alternatively, perhaps respondents’ answers illustrate a decisiveness regarding the
separation of their out-of-school writing on Instagram and their in-school FYC writing.
Finally, the significant number of students who indicated that their Instagram
writing was neither meaningful to them personally nor academically important (n = 48,
42%) is striking, especially when considered in relation to interview and process journal
data, which revealed Instagram posts that were purposefully and thoughtfully
constructed using multi-step processes that often mirror or compliment sought after
FYC practices (see Chapter 3 for details about students’ writing practices on
Instagram). Data from subsequent survey questions, visualized in the next figure and
discussed narratively, as well as interview and process journal data may help explain
this finding. Additionally, in the following chapter, I will speculate about why 42% of
respondents reported their Instagram writing as neither personally meaningful nor
academically important.
Figure 18 offers data comparing respondents’ answers to two open-ended survey
questions (items 32 and 33, Appendix A) that asked respondents to associate emotion
words with their Instagram composing processes and with their FYC composing
processes. Both questions offered suggestions in parentheticals (i.e., meaningful,
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stressful, fun, rewarding, exciting, frustrating, etc.), but respondents were not limited to
these answer choices.

Figure 18: Word clouds: Words students report best describe the process of composing their Instagram
posts (left) and FYC assignments (right)
Note: N = 102 for Instagram question and N = 105 for FYC question

Figure 18 illustrates respondents’ most frequently cited emotional associations. For
example, Instagram writing processes felt “fun” while FYC writing processes were
described as “stressful.” Digging deeper, word frequencies underlying Figure 18 reveal
that the word “fun” was cited 44 times, the most of any word used in relation to emotion
and Instagram writing processes. To the contrary, the word “stressful” was most
frequently reported (59 times) in relation to FYC writing processes.
Regarding respondents’ Instagram writing processes, the words “exciting” and
“meaningful” were both cited 15 times and, interestingly, “stressful” also came up 12
times followed by “rewarding” with 10 mentions. Concerning respondents’ FYC writing
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processes, the word “rewarding” was cited 30 times and “meaningful” was cited 24
times. Additionally, “frustrating” came up 15 times.
Though the word clouds in Figure 18 are made entirely of survey respondents’
open-ended emotional associations with Instagram and FYC writing processes, the
patterns in the data, spotlighted by the large-font words, do not represent all the
reported feelings. In fact, 29 respondents (28%) reported emotional associations with
their Instagram writing processes that did not include any of the previously discussed
words, while 13 respondents (12%) reported feelings about FYC writing not previously
discussed in relation to word frequencies. In the majority of cases, these survey
respondents reported feelings that could be considered synonyms for the words already
presented.
Beyond synonyms, the most salient pattern among respondents whose words
were not well-represented in Figure 18 was related to FYC as “boring,” “tiring,” and
“time consuming.” In fact, the following response from one student respondent was both
humorous and telling, as they described the process of creating FYC writing as “drab
and generally a forced excretion of my barely functioning brain meats.” Among
respondents whose feelings about Instagram were not well-represented in Figure 18, it
is especially interesting to note how many respondents’ answers included some
trivializing descriptor of their Instagram writing processes like “unimportant,”
“thoughtless,” “meaningless,” “nonexistent,” “nothing,” “pointless,” “simple,” or “a waste
of time.” This trivializing of Instagram texts and the processes students use to make
them is a reoccurring pattern in the data that came up in interviews and process
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journals as well, and may explain why so many survey respondents (42%, see figure
13) reported their Instagram composing practices as neither personally meaningful nor
academically important.
For example, interviewee Michael repeatedly used the phrase “that’s all” to
characterize his writing practices as non-existent or thoughtless despite evidence to the
contrary that came to light during our interview conversation. Moreover, though Yafeng,
also an interviewee, would ultimately discover connections between her Instagram and
FYC writing, as a later section will detail, she at first had this to say about her Instagram
writing: “When I post something on Instagram. It's just something some [pauses]. Well
you might [say] it’s impulsive. Even though I do a draft. It's not something very serious.”
And finally, Talita, a process journal writer takes care to describe an intentional,
thoughtful process of creating an Instagram story only to diminish the activity at the end
of her process journal entry. Here is one of her entries in its entirety:
The written message means, “I seeing my money from my bank account leaving
and nothing entering ..." To create this post my thoughts during the process
were: what effect shows my anguish the most when looking at my bank account
during quarantine? So I choose the effect with burning eyes. Right after that, I
needed to explain the contents of the post, so I wrote that message. In my text, I
wanted clarity, something short, and maybe a little fun. I posted this post only to
my best friends so I did not even care much about the way I wrote it or how I
looked in the photo. I just posted it because I was bored.
Here, despite image-styling that included a “burning eyes” effect, aimed at
achieving a rhetorical goal, and an articulated desire to produce a clear, concise, “fun”
caption, Talita characterized her post as careless, a clear contradiction to the time and
mental energy she employed in creating it. Again, these findings regarding students’
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attitudes and feelings about their Instagram writing, as compared to their FYC writing,
will be discussed in the following chapter.
For now, regarding the affective dimension of students’ FYC and Instagram
composing practices, data from a culminating survey question (item 36, Appendix A) is
applicable. Before survey respondents were asked if they would like to participate in a
follow-up interview, this question appeared: “Is there anything else that you’d like to tell
me about your out-of-school writing on Instagram?” Approximately 41% (23
respondents) of the 56 who opted into this question responded with a single word
answer, No or Nope. Of the others, about 10% (6 respondents) pointed out that they
“didn’t get on much” or that they mostly consumed content instead of producing it. The
other half of respondents offered eclectic responses like
I always use my grammar even on IG
I spread positivity and awareness when needed
I only say what I want people to hear, show them what I want them to see
I have a lot of friends that we don’t get to see each other much anymore so I
mainly use Insta to keep up with them
I really don’t write, I use pictures to tell a story
Within these survey responses, I found the last bulleted response above the most
compelling, emblematic of a strictly alphabetic conception of writing. The following
section will examine student perceptions about Instagram as a kind of writing, as well as
transfer opportunities.
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Student Perceptions of Instagram as Writing and Transfer Opportunities
Figure 19 offers data regarding survey respondents’ level of
agreement/disagreement with the statement, “I consider my IG posts to be a kind of
writing” (item 25, Appendix A).
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Figure 19: Agreement/disagreement: "I consider my IG posts to be a kind of writing."
Note: N = 118

Figure 19 illustrates that most respondents did not see their Instagram posts as a kind
of writing. Notably, 54 respondents (46%) responded negatively to statement that
positioned Instagram as a kind of writing, whereas only 32 (27%) expressed agreement.
The lack of responses in the strongly agree category (n = 4) is particularly striking.
Additionally, a little over a quarter of respondents (n = 32, 27%) neither agreed nor
disagreed. Thus, though the almost one half of respondents who disagreed with the
Instagram-as-writing statement were in the majority, a significant number of survey
respondents were unsure whether or not their Instagram posts were writing. This in-
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between state is particularly interesting given interview data, which revealed that during
the course of interviews students often refined and reversed earlier positions concerning
the nature of their Instagram writing, a pattern I will present in detail in a subsequent
section within this chapter.
Figure 20 offers data comparing respondents’ level of agreement/disagreement
with two survey statements (items 26 and 27, Appendix A): (1.) “The writing I do on IG is
related to the kinds of writing I do in ENC 1101 and/or ENC 1102” and (2.) “I see
opportunities to transfer writing knowledge and skills I’ve gained from writing on IG to
the writing assignments in ENC 1101 or ENC 1102.
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Figure 20 indicates that survey respondents neither widely saw their writing on
Instagram as related to FYC curriculum nor did they generally perceive opportunities to
transfer writing skills and knowledge learned from Instagram to FYC contexts.
Specifically, 83 respondents (70%) and 57 (48%) disagreed with a survey statement
that positioned Instagram writing and FYC writing as related and a statement that
suggested opportunities to transfer writing knowledge/skills from Instagram to FYC,
respectively. Furthermore, a chi-squared test for independence revealed that there is
statistical evidence, X2 (16, N = 118) = 91.9, p< 0.00001, for a dependent relationship
between respondents’ answers to the question regarding the relatedness of Instagram
and FYC (item 26, Appendix A) and the question about transfer possibilities between
Instagram writing and FYC writing (item 27, Appendix A). Namely, a significant number
of responses were similar on both questions: 42% of respondents disagreed or strongly
disagreed with both statements and only 14% agreed or strongly agreed with both
statements. It is thus likely, and perhaps commonsensical, that students who don’t see
Instagram and FYC as related will also not see opportunities to transfer knowledge and
skills between writing domains.
Additionally, another chi-squared test for independence between variables
revealed that there is also statistically significant evidence for a dependent relationship,
X2 (16, N = 118) = 76.1, p< 0.00001, between respondents’ perceptions of Instagram
writing as writing (see Figure 19) and their perceptions of Instagram writing and FYC
writing as related (see blue bars in Figure 20). Specifically, more than one third of
respondents (39.9%) did not perceive their Instagram writing as writing nor did they see
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a connection between Instagram writing and FYC writing. On the contrary, only about
10% of respondents both perceived their Instagram writing as writing and also saw that
writing as connected to the work of FYC. While the relationship may seem obvious—
that students who don’t see their Instagram writing as writing would also not perceive
transfer opportunities—the implications are far from insignificant. Chapter 5 will discuss
these implications, and the implications of the results presented in the prior paragraph,
as they relate to FYC pedagogy and curriculum.
In general, while Figure 20 illustrates that survey respondents were more likely to
express their disagreement with both of the transfer-related statements than to affirm
them, it is notable that respondents reported significantly less disagreement and
significantly more agreement to the opportunity-related Instagram to FYC statement,
pictured in gray in Figure 20, than the relational question, pictured in blue. While only
13% of respondents agreed that FYC and Instagram writing were related, 32% agreed
that there were opportunities to transfer knowledge and skills from Instagram contexts
to FYC ones. Also notable are the number of respondents who expressed neither
agreement nor disagreement with the transfer-related survey questions pictured in
Figure 20 (i.e., 20 respondents (17%, blue bar) and 24 respondents (20%, gray bar),
respectively. Again, the in-betweenness of these respondents’ answers suggest,
potentially, a malleability that has implications for FYC instructors.
Regarding students’ perceptions of Instagram and FYC as connected, data from
interviews presents a direct contrast to survey results. The question of connection was
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one I asked explicitly and near the end of interviews, and was always only a slight
variation of this prescripted question (number 8, Appendix B):
When you think about how you compose on Instagram, what you think about and
also what you do, do you see any connections between those thinking and
writing processes and the thinking and writing processes you use in ENC 1101 or
ENC 1102?

Remarkably, all 7 interviewees cited connections between their writing practices on
Instagram and their FYC composing practices; however, this was not always the case at
the start of interview, a finding I will specifically address in a subsequent section within
this chapter. For example:
Vanesah: I mean like I know it it's a process for each of them like. Like, with the
most recent post that I have on Instagram . . . it's a process like I think about
what, what I'm going to do, like, I know like I have an idea. And then I just follow
the steps that helped me get to that idea.
Researcher: Okay, yeah, that makes perfect sense.
Vanesah: So I think that's kind of like what I do. So I see that in some of the
thought processing that I do, as well. For my Instagram post like I do think about
what I want to do and then plan it out to get to that, like, what's gonna help me
post it like that. So, yeah, I definitely do see some similarities in that!

After Vanesah made these general connections, we went on to discuss similarities in
the recursiveness of her processes. To this point she explained:
And when I'm re-reading [on Instagram]. I see some things, like I'll erase it and
rewrite it . . . to find better wording . . . I feel like I do that a lot with my [FYC]
writing as well.

Like Vanesah, Ashleigh, also an interviewee, made these connections between her
Instagram writing practice and her FYC ones:
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Ashleigh: Writing at school is much harder because [Ashleigh pauses to think
then starts again]. Well, I wouldn't say [it’s harder]. It's the same, right? You have
a guideline, you have a topic and you need to follow the topic and stick to it. You
need to write about that topic. But once again, you’re being marked by the
professor and that does make it more stressful because . . you're like okay, is this
like an academically acceptable? Is it going to give me good grades?
Researcher: You talked a lot about the role of audience. Do you see any
similarities in the way that, for example, audience affects what you write in 1101
and on Instagram? Can you explain that a little bit more?
Ashleigh: Well, just like Instagram, the audience at school. You never know
who's going to read your paper. Is it going to be read by a person who is of
different racial color, who is different of a different background, who has different
beliefs? You need to be considerate . . . So you needed to you need to be aware
of your audience.
Researcher: So did you feel like when you were being asked to write in ENC
1101 were you able to kind of apply some of the things you learned or that you
do from Instagram to those situations?
Ashleigh: Yes, yes.

Likewise, Yafeng noted that with both Instagram and FYC she was concerned about
audience. She answered my connections question this way: “Yeah. Yeah. The
audience. I'm worried about the audience’s reaction.” Additionally, Peggy noted that
“trouble with structure” was a recurrent issue in her 1102 writing and that her writing on
Instagram has helped her understand the importance of having an outline. Peggy
remarked, for example, “Yes . . . So having an outline in 1102 was helpful because it
gave me a picture, not a picture, but it gave me a picture to start with. Or to work with.”
Finally, after an extended conversation with Brandon about structure—both on
Instagram and in 1102, he said this in response to my direct question about connections
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between Instagram and FYC: “In a way, yes. . . I think they both kind of go hand-inhand.”
Michael’s connections, however, present a related but potentially negative
application of an Instagram writing practice applied to FYC context:
Michael: Comparing Instagram and actual English class? Yep, I write what’s
relevant to me because that's what I know. Yeah, I really don't write anything I
don't know about.
Researcher: And in your 1102 to class you did?
Michael: I didn't. I kind of stuck around topics that I knew.
Here, my conversation with Michael revealed that his propensity to only post surfing
videos to an audience to which he belongs (i.e., an Instagram surfing community as
represented by his followers and those he follows) is a disposition toward composition
that has colored what he is willing to write about in ENC 1102.
Figure 21 offers data regarding students’ level of agreement/disagreement with
the statement, “I have gained important knowledge about writing from writing on IG”
(Item 28, Appendix A).
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IG”
Note: N = 118

Figure 21 illustrates that most survey respondents did not believe that their Instagram
writing helped them acquire writing knowledge. Specifically, only 28 respondents (24%)
agreed that they had gained important writing knowledge from Instagram while 64
respondents (58%) disagreed and another 22 (19%) neither agreed nor disagreed.
Overall, survey respondents did not generally agree that they gained important
writing knowledge from Instagram, as evidenced by the responses to the closed-ended
question on this topic displayed in Figure 21. However, the open-ended follow-up (item
28, Appendix A) that engaged those who did see their Instagram writing as a source of
writing knowledge, offers additional data pertinent to my research subquestions,
specifically areas of overlap between Instagram writing practices and FYC.
Specifically, of the 28 students (24% of survey respondents) who reported writing
knowledge gains from their Instagram writing practices, 21 responded to the follow-up
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open-ended question that asked them to specify what they thought they had learned.
Most of these respondents’ answers contained a range of applicable writing knowledge
that might be productively transferred to FYC contexts. For example:
How to plan, target an audience, give details
To be creative and have some reason as to what I’m writing
How to properly use wording correctly and make sure it makes sense
I’ve learned more about word composition and phrasing
How to say things in a concise way that gets my point across
How to use my words for the better
To write in a captivating way [and] to write in a way that does not go against
anyone’s person beliefs
In these respondents’ remarks, there is audience awareness, as an overarching
principle for effective writing (e.g., “target an audience,” “make sure it makes sense”), as
well as the way that audience awareness is enacted through decision making about
word choice, sentence length, and level of detail, for example, in relation to the
demands of a particular Instagram writing situation. Also, within these respondents’
answers exists authentic desires to communicate effectively, a purpose-driven
composing process (e.g., “get my point across” or “write in a captivating way”).
Students’ survey responses also showcased their communicative and stylistic aims in
relation to their audiences and the emerging text, a finding that data in the previous
chapter confirmed (see “Styling” section in Chapter 3, for example).
Three respondents also specifically referenced how the writing-related accounts
they followed provided inspiration and tips. For example, one respondent said, “certain
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tips from writing accounts I follow,” while another said, “I do use it to gain inspiration and
learn more about methods to generally better my writing,” and the third respondent
reported, “I follow a lot of poetry and writing accounts. Seeing those as inspiration is
nice!” Moreover, two other survey respondents referenced very general genre
knowledge (e.g., “It’s a different set up vs writing a paper,” and “I use different forms of
writing everyday”).
Within the 21 responses to the open-ended follow up question regarding writing
knowledge, those not discussed here were either too vague to be helpful (e.g., one
student simply answered “yes.” And another said, “I honestly don’t quite know.”) or they
expressed negativity. For example, two respondents remarked, respectively: “That my
generation isnt super bright” and “I don’t believe I have learned very much, considering
the abbreviations often used.”
Also notable was the absence of any discussion of writing knowledge gained
from writing with pictures, or even knowledge gained from pairing alphabetic text with a
visual one. The absent presence of students’ attention to multimodal composing
practices is a striking finding I noted briefly in Chapter 3 in relation to Kayla’s process
journal, and one that I will discuss in the following chapter.
Figure 22 offers data regarding the components of students’ Instagram and FYC
writing beyond alphabetic writing (items 33 and 34, Appendix A). Respondents could
select all that applied.
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Figure 22 illustrates the differences between Instagram and FYC writing components.
For example, most respondents (n = 66, 59%) reported including images in their
Instagram writing, while fewer respondents (n = 33, 29%) reported using images in FYC
composition. Although images were the most reported feature of students’ Instagram
writing, the second most frequently checked box regarding Instagram writing was “none
of these are true.” Data from Yafeng’s interview and Heather’s process journal may help
explain this finding. For example, Yafeng posts images of her poetry to Instagram and
Heather shares images of stylizes affirmations created by other Instagram users.
Neither of these students likely synonymized their image-based content on Instagram
with writing that includes “photos and/or other image,” per the survey language. In
Yafeng’s case, her survey response indicated that she did, in fact, select the “none of
these are true” option for her Instagram writing.
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Another important finding, illustrated in Figure 22, is the significant number of
students who reported that their FYC writing included links to articles and/or other
media. Here, the practice of in-text citations and accompanying references, which often
include a document object identifier (DOI) or a uniform resource locator (URL), likely
accounts for the 55 students (49%) who ticked this component. Moreover, because
Instagram does not allow users to post clickable links in their captions, the lack of
respondents checking this box for Instagram writing (n = 6, 5%) was expected but
potentially important when seen in relation to process journal data that reveals a lack of
attribution when students borrowed textual content from other sources to create their
Instagram captions (see, for example, data from Kayla’s and Christina’s process
journals in the “Collaborating and Citing Sources” section in Chapter 3).
Finally, it is interesting to compare the number of respondents who reported
including video in their Instagram writing (n = 5, 4%) and the number who reported
including video in their FYC writing (n = 10, 9%), as well as the number of students who
reported using audio and/or music in their Instagram (n = 11, 10%) and FYC (n = 2, 2%)
writing. Though none of this data accounts for components used by the majority of
respondents, it is important context for understanding the modes of communication
students use in their Instagram and FYC composing practices. Notably, though I
intentionally left out a reference to strictly alphabetic composing elements, future
research should certainly include this option. While it may be safe to assume that 100%
of respondents would select the alphabetic text option for FYC writing, data from other
survey questions, process journals, and interviews indicate that some FYC students
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may not consider their Instagram captioning as alphabetic text or may write captions
using only emoji. More research is certainly needed to distinguish among students’
understandings, and use, of alphabetic and word-based composing.

Researcher-Facilitated Connections and Reversals
An important and unexpected finding from the interview phase of my study
(Phase 2a) centers on how the exchange between researcher and interviewee often
prompted moments of connection between Instagram and FYC writing practices and,
sometimes, reversals of interviewees’ survey responses, as well as preliminary
interview remarks regarding Instagram-FYC relatedness and opportunities for transfer.
As reported in the previous section, all seven interviewees exited their interviews
having made connections between Instagram and FYC writing practices. However, as I
also mentioned in preceding sections, not all interviewees entered interview
conversations with a transfer-minded disposition or with connections ready to articulate.
Table 3 presents interviewees’ survey results from the two transfer-related survey
statements (items 26 and 27, Appendix A): (1.) “The writing I do on IG is related to the
kinds of writing I do in ENC 1101 and/or ENC 1102” and (2.) “I see opportunities to
transfer writing knowledge and skills I’ve gained from writing on IG to the writing
assignments in ENC 1101 or ENC 1102.
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Table 3: Interviewee answers to transfer-related survey questions

Interviewee

Survey Answer:
Instagram and FYC writing are
related.

Survey Answer:
I see opportunities to transfer writing
knowledge and skills from Instagram to
FYC.

Brandon

Disagree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Vanesah

Disagree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Jessica

Disagree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Peggy

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Michael

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Ashleigh

Agree

Agree

Yafeng

Strongly Agree

Agree

Note: N = 7. Survey statements are items 26 and 27, from left to right, in Appendix A .

Table 3 indicates that most interviewees, with the exception of Ashleigh and Yafeng,
previously reported in their survey responses that Instagram and FYC were not related.
Additionally, although Peggy, Ashleigh, and Yafeng agreed that there were
opportunities to transfer writing knowledge and skills from Instagram to FYC, three other
interviewees neither agreed nor disagreed with this statement and another interviewee,
Michael, disagreed. These survey results provide important context for the discoveries
and reversals that occurred during my interviews with each of these students. As a
reminder, only Ashleigh was enrolled in my ENC 1101 course, though not at the time of
our interview.
Yafeng’s interview offers a particularly interesting example of a double reversal.
Though she was one of only two interviewees who agreed with both transfer-related
survey statements, our interview conversation regarding connections began this way:
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Researcher: Do you see any connections between what you do for Instagram
and the kind of writing processes you use in Quanta, like, do you see any
similarities between the two?
Yafeng: No, I don't. When I write for my school, that's a lot of research and some
real thing—knowledge related. When I post something on Instagram, it’s just
something, well you might say it’s impulsive. Even though I do a draft. It's not
something very serious.
Researcher: But did you just say that in both situations you write a draft before
you post or submit the final?
Yafeng: Probably. Yeah. Yeah. Yeah, definitely.
Researcher: So they are different because you're saying one is more personal
and one is more kind of research-based?
Yafeng: Mm-hmm.
Researcher: But as far as your process goes in both kinds of writing, you're doing
a draft. Is there anything else that's similar?
Yafeng: Yeah. Yeah. The audience. I'm worried about the audience’s reaction.
As evidenced above, even though Yafeng’s survey answers might have predisposed
her to answer the interview question regarding connections affirmatively, she initially
expressed only difference between her Instagram and FYC writing during this portion of
the interview. This data suggests that without the back and forth of the interview, it is
unclear whether Yafeng would have independently made these connections.
Similarly, Jessica and I had an unscripted, meandering conversation about the
ways her Instagram writing practices like collaboration, research, planning, and
audience awareness were similar to the processes she engaged in her FYC courses.
However, I still followed up with my explicit question about whether or not she saw
connections between Instagram and FYC writing. However, she misunderstood my
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question and thought I asked “What are the connections?” The conversation unfolded
like this:
Jessica: Well, you kinda said them. Let me think. What else [trails off].
Researcher: Do you think that there is a connection. Do you feel like you can see
a connection between the two?
Jessica: For sure, especially after you say. That's why I like share things with
other people because we tend to kind of be inside of a box and everything [is]
like inside and then someone else comes and [says] like this and this and this
and this so, like that’s true. That’s good. So afterwards everything is connected.
Prior to that, Jessica had mentioned that before she submits a paper in an FYC class
she likes her fiancé to read it, a process that she also previously told me she engaged
when she writing on Instagram. When I made that connection for her, she remarked,
“Right, you really good researcher.” Likewise, the following acts of reframing I made
during our interview helped Jessica discover previously unarticulated connections:
Researcher: Now that doesn't seem too different to me than what you were
saying about Instagram . . . in both cases, you're trying to give your audience
what they want, right?
Jessica: It is . . . Exactly. So I kind of followed by what they like, what they want,
what they would appreciate, what they want.
Researcher: Okay. So, what they want . . . the audience of like your academic
writing and the kinds of audiences you write to on Instagram. They have different
expectations, but in both cases you're trying to appeal to those audiences.
Jessica. Exactly.
Similarly, with the exception of Ashleigh’s remarks, all of the interview data regarding
connections between Instagram and FYC that I cited in the previous section occurred
within the context of a conversation in which I acted, unintentionally, as a researcher
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teaching through discussion. Though this was not necessarily my intention, given my
encircling methodological orientation (i.e., teacher research, see Chapter 2 for a full
discussion of this orientation toward research), I am not surprised nor disappointed that
through listening and repeating, and sometimes reframing, students were prompted to
make discoveries or reversals.

Chapter Summary
The results in this chapter spotlight students’ attitudes and feelings about their
Instagram writing practices, as well as the connections they perceived, and didn’t,
between Instagram and FYC writing. Specifically, FYC students tended to describe their
academic writing as stressful but also academically important, whereas their Instagram
writing was often described as fun and personally meaningful. However, a significant
number of students indicated that their Instagram writing was neither meaningful to
them personally nor academically important. To this point, data from interviews and
process journals offered additional information suggesting that some students trivialized
their Instagram writing and the processes they use to create them, consciously and
unconsciously, in ways that might explain the large number of survey respondents who
reported their Instagram composing practices as neither personally meaningful nor
academically important.
Regarding students’ perceptions of transfer opportunities between Instagram and
FYC, data reported in this chapter suggests that, in general, students did not
conceptualize their Instagram writing as writing nor did they see their Instagram writing
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practices as related to the kinds of writing required in FYC. Additionally, students
generally disagreed that opportunities to transfer skills and knowledge learned from
Instagram to FYC exist. However, while very few students agreed that FYC and
Instagram were related, many more agreed that there were opportunities to transfer
knowledge and skills from Instagram contexts to FYC ones. Additionally, but
surprisingly, most students also reported that their Instagram writing did not help them
acquire writing knowledge. Despite that, students who did report gaining writing
knowledge from Instagram offered follow-up responses that revealed writing know-how
relevant to FYC writing situations.
With respect to transfer, student interviewees offered evidence that opposed
survey results regarding a lack of perceived connections between Instagram and FYC
writing. Specifically, all seven interviewees cited connections between their writing
practices on Instagram and their FYC composing practices. However, students’
perspectives were likely, and productively, influenced by the intervening questioning
and reframing strategies I offered during interviews before the explicit transfer-related
question. For example, with the exception of Ashleigh, the six other interviewees
reversed their previous positions regarding transfer or had a moment of revelation that
moved them from uncertainty regarding transfer opportunities to realizations about
specific transferable ideas and processes about writing.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION, APPLICATION, AND CONCLUDING
PERSPECTIVES
The writing lives of students—their entire writing lives, not just their academic writing
lives—deserve further attention.”
—Rosinski, 2017

Given contemporary calls from writing researchers to investigate and support
students’ extracurricular writing practices, particularly in the social media spaces they
frequent, this dissertation began in wonder: What can we learn from FYC students’
writing practices on Instagram? I designed a study to find out. In this final chapter, I
summarize the calls to action and areas of inquiry that contextualize my study. I also
briefly review my study design and major findings before discussing these findings in
relation to existing research and FYC application.
Throughout this dissertation, I have engaged my research question and
continued a tradition of research which, over the last decade, has attended to Yancey’s
(2009) call to “research and articulate new composition” (p. 2) by studying new
composition in the 21st-century writing spaces that have offered students—and all of
us—more spaces for self-sponsored writing. Chapter 1 reviewed other scholars’
contributions to this work, specifically how they have examined intersections among
social media, writing theory, and writing pedagogy. Yet, despite the thriving
conversations in writing-related fields about social media, in particular, and 21st-century
writing, generally, there is still more work to be done—hence this dissertation’s focus on
FYC students’ Instagram writing practices and transfer possibilities. Takayoshi (2018),
in particular, emphasized the need for more writing process research—what students
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think about and what they do when they compose—given that most writing process
research was conducted prior to the explosion of multimodal, self-sponsored writing in
social media spaces. Thus, Takayoshi (2018) has stressed that researchers must bring
process-based lines of inquiry to social media spaces like Facebook, her platform of
choice. And Shepherd (2018) argued that moving beyond Facebook toward Instagram,
Snapchat, and Reddit, for example, was essential work for understanding students’
compositional landscapes. As is pertinent to this dissertation, other writing researchers
have also suggested that exploring how social media writing is connected (or not) to
academic writing is fertile research territory given that prior research both suggests that
students’ extracurricular writing is a rich source of rhetorical decision making and
multimodal composing skills (e.g., A. Buck, 2012; E. H. Buck, 2015; Mina, 2017;
Rosinski, 2017) and also suggests that students often fail to see their existing digital,
multimodal composing skills as connected to classroom practice (e.g., Anson, 2017;
Rosinski, 2017; Shepherd, 2018).
Thus, this dissertation, and the research study at its foundation, attended to
specific research invitations related to studying writing processes and transfer
opportunities within students’ social media writing practices on Instagram. More than ten
years after Yancey’s (2009) call, writing researchers and teachers still inadequately
understand the specifics of students’ rhetorical decision making and composing
behaviors as they are practiced today. And given the frequency with which new
composing technologies and spaces come in and out of popularity, writing researchers
will continually need to investigate the geography of students’ writing lives. In this
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dissertation, I have focused on students’ Instagram composing practices in order to
“learn from students how composing works” (Yancey, 2009, p. 4). In exploring what
could be learned from FYC students’ writing on Instagram, I focused on two themes:
writing practice questions and affective and transfer-related questions. These themes
each have a trio of subquestions detailed in Chapter 1, as well as at the beginning of
Chapters 3 and 4.
To gather information about these research questions, I designed a mix-methods
study encircled by a feminist teacher research methodology, which I described in detail
in Chapter 2. My feminist teacher research ethic emphasized productive interrelation—
between teacher and researcher identities, theory and practice, researchers and
student participants, and research methods—as a ground principle. As a particular
extension of this ethical orientation, regarding my role as a teacher researcher working
with students in the DSC FYC community in which I teach, a focus on good
relationships and mutual benefits guided my choice to employ non-invasive data
collection methods and to refrain from replicating my students’ Instagram posts within
this dissertation (see, again, Chapter 2)
Regarding data collection, my study included a survey disseminated to all FYC
students at DSC (Phase 1; N = 124); follow-up semi-structured interviews with selfselecting FYC students that included a modified photo-elicitation protocol (Phase 2a; N
= 7); and an extra-credit writing process journal assignment collected from the
researcher’s FYC courses (Phase 2b; N = 12). Data was collected once during each
term at DSC beginning in April 2020 and concluding in December 2020 (see Appendix
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D for IRB approval letters). DSC FYC students thus provided all the information and
artifacts for the study, including numerical, discursive, visual, and attitudinal information
and artifacts. Results from closed-ended survey questions were tabulated using
Qualtrics’ built-in statistical analysis tools and the open-source data-mining software
Orange was used to illuminate and explore patterns and to generate word frequencies
within open-ended survey questions. Additionally, interview transcripts, and students’
process journals were coded both by hand (first cycle coding) and with qualitative data
analysis software (second cycle coding). Results were presented in detail in the two
previous chapters in relation to writing practice research subquestions 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3
(Chapter 3) and affective and transfer subquestions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 (Chapter 4).
With regard to Instagram writing practices, this study found that students have
developed elaborate, rhetorical, multimodal composing processes that include planning,
drafting, evaluating, selecting, and styling images as well as planning, drafting/revising,
and styling captions. Image composing processes often proceeded linearly, whereas
captioning processes were much more recursive. So recursive, in fact, that it was
impossible, given my methods of data collection, to distinguish between students’
caption drafting and revising stages. Additionally, many students indicated that
collaborative writing practices were part of their process, including peer review.
Interestingly, though the image element of students’ Instagram posts served as the
anchor text, providing the source material that their captions often represented or
described, the captioning process was often cited as more or equally time-consuming.
Moreover, most FYC Instagram users said that audience awareness figured into their
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composing practices. Interviews and data from process journals also revealed that most
students were writing to audiences comprised of known individuals or to communities to
which they belong and possess insider knowledge about. However, not all interviewees
understood or specified those audiences accurately, a finding that was uncovered when
students in interviews contradicted or reversed themselves during the course of
interview conversations about audience.
Additionally, though I saw no evidence that students’ extracurricular writing on
Instagram was extemporaneous or impulsive, significant differences exist regarding
students’ levels of awareness about their composing decisions. That is, though I, a
trained researcher and long-time FYC instructor, could distinguish and name writing
practices embedded within in process journals or described during interviews, only one
student independently used what might be considered writing process language (i.e.,
planning, revising, etc.) to describe parts of her composing processes. However, even
without explicit awareness of their own processes, the writing practices study
participants engaged while composing Instagram posts mirrored or complemented
thinking and doing strategies frequently taught or desired in FYC. For example, several
students relied on peer review strategies and all students were, in fact, using a multistep writing process to accomplish rhetorical goals.
Relating to affective and transfer-related research questions, this study found
that students tended to describe their academic writing as stressful but also
academically important, whereas their Instagram writing was often described as fun and
personally meaningful. However, a significant number of students indicated that their
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Instagram writing was neither meaningful to them personally nor academically
important. Moreover, data from interviews and process journals offered additional
information suggesting that some students trivialized their Instagram writing and the
processes they used to create them.
Regarding students’ perceptions of transfer opportunities between Instagram and
FYC, this study found that, in general, students did not conceptualize their Instagram
writing as writing nor did they see their Instagram writing practices as related to the
kinds of writing required in FYC. However, while only about a tenth of students agreed
that FYC and Instagram were related, almost one third agreed that there were
opportunities to transfer knowledge and skills from Instagram contexts to FYC ones.
Additionally, a little less than half of students reported that their Instagram writing helped
them acquire writing knowledge. Despite that, students who did report gaining writing
knowledge from Instagram offered follow-up responses that revealed writing know-how
relevant to FYC writing situations like learning how to target writing to a particular
audience, creativity, and concision.
With respect to transfer, student interviewees offered evidence that opposed
survey results. Specifically, all interviewees within the study cited connections between
their writing practices on Instagram and their FYC composing practices by the end of
their interviews. However, students’ perspectives were likely, and productively,
influenced by the intervening questioning and reframing strategies I offered during
interviews before the explicit transfer-related question.
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Interpretation of Results
In examining the results of my study, I can confirm, complicate, and refine earlier
research and make moves toward possible application in FYC. As I argued in Chapter
1, FYC classrooms are a particularly important place to begin circulating new
composing theories and new curriculum in light of lessons learned from students’ selfsponsored writing in social media spaces like Instagram.

Instagram Posts Are Processed
To begin broadly, data from this study confirm Shepherd’s (2015) findings that
FYC students “are enacting several skills commonly associated with composition
classes in their Facebook use, such as audience awareness, awareness of the
rhetorical situation, invention, and process writing” (p. 87). Results from this study add
dimension to Shepherd’s (2015) claim that process writing was part of student’s social
media writing practices by elucidating the thinking and doing processes students report
engaging as they write on Instagram. Specifically, about half of survey respondents
agreed that they planned their Instagram posts; all interviewees created multiple drafts
of their still images and subsequently evaluated and selected one or more photos to
anchor their Instagram post from multiple possibilities; and over half of survey
respondents said they played with words and modified images, what I have called
styling. And while most survey respondents did not report sharing drafts of their
Instagram posts as part of their Instagram writing processes, one third of respondents
did. Moreover, four of seven interviewees discussed engaging in peer review during
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their Instagram composing processes. Given that peer review is often a staple of FYC
classrooms and learning outcomes that stress engaging students in the collaborative
and social dynamics of writing, this data, again, usefully extends and specifies
Shepherd’s (2015, 2018) findings that students are engaging in process writing in social
media spaces. Moreover, given that short-form compositions like Instagram posts are
“too often dismissed as trivial texts” (Takayoshi, 2015), this data allows researchers and
teachers to be able to speak to the relationship between writerly doing and decision
making and the multimodal products that are produced as a result in ways that can
move students and popular culture beyond notions of imprudent processes and trivial
texts, a point I will return to in a subsequent section.
For now, it is important to think about how FYC instructors might apply these
process-related findings in their classroom given that recognizing and enacting a
process approach to writing is a principle articulated in DSC’s FYC learning outcomes,
as well as in the Framework for Success in Postsecondary Writing (Council of Writing
Program Administrators [CWPA] et al., 2011), the WPA Outcomes Statement for FirstYear Composition 3.0 (CWPA, 2014), and Professional Knowledge for the Teaching of
Writing (National Council of Teachers of English [NCTE], 2016). One possibility is to
engage students in a self-study that focuses on what, how, why, where, and to whom
they write. Students might keep a writer’s journal in which they record all the writing they
do for at least 48 hours, detailing the what, how, why, where and to whom they are
writing each time they author self-sponsored or academic text. The how part of the selfstudy is a place where students could be invited to illustrate—with words, images, or a
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combination—their composing process for a particular kind of writing, Instagram writing,
of course, among the possibilities. In doing so students along with their peers and
instructor can discuss key process vocabulary like the terms I have used in this study so
that students might be able to name and claim the writing processes they already use
and also to notice how their processes change depending on the writing situation,
including the writing interface itself. This noticing, however, will not likely happen by
chance but need to be productively prompted through reflective conversations, a point I
return to in upcoming sections in relation to how my own interview stance likely helped
students uncover or reconceptualize elements in their processes.
Overall, this self-study application stems from findings in this study that suggests
students routinely use a process approach to bring Instagram posts into being, and also
evidence that suggests students might have difficulty making their processes and
rhetorical decision making explicit for themselves. The next section on audience
awareness offers more details about this finding.

Students Need Help Articulating Audience Accurately
Results from this study indicate that students need help understanding and
articulating their audiences accurately. While about half of survey respondents indicated
that they considered how their audiences will interpret or react to their Instagram posts,
an almost equal percent of respondents disagreed or were unsure if they composed
Instagram posts with an audience’s reaction or interpretation in mind. Previous research
has suggested that students were “very aware of audience on Facebook” (Shepherd,
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2015, p. 91; see also Anson, 2017; A. Buck, 2012; Rosinski, 2017). Moreover,
Rosinski’s (2017) research on students’ self-sponsored writing specifically suggested
that students “selected details and ideas to include and exclude based on audience
needs” and that they “made certain decisions because they were writing for real people
and not simply the default and generic audience of an instructor” (p. 257). Likewise,
Marwick and boyd’s (2011) research also suggested that students' understandings of
context collapse and audience figured into their composing decisions. Prior research
has thus led to a generalized sense that students’ awareness of audience guides their
composing decisions in rhetorically beneficial ways.
While the results of this study do not contradict this research—it was obvious that
students were navigating audience concerns while composing—students’ level of
specificity, accuracy, and consciousness about audience varied. For example, as
reported in Chapter 3, Michael and Yafeng, both interviewees, and Persephone, a
process journaler, all inaccurately described their audiences, at least initially. For
example, Persephone reported that her Instagram posts were composed only for herself
but later contradicted her assessment when she wrote “the people who comment are
always close friends and I always appreciate their positive and uplifting comments.”
Here, perhaps, we see the effect of what boyd and Ellison (2007) have described as the
“egocentric” nature of social media applications, where “the individual is at the center of
their own community” (p. 2019). For example, when I asked interviewees about their
audiences, whether they felt like they knew them well or not, outside of Instagram, they
generally expressed having personal knowledge of what they perceived as known, in177

real-life audiences. Students like Persephone may have a hard time accurately
articulating who their audiences are because they are a part of these audience
communities and thus have not had to think critically about them. Instead, students may
have relied on more intuitive, tacit understandings of their audiences’ needs, values,
and interests based on their own insider status within the community that is frequently
curated by the students themselves, especially when their Instagram account is private.
Michael, for example, sees himself as part of the surfing community he designs
his posts for and thus did not initially agree that he tailored his Instagram writing for any
particular audience at all. And Yafeng, like Persephone, originally said that her
Instagram posts were just for herself despite later reversing this statement and
specifying a small, known audience for her posts. The egocentric nature of Instagram
could also explain why about half of survey participants were either unsure how
audience figured into their Instagram composing process or disagreed that it did at all.
Moreover, five process journalers made no reference to audience, though I could
certainly perceive audience awareness within the textual features of their posts. In
short, it may be possible that because students’ often see themselves as members of
the communities to which they post, their familiarity makes unpacking exactly who their
audience is challenging or even makes it seem as though audience does not figure into
their composing process at all.
Given these results, FYC instructors, in particular, should not assume that
because students are writing to real audiences on social media, and can often
effectively address those audiences with their posts, that they have developed an
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explicit or accurate awareness of how this intuitive knowledge works during the
composing processes. Thus, the role of audience-centered curriculum in the writing
classroom is essential. Specifically, I suggest that helping students to specify their
Instagram audiences accurately could serve as a starting point for understanding how
audience awareness figures into other specific writing situations. I imagine, for example,
that the self-study I overviewed in the previous section could elicit self-reported data
about audiences that might be challenged, confirmed, or nuanced through class
discussions, discussion board activities, or even through a student-to-student interview
protocol that I describe in a subsequent section.

New Multimodal Composing Models Belong in FYC
The results of my study provide a data-driven picture of how students compose
Instagram posts that adds important context to process research. For example, while
the writing process is often discussed as an individualized, socially-situated recursive
process where writers move reflexively between stages like planning, drafting, and
revision (see Chapter 1 for a review of process research), FYC Instagram writers’
multimodal texts were created using both linear and recursive processes where image
composing proceeded linearly and alphabetic writing recursively. Given the influence of
the Instagram interface, this finding is perhaps not surprising on its own. However, it
does add important texture to prior process research on Facebook.
Specifically, Takayoshi (2015) found that on Facebook “Sherry’s composing
process did not delineate drafting, reviewing, and revising into neatly and distinctly
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staged processes; instead, drafting, reviewing and revising were truncated into the brief
writing episode” (p. 8). Results from this study on Instagram indicate a more elaborate
writing process, not a truncated one, where students first plan, draft, evaluate, select,
and style the image before proceeding to captioning, which involves more recursive
movements between planning, drafting, revising, and styling stages. It is significant and
important to know, and to be able to describe, how Instagram processes proceed
differently than Facebook processes in both individual and generalizable ways. For
example, though process teaching has, at least in theory, moved away from linear stage
models of writing, Instagram writing complicates this focus on recursivity. Specifically,
no students in my study reported re-engaging in image planning or drafting processes
once they had “progressed” to captioning. Moreover, no students described reengaging
drafting processes once they evaluated and selected an image to use on Instagram. In
other words, it was not the case that students selected an image to use on Instagram
and then decided to go back and reshoot that image in order to accomplish a rhetorical
goal. Likewise, with filtering, students did not describe that process stage as one that
ever resulted in them re-engaging drafting processes. Once the image was selected, it
was seemingly fixed.
To this point, the Instagram interface sets up a relationship, as a literacy sponsor
(Brandt,1998), between the image and alphabetic writing where the image is the anchor
for the Instagram post. In practice, this means that students often described using their
alphabetic writing to “describe” the image. The word “caption” itself implies this
relationship. This inclination to use alphabetic writing to describe image content has
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many benefits for classroom practices, but also some constraints that instructors, if they
are aware, can make use of to move students toward different kinds of image and
alphabetic text relationships. For example, for narrative assignments, using images as
anchors might help alleviate issues with writer’s block that stem from staring at a blank
page. If students were offered opportunities to draft in images, they might find, as Peggy
expressed, that “the images create an outline” or a starting point for alphabetic text that
describes those images and stories them for readers. However, if the alphabetic text
that accompanies these images is only description, writers might end up not with a
narrative, but with a series of photos and captions without a story arc or with significant
(and undesired) redundancy between image and alphabetic text. In any case,
understanding the way the Instagram interface structures multimodal textual
relationships provides opportunities for instructors to bring students’ extracurricular
composing practices into the classroom, whether for easing the stress of content
creation or as a starting point for understanding the possible relationships between
images and alphabetic text.
Additionally, the summative model of students’ writing practices on Instagram
(see Figure 16 in Chapter 3) is a particularly important process model to bring into the
FYC classroom. For one, it showcases familiar (e.g., revision) and novel (e.g., styling)
writing process vocabulary in relation to a multimodal product, which could help
students to engage a more capacious definition of writing while learning to name what
they do (or don’t do) when they compose on Instagram. Additionally, Moore et al.
(2016) have specifically called for “new models of composing and new pedagogies for
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teaching” (p. 3). In adding a new model, we might ask students to check its validity
against their own composing processes on Instagram and beyond, looking for areas of
divergence as well as consistency that might help students to “demonstrate
consciousness of process that will enable them to reproduce success” (Alder-Kassner &
Wardle, 2015, p. 73).
Finally, NCTE’s (2016) Professional Knowledge for the Teaching of Writing
specifically suggested that “writing instruction should support students as they compose
with a variety of modalities and technologies” (“Composing in Different Modalities”
section) and NCTE’s (2005) position statement on multimodal literacies has long
affirmed the same goal. Additionally, numerous writing scholars, whose work was
reviewed in chapter 1, have attended to the dynamics of multimodal composition under
the shared assumption that multimodal writing is an essential meaning-making practice
for 21st-century composing (e.g., Alexander & Rhodes, 2014; Delagrange, 2011;
Dieterle & Vie, 2015; New London Group,1998; Shipka, 2011; Selfe, 2009; Palmeri,
2012; Shepherd, 2018). The results from this study illustrate a multimodal writing
process that showcases a variety of writing practices—planning, drafting, evaluating
and selecting, styling, etc.—that might serve to specify more general process models
like Graham’s WWC model (2018) and even Flower and Hayes’ ovular cognitive
process model (1981). By offering a specific instantiation of a platform specific writing
process FYC instructors both validate Instagram writing as writing, but also usefully
specify the ways it gets done.
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Transfer Possibilities Exist but Students Don’t See Them on Their Own
Despite acknowledgement from many writing scholars that students’
extracurricular writing on social media is a source of writing knowledge that should be
productively called upon, and transferred to, academic writing situations (e.g., Amicucci,
2014; Anson, 2017; Shepherd, 2018; Rosinski, 2014), survey results from this study
confirm prior research from Anson (2017), Shepherd (2018), and Rosinski (2014) that
suggested students fail to see connections between their self-sponsored social media
writing and FYC. Specifically, my survey results revealed that over two-thirds of student
respondents did not believe FYC writing and Instagram were related. Additionally, about
half of survey respondents disagreed that there were opportunities to transfer writing
skills/knowledge from Instagram to FYC. In fact, only about a quarter of survey
respondents even agreed that their Instagram posts were a kind of writing. These
findings offer additional support for Shepherd’s (2018) research with FYC writers in
which he found that students he surveyed and interviewed did not generally understand
writing beyond alphabetic text on “paper” despite having written in spaces that have
multimodal affordances like Facebook and Instagram (p. 106).
To this last point, a recurring theme throughout this study was students’
tendencies to trivialize their Instagram activity as just posting pictures, not writing.
During my interview with Michael, for example, he consistently diminished his role as a
writer, or content producer, frequently using the phrase “that’s about it,” to describe his
composing activities, even when his composing decisions revealed rhetorical savvy and
audience awareness. While it is possible that Michael’s multiple uses of “that’s about it,”
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might have indicated a simple desire to end our interview, that was not the affect he
presented. He seemed very happy to be chatting with me, but also maybe a little
mystified at why I would be studying students’ Instagram writing at all. Moreover,
Yafeng, also an interviewee, initially described her Instagram writing this way: “Its not
some real thing.” Moreover, a number of students’ responses to an open-ended
emotional association survey question included some trivializing descriptor of their
Instagram writing processes like “unimportant,” “thoughtless,” “meaningless,”
“nonexistent,” “nothing,” “pointless,” “simple,” or “a waste of time.” Even those that did
not expressly trivialize their writing, did so implicitly through trends in other survey
data. For example, just under half of survey respondents (see Figure 19 in Chapter 4)
responded negatively to a survey statement that positioned Instagram as a kind of
writing, and a similar number of survey respondents indicated that their Instagram
writing was neither meaningful to them personally nor academically important. It seems
that many students have internalized a negative narrative of their self-sponsored social
media writing, even as large numbers of college-aged students continue to frequent
social media sites like Instagram. Or perhaps students are willing a divide between
social media for entertainment purposes only and social media as meaningful or
important (see Kester & Vie, 2021). Still, these findings are striking, especially when
considered in relation to interview and process journal data, which revealed Instagram
posts that were purposefully and thoughtfully constructed using multi-step processes
that often mirror or compliment sought after FYC practices. Moreover, the pictures
students posted to their public and private accounts illustrated stories from a life, both
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every day and extraordinary, as an invitation to stay connected, as interviewees Peggy,
Jessica, and Vanesah put it. Clearly, maintaining social relationships and affinity-based
connections were meaningful to these students, as was evidenced by the fact that just
over half of surveyed students noted that their Instagram writing was personally
meaningful to them (see Figure 17 in Chapter 4).
However, within the context of the transfer research reviewed in Chapter 1, this
data has many implications for teaching and learning in FYC. For example, students
who don’t see their Instagram writing as writing likely won’t engage in “backward
reaching high-road transfer,” where writers "abstract key characteristics from the
[current] situation, and reach backward into [their] experience for matches" (Perkins &
Soloman, 1988, p. 26). Many recent publications in writing studies (Amicucci, 2014; A.
Buck, 2012; Mina, 2017; Saidy, 2018; Shepherd, 2018) develop from positions that
understand students’ out-of-school literate practices not as detrimental to the work of
FYC, or academic writing in general, but as a source from which to abstract principles
that can transfer to myriad in-school and on-the-job writing situations. Without backward
reaching high-road transfer, however, much of students’ Instagram writing practices will
remain locked away from FYC assignments and further the divide students perceived
between academic and extracurricular composing (Kester & Vie, 2021; Mina, 2017).
Given that FYC is well-positioned to be a bridge course where students’ out-ofclass writing can be purposefully connected to FYC goals (Reiff & Bawarshi, 2011;
Rounsaville et al., 2018; Shepherd, 2018), it is potentially disappointing that students
enrolled in FYC at the time they were surveyed didn’t generally report seeing
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connections, transfer opportunities, or their Instagram writing as writing. These results
thus add further evidence to the transfer literature that collectively stressed that “we
can't assume knowledge and skills transfer on their own” (Perkins & Salomon, 1988, p.
23, see also Elon Statement on Writing Transfer, 2015; Perkins & Salomon, 1988; Rieff
& Bawarishi, 2011; Robertson et al., 2012; Rosinski, 2017; Rounsaville et al., 2008;
Saidy, 2018; Shepherd, 2018; Wardle & Downs, 2013). However, while initial survey
results paint a less than optimistic picture of potential transfer between students’
extracurricular composing on Instagram and FYC, data from interviews offer an
alternative view, one that also confirms prior research and highlights the importance of
structured intervention.
Specifically, all seven interviewees in this study cited connections between their
writing practices on Instagram and desirable FYC composing practices. For example,
Vanesah specifically noted that with both Instagram and FYC she uses process writing
to achieve her goals and that her alphabetic writing evolves recursively through drafting,
erasing, re-reading, finding better words, etc. Likewise, Ashleigh and Yafeng both noted
that the principle of audience awareness was key in both Instagram writing and FYC
writing. Importantly, these connections were not always established before interviews
began or even at the start of the interview. Instead, it was through the interview process
during which I listened, repeated, and often reframed students’ composing knowledge
and practices as valuable that students were prompted to make discoveries and
reversals. For example, only Ashleigh and Yafeng previously reported in their survey
responses that Instagram and FYC were related. And despite her survey response,
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Yafeng actually began our interview by saying that she didn’t see connections between
Instagram and FYC. Yet, as I mentioned previously, and reported in detail in Chapter 4,
all seven interviewees exited our interviews with Instagram-FYC connections in hand.
These results, too, confirm Shepherd’s (2018) prior research on digital
composing and FYC transfer opportunities. Specifically, when students were presented
with a particular question that asked them to “think of social media use, digital writing,
and multimodal writing as writing,” participants began to see connections that were
previously hidden (p. 107). Moreover, during the interview phase of Shepherd’s (2018)
study, nine of the 10 interviewees said that they believed digital writing and university
writing were related by the end of the interview (p. 107), a reversal of their prior survey
responses that indicated otherwise. Both Shepherd’s (2018) findings and mine are
particularly relevant to FYC curriculum as they reveal opportunities for instructors to
engender connections between writing contexts students perceive as disparate. Here,
Rosinski (2017) specifically cautioned that “any writing instruction is in danger of being
obsolete” if it “fail[s] to address the kinds of knowledge students arrive in our classrooms
already having developed as a result of their very active digital writing lives” (p. 249).
In FYC classrooms, however, it is not the case that one instructor could replicate
the conditions that led to student interviewees’ discoveries and reversals. And while the
Elon Statement on Writing Transfer (2015) suggested that “the transfer of rhetorical
knowledge and strategies between self-sponsored and academic writing can be
encouraged by designing academic writing opportunities with authentic audiences and
purposes and by asking students to engage in metacognition” (p. 6), audience-related
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results from this study, which were discussed in a previous section of this chapter,
complicate this seemingly straightforward advice that offering students authentic
audiences will automatically encourage transfer between extracurricular and in-school
writing knowledge and skills. Moreover, Shepherd’s (2018) advice to FYC instructors
interested in facilitating transfer from extracurricular composing situations to academic
ones needs specification in order for instructors to adopt it. Shepherd (2018) suggested
that instructors should “help students create a new theory of what counts as writing . . .
help students directly connect past writing experiences to current and future writing
contexts . . . and help students view those past writing experiences as writing” (p. 111).
While this is solid advice, my research suggests a specific instructional strategy that
might serve as a first step toward accomplishing these goals.
Specifically, FYC students could interview each other using the photo-elicitation
memory stimulus protocol I designed for this study. This could occur after students were
introduced to a broader definition of writing that includes multimodal digital composition
in social media spaces, in particular, but also beyond social media if a particular student
refrains from social media use. SMS text messaging, for example, could be used as a
substitute. Readings like William’s (2017) "Popular Culture is Killing Writing" in the
open-source textbook Bad Ideas About Writing or Lunsford’s (2013) "Our Semi-Literate
Youth? Not So Fast" could serve as jumping off points for introducing a broader
definition of writing. Equipped with this background, students could prompt each other to
walk through the thinking and doing processes used to compose a recent Instagram
post, as I did during interviews with research participants. During the interviews, the
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student leading the memory stimulus protocol could be instructed to be on the lookout
for ways of thinking and doing that mirror a particular FYC instructor’s writing goals. For
example, at DSC, some of these goals include “recognizing the elements of a writing
process (i.e., plan, draft, revise and edit) and applying an individualized writing process
that incorporates flexible strategies based on genre and context” and “understanding
the collaborative and social aspects of the writing process, including incorporating
feedback from instructors, tutors and/or peers” (see Appendix E for full list). Through
conversation, students could tease out connections and author a post-interview
reflective text that illustrates some of their transferable knowledge. To this point, AdlerKassner and Wardle (2015) argued:
Reflection becomes a practice that enables writers to recall, reframe, and
relocate their thinking, understanding, and processes about writing and link prior
knowledge with new knowledge, as they develop as writers able to transfer
knowledge and practices to new writing situations. (30)
Moreover, Rounsaville et al. (2008) specifically noted that “students can develop the
meta-cognitive processes that enable them more effectively to transition from context to
context by accessing and building on their antecedent knowledge” (p. 99). Similarly,
Rosinski (2017) specifically suggested creating reflective writing opportunities that
encourage students to “see that they are already writers through their digital selfsponsored writing, and that they have a storehouse of knowledge . . . that they can draw
upon in academic writing contexts” (p. 266). Finally, Lunsford concluded that “what
students need in facing these challenges is not derision or dismissal but solid and
informed instruction” (Lunsford, n.d., p. 3).
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While some instructors may be concerned that poor or irrelevant writing practices
might transfer when explicitly drawing connections between extracurricular composing
and academic writing practices, my own research and the research cited above
indicated that this is not a risk instructors need to concern themselves with. Students
can have their Instagram writing and academic writing, too. Our classrooms and
pedagogies are big enough for both and beyond. However, there is an important matter
of a critical orientation toward technology and a social-media-in-the-classroom ethic that
is both beyond the scope of this dissertation and also essential to thinking about the use
of its results. In the next section, I offer two best practices to guide the use of this
dissertation’s results beyond the specific instructional strategies I have already outlined.

Broader Implications
Be Critical
It is important to discuss elements that were not widespread or obvious in my
data. While not the focus of my study, it is notable how few students discussed privacy
issues (Vie, 2014), rhetorical velocity (Ridolfo & DeVoss, 2009) or spreadability (boyd,
2014) during interviews, in process journals, or in open-ended survey responses. These
concerns relate to Vie’s (2008) and others’ call to engage students in looking at their
social media practices critically. Moreover, as Hawisher and Selfe (1991) cautioned
writing teachers almost thirty years ago, incorporating technology into writing
classrooms for the sole purpose of incorporating technology into the classroom in
circular logic. Such reasoning also supports techno-utopian visions of technology that
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fail to equip our students with the critical literacies that are so necessary in today’s
digital, networked ag—see, for example, NCTE’s (2019) Definition of Literacy in a
Digital Age which outlines characteristics of “successful participants in a global society,”
the first of which is to “participate effectively and critically in a networked world” (para.
2). In short, the goal of social media in the writing classroom and beyond should not be
the mere presence of social media, as lip service to our students’ out-of-class literacies
or as a testament to our own hipness.
Banks (2015) likewise cautions instructors to not “be “hoodwinked” by
“technological hotness that will heal everything that ails us” (p. 275). We should not,
therefore, adopt social media with “uncritical enthusiasm” as Mina (2019), citing
Hawisher & Selfe (1991), argued (p. 56). Instead, we should offer what the New London
Group called “critical framing” where “crucially, the teacher must help learners to
denaturalize and make strange again what they have learned and mastered” (as cited in
Cope et al. 2000, p. 34). In making social media strange again, students and teachers
can move beyond what Mina (2019) and others (e.g., Selber, 2000; Vie, 2008) have
referred to as instrumental uses of technology and assumptions about students’ as
inherently tech savvy. Again, Vie (2008) argued that “comfort with technology does not
imply, however, that they [students] can understand and critique technology’s societal
effects” (p. 12).
In adopting a critical approach to social media in the classroom, using social
media as content for analysis or as a composing space necessitates facilitating
students’ critical engagement with these technologies (Amicucci, 2014, p. 489). Here,
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critical engagement might be understood as offering students opportunities to question
technology (Selber, 2000), to investigate the politics of Twitter, the affordances of
Instagram, and the ways of being and composing supported and inhibited by TikTok or
Facebook, for example. In all cases, being critical means taking a critical, as opposed to
instrumental, approach to social media, one that helps students see beyond convenient
conceptions of social media as neutral tools or benign at-hand composing spaces.
Students might then be better equipped to not only critique but to purposefully resist
interface arguments, platform politics, filter bubbles, and other forms of soft surveillance
like data mining and tracking (Beck, 2017).

Be Careful
Among the challenges of incorporating social media into writing curriculum and
beyond, privacy concerns emerge frequently (e.g., Beck, 2017; Hentges, 2016; Faris,
2017; Vie, 2015). Specifically, 34% of the writing faculty Vie (2015) surveyed about
using social media in their teaching cited “privacy concerns” as a reason why they don’t
use social media in their teaching (p. 39). This response was second only to “It [social
media] doesn’t fit with my course content” which was cited by 44% of faculty as a
reason for not incorporating social media in the writing classroom (Vie, 2015, p.
39). The phrase “privacy concerns” is one that needs unpacking, and likely deserves its
own treatment in articles and book-length works. As a best practice, being careful
means instructors engaging in unpacking privacy alongside their students. From data
tracking and data-mining concerns, to the personal and communal consequences of
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academic encroachment on personal and social spaces, to boyd’s (2014) concerns
about the persistence, visibility, spreadability, and searchability of social media content
(p. 10), we should all be careful as we decide whether or not to engage social media as
a composing space and/or as content for analysis.
In practice, being careful also means being transparent about the dangers of
social media, not in dismissive or alarmist ways, but in ways that align with best practice
“Be Critical.” Beyond that, being careful also means offering a flexible range of options
for engaging with social media. For example, students who don’t want to post publicly
can still engage social media as a composing space by composing within or for a social
media application without actually posting content. For example, this student might
submit screenshots of their composition-in-progress, as I did in Chapter 1. Likewise,
Mina (2017) created a hashtag for her FYC class so that “neither students nor I had to
follow each other” (p. 263) and Hentges (2016) encourages students to “create alias
accounts so that they [students] may still engage in social media without feeling
exposed or uncomfortable,” (p. 233) though she goes on to say that some students will
likely need other accommodations including options like I previously mentioned where
posting publicly is decoupled from practicing in social media spaces. Moreover, a lot of
the affordances of social media can be mined, as Amiccuci (2014) suggested, and as I
have proposed in previous sections, through reflection about their own composing
practices, post hoc. Students could certainly be prompted to not only discover
connections between composing decisions and context, but also become critical of the
technologies they use without creating new public social media content for their classes.
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Instead, they could rely on content that has already been posted by themselves or
others.

Limitations
The most obvious limitation of my study stems from the methods I used to collect
data and the local context of that collection. Regarding data collection, as detailed in
Chapter 2, all the methods I employed were indirect measurements. Specifically, the
survey and interviews relied on students’ memories about their composing practices on
Instagram, whereas screen casting, keystroke logging, and eye tracking software afford
researchers more objective, fine-grained data about what happens when students
compose in digital spaces. Though the memory stimulus activity embedded with
interviews and the writing process journal assignment brought me closer to the moment
of composition, my data is still limited by having been figured through the memory of the
student participants themselves. However, as I discussed in Chapter 2, my encircling
feminist teacher researcher methodology calls me to question the ethics of invasive,
albeit more objective, protocols, specifically in relation to unexpected participants,
extraneous data, and privacy. For example, even using methods that prioritized good
relationships and students’ privacy, I still encountered ethical dilemmas. For instance,
many students shared Instagram images that contained images of others who did not
consent to taking part in my research. In particular, two participants included
screenshots of Instagram posts that featured their children, and another participant
included photos that featured significant others or family members. Had I used screen
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capture protocols in my study, I certainly would have encountered many more ethically
ambiguous scenarios that could have potentially compromised my focus on good
relationships with student participants.
Regarding the local context, my study results cannot be said to represent all FYC
students or all college-aged Instagram users. Instead, my student offers a snapshot of a
particular group of students, in a particular place, at a particular point in their college
careers. This snapshot is useful and important for building a robust, inclusive data set
about students’ writing practices on Instagram that might be complicated, refuted, or
supported by studies that investigate different student populations or sample from fouryear and selective admissions colleges and universities. Moreover, more women than
men took part in all three research methods. For example, 63%, 71%, and 92% of
survey respondents, interviewees, and process journalers self-identified as female,
respectively. These gender identity distributions mirror trends at DSC, my research site,
as well as demographics about social media use in general (Social Media Facts Sheet,
2021). However, this uneven gender distribution may have limited the results of my
study.
Finally, this study was limited by its exploratory nature and broad scope. Given
how little is known about students’ Instagram composing practices and their attitudes
about Instagram and FYC, including transfer opportunities, my survey, in particular,
captures broad strokes not fine-grained details. Both the bird’s-eye and ant’s-eye views
are necessary, one is not complete without the other. Thus, my study is an opening, an
invitation to dig deeper into any of the subparts of this research study.
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Suggestions for Future Research
Writing researchers must continue to investigate the ways social media
applications and their specific interfaces function as literacy sponsors, structuring writing
processes, rhetorical thinking, and the textual artifacts that are produced as a result.
This study, while important for sketching the landscape of Instagram composing
practices, is, of course, incomplete. If teaching writing as a process is one of the
foundational concepts in FYC, as I outlined in Chapter 1, then we must continue to learn
more about the ways process can be generalized as well as individualized to specific
writing situations and communities and the individual writers working within them.
For example, results from this study indicate that most students planned their
Instagram posts and that planning typically occurred as mental ideation or through
embodied activities like creating a particular make-up look to be photographed and
captioned, for example. However, not all students described planning processes and
those that did might not plan every post. Research that digs deeper into what kinds of
posts require planning, which don’t, and the role drafting plays in the planning process
are needed if we are to more fully understand students’ writing practices on Instagram
and in other spaces for self-sponsored writing. By increasing our depth of knowledge
about how particular writers using specific applications plan their posts, we might be
better able to ask students to either call upon those skills in planning their academic
writing pieces or to deliberately choose different strategies. Word and image styling, too,
is another particularly interesting part of students’ writing processes on Instagram that
should be studied more thoroughly, as results from this study indicate that styling helps
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writers gain rhetorical self-efficacy, or a feeling that a picture and text is “right” after
styling processes have been engaged.
The same need for further study applies to all of the composing practices
outlined in this study and to ones that were not explored. For example, one survey
participant noted in an open-ended survey question that timing when to post was part of
their process and another noted that awareness of their Instagram style (the overall
“feel” of their Instagram account) was a part of their rhetorical decision making. Neither
of these topics was addressed in the closed-ended survey questions or in interviews.
Thus, more research is needed to determine other mediating factors of students’
Instagram composing practices.
Additionally, parts of students’ writing practices that might lend themselves to
negative transfer are worthy of continued exploration. For example, while students’
citation practices for textual and visual content were not the focus of my study, a few
students mentioned searching the internet for caption content in open ended survey
responses. Moreover, neither Kayla nor Christina indicated when alphabetic text was
not self-authored in their Instagram posts despite disclosing that they used borrowed
content from others within the reflective portion of their process journal. Thus, if we are
aiming to pave the way for transfer between students’ out-of-class learning and in-class
writing, future research should investigate the culture of citation practices within specific
applications, like Instagram. Again, because this study was exploratory by design, all of
the processes students engaged in could be productively refined by more focused study
of particular writing stages within and between social media applications.
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Finally, given that my research aimed to investigate connections between
students’ writing practices on Instagram and FYC at DSC and beyond, future research
into students’ composing practices on social media sites might specifically investigate
similarities and differences among gender identities given the uneven gender
distribution noted in the previous section. Moreover, there is certainly a need to
investigate how gender and racial norms are represented, resisted, and complicated by
the Instagram texts students author. Though race was often perceivable through the
Instagram artifacts students shared, no student discussed how race figured into their
visual content, even when that visual content was their face or body. More information is
certainly needed in this area and newly published work like Brock’s Distributed
Blackness: African American Cybercultures should certainly influence future studies.
However, as I mentioned in my methods chapter, these kinds of investigations about
identity performance are best evaluated from the emic perspective.

Conclusion
Warning: none of the data reported and discussed in this dissertation will make
the job of teaching writing, particularly in FYC, easier. And FYC certainly cannot, as
Yancey (2014) has remarked, “be all things to all students at all times, providing all
kinds of preparation for all contingencies'' (p. 323). Working with social media as either
content for discussion and analysis and/or as a composing space in FYC is a choice. I
hope this dissertation has made that choice seem prudent, but it is one that
nevertheless comes with responsibilities that may or may not make sense for all
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instructors, at all institutions, and for all students. Still, equipped with awareness about
the ways students write, based on data gathered from this research study and the other
conversations about students’ social media writing practices to which this research
contributed, FYC instructors and writing instructors, more generally, can help facilitate a
conceptual passport where students’ self-sponsored writing in particular applications is
part of their homeland, a point of familiarity and departure that has equipped them with
important skills that can be investigated, named, claimed, and transferred to other
writing situations. In doing so, we might offer students an early chance to develop a
fuller understanding of writing as it is practiced in diverse 21 st-century contexts, as well
as a more capacious picture of what it is be a writer.
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APPENDIX A: STUDENT SURVEY QUESTIONS
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Most survey questions rely on Likert scales to collect quantitative data about
students’ perceptions of their writing practices. For the Likert scale questions, I’ve only
listed the Likert scale at the beginning of each corresponding section to conserve
space. I also gather demographics from closed-answered qualitative questions, as well
as information about students’ Instagram content (see question 11) and the overall
meaningfulness (Eodice et al., 2016) of their writing practices on Instagram and in FYC
(see questions 30 and 31). However, five open-ended questions allow participants to
respond in their own words (see questions 23, 24, 29, 32, 33). The 37-question survey
is administered through Qualtrics, and all questions follow my explanation of research
document (HRP-254).
Certification
1. Do you want to participate in this survey?
2. I certify that I am currently enrolled in an ENC 1101 (Introduction to
Composition) or ENC 1102 (Writing with Research) course at Daytona State
College.
3. I am at least 18 years of age.
Demographics
4. How old are you?
5. How do you describe your gender?
 Male
 Female
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 Nonbinary
 Transgender
 Prefer not to identify
 Other (please specify)
6. How would you describe your race?
 African American/Black
 Asian American/Asian
 Hispanic/Latinx
 Native American/American Indian
 Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
 White/Caucasian
 Other (Please enter race)
7. What is the highest degree or level of schooling your parents or guardians
have completed?
 Less than a high school diploma
 High school degree or equivalent (e.g. GED)
 Some college, no degree
 Associate degree (e.g. AA, AS)
 Bachelor’s degree (e.g. BA, BS)
 Master’s degree (e.g. MA, MS, MEd)
 Professional degree (e.g. MD, DDS, DVM, JD)
 Doctorate (e.g. PhD, EdD)
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 I don’t know
Instagram Background
8. Are you an Instagram (IG) User?
 Yes
 No
9. On average, approximately how long do you spend on IG per day?
 Less than 30 minutes
 30 minutes to 1 hour
 1-2 hours
 2-3 hours
 3-4 hours
 More than 4 hours
10. Do you have more than one IG account?
 Yes
i. If you have more than one IG account, please explain how or if
you use the accounts differently.
 No
11. What kind of content do you post to Instagram? (check all that apply)

 Photos taken by you
 Photos taken by others
 Memes created by you
 Memes created by others
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 Videos created by you
 Videos created by others
 Captions
 Comments on others’ posts
 Other (please specify)
Instagram & Writing Process
On a scale from 1 to 5, evaluate your level of agreement with the following
statements about your writing process on IG. Use the following values for your
scale:
– Strongly Agree
– Agree
– Neither Agree nor Disagree
– Disagree
– Strongly Disagree.
12. I spend time planning my IG posts before sharing them on IG.
13. I adjust images using filters, cropping, etc. before sharing them on IG.
14. I play with the wording of my IG captions before I post. (For example, writing,
deleting, rewriting, re-reading, tweaking, considering emojis, etc.)
15. I share drafts of IG Images and/or captions with friends before I posting them
on IG.
16. When my IG posts contain images of others, I get their permission before
posting them on IG.
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17. I consider how people reading my IG will interpret or react to my IG posts.
18. I intentionally craft a certain image of myself with my IG posts.
19. I have specific ideas about how I want my IG posts to affect the people who
view them.
20. I model my IG posts after other IG posts I admire.
21. While composing my posts on IG, I also engage in other mobile-phone based
activities at the same time (For example, text messaging, shopping online,
checking email, interacting with other apps, etc.)
22. I include hashtags in my IG posts.
23. Are there any other steps or considerations you have when creating IG
posts? If so, please describe them. [open-ended response]
24. Think about the time it takes create an IG post, what do you spend most of
your time doing? [open-ended response]
Instagram & First-Year Writing
On a scale from 1 to 5, evaluate your level of agreement with the following
statements about your writing process on IG. Use the following values for your
scale:
– Strongly Agree
– Agree
– Neither Agree nor Disagree
– Disagree
– Strongly Disagree
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25. I consider my IG posts a kind of writing.
26. The writing I do on IG is related to the kinds of writing I do in ENC 1101
and/or ENC 1102.
27. I see opportunities to transfer writing knowledge and skills I’ve gained from
writing on IG to the writing assignments in ENC 1101 or ENC 1102.
28. I have gained important knowledge about writing from writing on IG.
29. What do you think you’ve learned about writing from your activity on IG?
[open-ended response]
30. The writing I do on IG is (check all that apply)
 Meaningful to me personally
 Important to me academically
 Not meaningful to me personally or important academically
 Other (please specify)
31. The writing I do in ENC 1101 and/or ENC 1102 is (check all that apply)
 Meaningful to me personally
 Important to me academically
 Not meaningful to me personally or important academically
 (other)
32. If you had to describe the process of composing your IG posts, what one or
two words might describe the process (for example, meaningful, stressful,
fun, rewarding, exciting, frustrating, etc.)? [open-ended response]
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33. If you had to describe the process of composing the academic
papers/projects/assignments you create for ENC 1101 or ENC 1102, what
one or two words might describe the process (for example, meaningful,
stressful, fun, rewarding, exciting, frustrating, etc.)? [open-ended response]
34. When you have written for ENC 1101 and/or ENC 1102, which of the
following are true? (Check all that apply).
 My writing includes photos and/or other images
 My writing includes charts and graphs
 My writing includes videos
 My writing includes music and/or other audio
 My writing includes links to articles and/or other media
 None of these are true
35. When you have written outside of school on Instagram, which of the following
are true? (Check all that apply).
 My writing includes photos and/or other images
 My writing includes charts and graphs
 My writing includes videos
 My writing includes music and/or other audio
 My writing includes links to articles and/or other media
 None of these are true
36. Is there anything else that you’d like to tell me about your out of-school writing
on Instagram?
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Interview Opportunity
37. Are you interested in taking part in a short Zoom interview about IG, writing
process, and ENC 1101/1102? If so, please provide your name and email
address below. If you are selected to be interviewed, Jessica Kester will
contact you to schedule an interview at a mutually convenient time.
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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The questions listed below provide a baseline my semi-structured interviews with
students during Phase 2A (Collins, 2019; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). In practice,
additional interview questions emerge from interesting or confusing trends in the survey
data (phase 1), each student’s specific responses to survey questions, and the natural
flow of conversation.
1. Why do you use IG? What role does it play in your life?
2. I’d like to know a bit more about how you compose on IG—what you think
about and what you do? Could we take a look at one of your IG posts? I’d like
you to walk me through your composing decisions. If we look at another IG
post, how does your composing process change, or not?
•

This question is a memory stimulus, aimed at specifying and adding
validity to students’ generalized reflections about their writing practices.
Specifically, it is my variation on the photo elicitation method used
described by Gubrium & Harper (2016) as part of participatory action
research.

3. Given what you describe in questions 2 [insert specific details from
interviewees response to question 2), tell me what you spend the most time
doing when you’re creating an IG post.
4. Is there anything else you can think of that you spend time on that we didn’t
talk about yet?
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5. When you think about your audience on IG, like who reads it, do you feel like
you know them well or not? For example, you have first-hand knowledge of
their attitudes, beliefs, and expectations?
6. Does your audience influence the way you compose? If so, how?
7. What challenges do you face when writing on IG? What challenges do you
face when writing for ENC 1101 or ENC 1102?
8. When you think about how you compose on IG, what you think about and
also what you do, do you see any connections between those thinking and
writing processes and the thinking and writing processes you use in ENC
1101 or ENC 1102?
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APPENDIX C: WRITING PROCESS JOURNAL ASSIGNMENT SHEET
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Writing Process Journal
Background
We’ve been thinking about writing process this semester, and I’d now like to give
you an opportunity to gather information about your writing processes on Instagram, or
another out-of-class composing space.
Directions
Over no more than a week-long period, record a writing process journal in which
you describe in your own words the process of composing Instagram posts—what
you’re thinking about while you’re composing a post and what you’re doing (for
example, re-reading what you’ve written, using filters, checking other SM sites,
searching for gifs, deleting text before rewriting, etc.).
Record your thoughts immediately after you post content to Instagram, if
possible. For each Instagram journal entry, please include a screen shot of your final
post along with your writing process reflection. Aim for between 2 and 10 journal entries,
though more are certainly welcome.
If you do not use Instagram, you are welcome to choose another social media
application, like Facebook or Twitter, to compete this extra credit assignment.
If you do not use social media, you are welcome to choose another kind of selfsponsored writing, like text messages or email, to complete this extra credit assignment.
Check out my writing process journal entry on the next page for an example.
Extra Credit Points
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By submitting a writing process journal with at least two entries, you will earn 10 extra
credit points added to your lowest grade in ENC 1101 or ENC 1102.
Due Date
[Insert due date]
Example of a Journal Entry

I’m writing this post as part of a travelogue for my family and friends who are following
my family’s first road trip from Florida to Texas. I think it’s hilarious that one of my
kiddos found a doll arm in their snack mix, so I snap a picture with my iPhone. Then, I
immediately start putting filters on the image from within IG (this one is the rise filter).
After the photo looked the way I wanted—the arm needed to be really visible, so I was
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looking for a filter that made it show up more—I started thinking about the caption. The
caption is “Day 9, Hour 8.5: An arm shows up in the snack mix.” I thought about how I
wanted to describe this picture for a while (2-3 minutes, maybe) in my head and then
typed it out a few different ways. I re-read what I typed and then adjusted wording until it
felt right, and maybe funny. Then, I showed my spouse. He laughed, so I pressed
“share.”
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Office of Research
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If you have any questions, please contact the UCF IRB at 407-823-2901 or
irbchiucf.edu. Please include your project title and IRB number in all correspondence with
this office.

Sincerely,

Kamille Birkbeck
Designated Reviewer
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(i) The information obtained is recorded by the investigator in such a manner that the identity of
the human subjects cannot readily be ascertained, directly or through identifiers linked to the
subjects;
(ii) Any disclosure of the human subjects' responses outside the research would not reasonably
place the subjects at risk of criminal or civil liability or be damaging to the subjects' financial
standing, employability, educational advancement, or reputation; or
(iii) The information obtained is recorded by the investigator in such a manner that the identity of
the human subjects can readily be ascertained, directly or through identifiers linked to the
subjects, and an IRB conducts a limited IRB review to make the determination required by
§46.111(a)(7).
When a study has been certified as exempt from IRB review, continuing review and approval is
not required. Certification of Exemption is effective for the life of the study. However, all
modifications to a study that has been certified exempt must be submitted to the IRB for
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Pearl Galano, Ph.D.
Chair - DSC Institutional Review Board Pearl.Galano@daytonastate.edu
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APPENDIX E: DAYTONA STATE COLLEGE FYC LEARNING
OUTCOMES AND COURSE OUTLINES
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MASTER COURSE DESCRIPTION
ENC 1101 Introduction to Composition

CATALOG DESCRIPTION:
This course is designed to develop students’ skills as critical readers and thinkers, and as
effective writers able to adjust and compose in different rhetorical situations. This course
contributes to satisfying the Gordon Rule (State Rule 6A-10.030) writing requirement.
This course also helps develop the general education skills of (1) critical/creative thinking; (2)
communication; (3) cultural literacy; and (4) information and technical literacy.
CREDIT HOURS: 3 Semester Hours DEGREE: A. A. (Core) and A. S. CONTACT HOURS:
45 Hours Lecture
INSTRUCTIONAL METHOD: Lecture/Discussion/Conferences/Workshops/Collaborative
Learning/Distance Learning
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES: (General Education Skills)
The student will be able to:
1. Demonstrate critical thinking and reading skills. (1, 2)
2. Apply an understanding of the elements of writing processes to various
genres. (1, 2, 4) 3. Use strategies for composing in different rhetorical
situations. (1, 2, 3)
COURSE OUTLINE:
I. Critical Thinking and Reading
A. Explaining conventions common to academic prose.
B. Analyzing texts for central ideas, reliability, accuracy, and supporting details.
C. Evaluating one’s own and others’ writing for strength of central idea,
organization, purpose, genre, aesthetic value, and the conventions of standard
edited American English.
D. Describing rhetorical situations that underlie texts.
II. Writing Process and Genre
A. Recognizing the elements of a writing process (i.e. plan, draft, revise and
edit) and applying an individualized writing process that incorporates flexible
strategies based on genre and context.
B. Revising one’s own writing substantially for complexity, clarity, organization,
purpose, genre, aesthetic value, and the conventions of standard edited
American English.
C. Understanding the collaborative and social aspects of the writing
process, including incorporating feedback from instructors, tutors
and/or peers.
D. Demonstrating basic digital literacy.
III. Rhetorical Situations
A. Recognizing how rhetorical situations shape reading and writing.
B. Writing for different purposes, audiences and contexts while integrating one’s
own ideas with those of others (i.e. summary, paraphrase, and direct quote).
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C. Articulating and assessing the effects of one’s writing choices.
D. Using formats and structures, including citation styles, appropriate to
rhetorical situations.
In this Gordon Rule Writing (GRW) course, students must demonstrate their ability to
produce “college level writing through multiple assignments.”
1. Students will complete at least four different, formal writing tasks in this
course, totaling at least 5000 words (about twenty pages) of formal writing.
2. All formal written work must be at least adequate “college-level writing” as
defined by the college. If written work is determined to be unsatisfactory,
less-than adequate as “college level writing,” the student cannot receive a
satisfactory grade of C or above, regardless of other work in the course.
3. Students who have difficulty with writing tasks are encouraged to use the
Writing Center (WC).
ACADEMIC APPROVAL:
Dr. Evan Rivers, Department Chair, School of Humanities and Communication
Dr. Alycia Ehlert, Associate Vice President, College of Arts and Sciences
REVISED: 7/16
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MASTER COURSE DESCRIPTION
ENC 1102 Writing with Research

CATALOG DESCRIPTION:
This course is designed to continue developing skills for critical thinking, the writing process,
and navigating rhetorical situations with the addition of inquiry based research, synthesis and
argument. This course contributes to satisfying the Gordon Rule (State Rule 6A-10.030)
writing requirement. (Prerequisite: ENC 1101.)
This course also helps develop the general education skills of (1) critical/creative thinking;
(2) communication; (3) cultural literacy; and (4) information and technical literacy.
CREDIT HOURS: 3 Semester Hours DEGREE: A.A. (Core) and A.S. CONTACT HOURS:
45 Hours Lecture
INSTRUCTIONAL METHOD: Lecture/Discussion/Conferences/Collaborative
Learning/Distance Learning STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES: (General Education
Skills)
The student will be able to:
1. Synthesize ideas from a variety of sources. (1, 2)
2. Integrate inquiry-based research into writing processes. (1, 2, 4)
3. Produce analytic texts that effectively address different rhetorical situations. (1, 2, 3)
COURSE OUTLINE:
I. Synthesis
A. Reading, evaluating, and analyzing appropriate texts in a variety of genres.
B. Integrating multiple kinds of evidence from various texts cohesively.
C. Illustrating purposeful use of direct quotes, paraphrases, and summaries.
D. Evaluating texts’ roles in larger discourse communities.
II. Inquiry
A. Using a flexible and thorough research process to select primary and
secondary texts. B. Creating effective boundaries between source
information and one’s own ideas through appropriate source attribution and
explanation.
C. Incorporating multiple types of credible and relevant sources (e.g. print,
electronic, scholarly, popular, etc…).
D. Demonstrating advanced digital literacy.
III. Analysis and Rhetorical Situations
A. Applying advanced composition processes to compose complex texts.
B. Composing with the conventions of various genres and discourses (e.g.
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structure, sentencing, tone, etc…).
C. Seeking feedback selectively and appropriately to revise as part of a
metacognitive revision process.
D. Producing at least one argument for an academic audience.
In this Gordon Rule Writing (GRW) course, students must demonstrate their ability to
produce “college level writing through multiple assignments.”
1. Students will complete at least four different, formal writing tasks in this
course, totaling at least 5000 words (about twenty pages) of formal writing.
2. All formal written work must be at least adequate “college-level writing” as
defined by the college. If written work is determined to be unsatisfactory,
less-than adequate as “college level writing,” the student cannot receive a
satisfactory grade of C or above, regardless of other work in the course.
3. Students who have difficulty with writing tasks are encouraged to use the
Writing Center.
ACADEMIC APPROVAL:
Dr. Evan Rivers, Department Chair, School of Humanities and Communication
Dr. Alycia Ehlert, Associate Vice President, College of Arts and Sciences
REVISED: 7/16
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